
June 19, 1968

THIRD CS&E BOARD MEETING

AGENDA

1. Review of the minutes of the first two meetings.

2. Report by the Chairman on the status of the proposal to add an
economist to the CS&E Board by Dr. Seitz.

3. Report by John Griffith, speaking for Jerrier Haddad, on the
status of the solicitation campaign for uncommitted funds of
$100,000 for use by the CS&E Board.

-4. Discussion of the informal proposal by Milt Rose to study "the
patterns of industrial support for computers, computing and
computer science in the nation's colleges and universities."

5. Further discussion of the report by Allan Perlis on the
Education Committee plan.

6. Report by Dave Evans on the planning paper for the R&D committee.

7. Report by Barkley Rosser on planning for the National Programs
committee.

8. Report by Bruce Gilchrist on the American Federation of Information
Processing Societies as sources of current and future data on the
computer science/information processing field.

9 Report by Don Madden on the Association of Computing Machinery as
a current and future source (see #8).

10. Discussion of the establishment of deadlines for submitting more-or-
less finished planning papers for Education, R&D and National Programs
Committees.

11. Scheduling future meetings through the next six months.

12. Other
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9 a.m.

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

_
SECOND MEETING

May 16, 1968

AGENDA

1. Review of minutes of last meeting.

2. Introduction of government and professional
society observers.

3. Introduction of Dr. Walter Baer, Assistant to
the Director, Office of Science and Technology,
and of Mr. Bernard Strassburg, Chief, Common
Carrier Bureau of the Federal Communications
Bureau.

4. Discussion of the activities and problems in
the areas of Dr. Baer and Mr. Strassburg
related to the CS&E Board's activities.
Comments by Mr. Donald Madden, Executive
Director, Association for Computer Machinery,
and Dr. Bruce Gilchrist, Past President of the
American Federation of Information Processing
Societies, on ways and means of making use of
the resources of the professional societies
in the field.

5.

6. Report by the Group Leader of the

- Education Planning Group,
- Research and Development Group
- National Programs Group, and
- Data Base Group,

ON

- Area of responsibilities,
General approach and priorities,

- Suggested committee organization and
membership,

- Suggested set of initial tasks to be
undertaken.



AGENDA
Page 2

7.

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD
Second Meeting

Report on how to go about establishing
The inventory of CS& data presently available,
The Structure of the existing inventory,
What additional data are needed,
Priorities to be assigned to the needed data, and
How best to proceed with development of the data
base.

LUNCH



After lunch

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

SECOND MEETING

Executive Session

AGENDA

8. Report by Mr. Jerrier A. Haddad regarding
fund raising prospects among the business
and general professional associations.

9. Scheduling of future Board meetings beyond
September.

10. Other

END



DRAFT

COMPUTE? SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BCARD

MEETING

Summary Minut?:s

May 16, 1968

Professor Oettinger called the meeting to order and introduced the

various observers from the gov2rnment departments and from the professional
societies. These included Mr. Robert Taylcr, Advanced Research Projects

Agency, DOL; Miss Ann Lamb and Mr. Bernard Urtan, BOB; Dr Bruce Waxman,

National Institutes of Health; Mr. Arthur Melmed, National Science Founda-

tion; Dr. Bruce Gilchrist, past President of the American of

Infornatioua Processing Societies; Lit Donald Madden, Executive Directo,
Associaticn for Computer Machirery; and Dr. John Griffith, Consultant to

the Chairman. ire Chairman than introduced as invited speakers Dr. Walter

Baer, Assistant to the President's Assistant for Science and Technology,

and Mr. Bernard Strassburg, Chicf, Common Carrier Bureau of the Federal

Communications Commission. Ir. Strassburg was accompanied by Mr. Charles

R. Cowan and Mr. Barnest Nash. Professor Gettinger also introduced

Mr. Ernect Banard, Staff Administrator to Cougressman Jack Brooks cf

Texas who's subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations initia-
ted in March 1963 legislation to provide a Government-wide coordinated

Management system for the use of data processing equipments. This

lugislation was approved in October, 1906, and is not Public Law 89-306.

The Chairman indicated the intentior of the Board to invite continued

by observers fiom .us useas of the gov--nmeuc ond

various. professional societies. ovserved that continued cooperation

among all people concerned with various aspects of computer science and
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engineering was essential to prompt and orderly progress in defining
the field and ir workirg on priority questions confronting the planners,

managers, operators and scientiists in the field. The Chairman invited

full participation by guests and observers in the Board discussions

according to their interests and responsibilities. He stressed that all
discussions of the Board and the information presented was "privileged,"

i.e., not to be passed beyond the Board and the participants,
Dr. Baer explained that Dr, Hornig serves as Special Assistant to

the President fcr Science ar.i Technology as well as being heai of the

Office of Science and Technoiogy. He pointed out that in the former

capacity, Dr. Hornig's responsibility is te provide support in both the

domestic area and in the foreign policy azea. As Director of the Office

cf Science and Technology, Dz. Bornig is responsible for continuing efforts

to coordinate activities and to initiate programs benefiting both the

government and the private sector in the field of science and technology.

Cz. Baer commented that such broad responsibilities give rise to rather a

rich mix of priority tasks, problems, and programs. Ne said that Dr. Hornig

is pleased that the Board of Computer Science and Engineering has Leen

established by the Academy and that is looking forward to following the

action program of the Board.

Dr. Baer gave a grief description of functions and responsibilities of

the Office of Science and Technology. He indicated the limitations of the

logy, and emphasized that the Office under the direction of Dr. Hornig

tu the field of science

r

OST staff in size and expertese particularly in computer science and techro-

performed general

Included in this oversight function is provic'ng executive assistance to the
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various government departments or areas, providing substantive review

of operating programs and giving guidance as to priorities and emphasis.

IDr. Baer stressed the importance of originating and develcning interesting

ideas as means ot achieving broad, national ot tectives through the use of

emerging opportunities in the field of science and technolcgy.. He cited,

as an example, the current interest in the Executive area in utilizing
through training and education the "hard-core" unemployed resources in the

cities to meet some of the manpower requirements for processing information

into computers and computer networks, and perhaps for opereting computers

and information eychange systems. We indicated that there is little data

on how much of this manpower might be utlizable or for what parc. cular

kinds of information processing work. Dr. Baer then commented briefly on-

the items listed as points »f interest to OST in a letter sent to the

Chairman ty Ds. "ornig shortly after the Board was established.

The Chairman then introduced Mr. Bernard Strassburg to speak on the

FCC interest in computers acd their relation to communications, Mr. Strassburg

described briefly the mission and responsibilities of the FCC. He then

_
explained that the FCC came to »e intecested in computers and in their role in

communications initially as a result of Courtern being expressed by the

customers regardirz the burgeoning role of computer-driven data

exchanges utilizing common cerrie i facilities. Mr. Strassburg touched upon

the difficultie- in distinguishing betwien computers and common carrier

switching equipments and between data processing and communications, the latter

as defined for common carriers in the pre-computer era. He pointed out that

some basic aspects of the philosophy of free enterprise were involved in the

computer-data processing-communications milieu; for examp12, in one form,

information passing over common carrier facilities was regulated by the Federal
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Government as to tariff by time unit which roughly paralleis quantity
as conventional speeds of transfer, whereas in another forn the same

tariff was charged for the passage of far greacer masses vf information

via computer data exchange; for another example, the entry of common carrier

companies into the computer and data processing business could lead to a

situation where the carriers became their own, and perhaps preferred. Thic

condition could provide the basis for discriminatory practices to the dis-

advantage of the computer and dat~ processing businesses. Mr. Strassburg

admitted that with their limited staff at CC (about 110 prufessionals)

they have been able to develop very little expertise in computers and data

processing. He indicated that the Bureau was moving to bring in contract

assistance tc cnalyse and process the responses to the Dorket dealing with

computers in comuunications. The Asscciation for Computing Machinery is

providing a set of tutorial seminars for sclected members of the Bureau and

FCC staff people. He added that ie was sure that additionat help would be

needed once the responses were analyzed.

The. Chairman thanked both speakers ard invited them to stay and parvi-

cipatc through the balance of the open session. Dr. Alan Perlis then reported

o: the plan for the Education comnittee: Part I dealt with general respons!-

bilities; Part II with approach; Part III with membership; and Part IV with

tasks. Two privrity areas were tecommenued: (1) graduate education in

computer science and (2) unaergraduate education in software engineering.

Perlis stated.that the first is critical because computer scientists are

already in short supply and there as rapid expansion in the number of

university dep7: .ments that need to be staffed. Perlis beiieves the secon

is critical because programming systems must be transformed into a subject of
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engineering education and treatment if orderly and signiticant progress
is to be made in computer scftware, beyond the preseui l2vel of general
art and personal mystique. He further believes that the Ltending of

conventional engineering and software techniques should besin at the

undergraduate level, perhaps at mid-point in high school. Perlis
1

recommended that two small sub-committees be established. The Chairman

called for comments from the observers and then from the Board members.

The ensuing discussion reflected the following points: coucern for the

limited aumber of priority arsas recommerded, i.e., applications of computers

to general education could becuue wore important then engineering software,

or of equal importance; an observer from the Office of Education shouid be.

included in future discussions; availability of basic data iu these fields;.
the small size of the two committees for such large problems; overlaps

between R&D and Education committees; computer function and requirement

projections into the future st.ould combine computers and communications.

The discussion was continued after ler in the afternoon Executive session.

FXECUTIVE SESSION

The Chairman opened the Executive session by introducing John Griffith

as his general consultant on matters pertaining to national security areas

The discussion of the areas of priority for the Education Committee continued

briskly with a consensus arising that further discussion should take place at

the next meeting, with preliminary exchanges of suggestions for staffing to

take place among the Board members prior to the next mectng. The Chairman

summed up the discussion by indicating that compui.. sid to education shoul:

also be considered by the plsaring grovp as a priority task to be assigned to

a task group within the committee aluag with the two nroposed.
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The Chairman then tabled for discussion the possibility of adding an

economist to the Board in the near future a rroposed by Dr. Seitz. The

general response was strongly in favor of such an addition. In the following

discussion, the distinction was made between an economist who had specialized
in using computers as a tool in his profession and one who had studied

computers and their impact on the economic activities at the sector, national

and international levels. Tne ensuing consensus strongly favored the latter,
with the understanding that policy support experience at the national level,
an euduring interest in technology across-the-board and a grasp of the

important developments in relatons between government and science should also

be cousidered to be important The Chairman expressed his apprecia-

tion and said that he would vase the board's views to Dr. Seitz.

Dr. Jerrier Haddad reported on the plans to launch a campaign to solicit
uncommitted funds for use of the CS&E Board on iniative tasks during the next

eighteen months. He indicated his belief based upon the best nrofessional

advice he could obtain that a fund of $100,000 was a asonabie figure ane

"that the total of solicited sums from various business, professionali and

general organiations interested in computer science and engineering should be

scaled to about $135,000. He reported that he had obtained separate Lists of

business associations, professional associations and technical associations from

which make up the campaign sulicitation base. After some discussion, it was

agreed solicitation of foundations should be deferred fur the moment and

that Haddad should develop the materials for the solicitation campaign and

report at tle next meeriug nf the Poard ia Denver.

Jr. Rosser indicated that some difficulty was being encountered in

formulating clearly just .w.at the National Programs area involved even though
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he had held several discussions with various people about it. The Chairman

agreed that this was going to be one of the more difficult areas to define

with any precision and indicated that he would take some action prior to the

"next meeting to assist the National Programs Committee Planning Group. Dr.

Evans reported that the Research and Development Committee Planning Group was

also encountering considerable difficulty in formulating precisely what th:

R&D area included and what problems should be assigned top priority, etc.

In the following discussion it was pointed out that the"ritle approach to

R&D" could make a few holes in the PAn tandscape but that tois would have

limited effect on the overall RSD arez. After further discussiun, it was agreed

that it would be helpful to the Scard to have the draft R&I committee paper

(a) structure the R&D area for computez science and engineering; (b) list the

basic such as »rvad reviews of the R&D field vs pin-pointed

studies of priority problems; (c) roughly examine the input costs and probable

benefits of the alternative approaches; and (d) propose an initial R&D program

of actions that could be made up ef broad reviews, pin-pointed studies or a

mixture of both. It was agreed that such a paper would previde the best basis

for enabling the Board to weigh the aitecnatives and to provide guidance to the

R&D Committce Planning Group now and later to the Committee's research and

production program. Evans indicated that he would call a meting of the

planning group fore the next meeting,

The Chairman pointed out that a successor was being sought for Lew

Bright's job in the Office of Education. It was agreed that Board members should

forward any suggestions to Chairman within the following week or ten days.
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ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS

1. That Miss Zehring thould make a rougn index by tape number of

the various topics discussec by the Board so as to facilitete extraction
of portions of the Board discussion for Committee Chairman, Working Groups,

etc.

2. Papers to be discussed by the Board should be distributed ahead

of the meeting. The CS&E staff will reproduce and distribute such papers

wher. needed.



Mr. Kenneth Olsen
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COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

Fourth Meeting

July 12, 1968

AGENDA

1. Announcement of new members and welcome by Dr. John Pierce,
Acting Chairman. Introduction of Mr. Richard McCann'as the
observer from the Office of Education.

Review of the minutes of the June 18-19 meeting in Denver.2.

3. Confirmation of the following meeting schedule for the next
six months:

10-11, 190%
9-10, 1968October

November 19686-7
December 11-12, 1968 (San Francisco)
January 7- 8, 1969
February 4- 5, 1969
March 5- 6, 1969

4. Review and evaluation of the following prospective sites for a half-
day briefing for the Board in conjunction with future meetings.
Alternatives or additions should be put forth at this time. Each
member agreed to submit three locations. Suggestions received before
meeting will be in the CS&E working folders.

COINS -- General Robert Taylor/ George Hicken
Livermore
Poughkeepsie
SAC

E. Computer Usage Corp.
Digital Equipment Corp.
Social Security -- IRS, Census, or the like
FBI -- Justic Department
Fort Holabird
Selected ARPA Research Projects

K. Systems Development Corp.
L. Headquarters NORAD, Colorado Springs, Colorado (SAGE, BUIC,

BMEWS, and Space Track)

A.
B.

D.

G.
H.
I.
J.

5. Preliminary results of a survery of information processing personnel
based on professional society membership -- presented by Ike Nahama,

sponsored by ARPA, contracted by AFIPS. Initial presentation 20-30
minutes.
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6. Summary remarks by Herb Grosch of the National Bureau of
Standards on the NBS program in computer standardization
in relation to the Brooks Bill, with emphasis on progressto date, problems encountered, and probable developments
over both the short and the longer term.

Further discussion of the report by Alan Perlis on the
Education Committee Plan, the priority areas, and the
candidates for the task teams.

7.

Further discussions of the report by Dave Evans on the
R&D Committee, the priority areas, and the candidates
for the task teams.

8.

Further reports by Barkley Rosser on planning for the
National Programs Committee.

Discussion in further detail of the informal proposal by
Milt Rose for the CS&E Board to study "the patterns of
industrial support for computers, computing and computer
science in the nation's colleges and universities."
Includes preliminary draft of letter by Bill Miller, etc.
for possible initial survey use.

Submission of papers by Bruce Gilchrist and Don Madden
confirming and detailing their verbal reports to the
Board at the Denver meeting regarding possible data
gathering activities of AFIPS and ACM.

9.

10.

Other



CS&E BOARD MEETING MINUTES

Denver Meeting: June 18-19, 1968 PRIVILEGED

The Chairman called the meeting to order and asked for comments on

the draft minutes of the CS&E meeting on May 16-17, 1968. With some minor

changes, the minutes were approved.

The Chairman reported that Dr. Seitz was approaching the point of

decision on the selection of an economist to serve with the Board. He

indicated that the field had been narrowed to four and that the emphasis

was on selecting an economist who had considerable experience in analyzing

the impact of computers and their applications upon the general economy and

upon major economic sectors.

John Griffith, reporting for Jerrier Haddad, then gave a brief summary

on the status of the preparation of the materials for the $100 to 150,000

solicitation campaign for uncommitted funds from the private sector. He

indicated that solicitation prospects had been divided into computer companies,

trade associations with an interest in computers and computing, professional

associations other than scientific or technical and professional societies.

The computer companies had been divided into three groups; the large companies

providing both hardware and software, the companies specializing in software

and related services, and companies providing peripheral or computer-related

services. Three different draft letters for solicitation were then distributed

for comment and suggestions. Mr. Griffith indicated that some very professional

people were being used by the Solicitation Task Team to draft the letters, to

do the text on the brochure to accompany the letter, to select specific amounts

to be requested, and so forth. He said that the text for the brochure was being

prepared and should be ready for the next Board meeting in Washington.

DRAFT
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Dr. Milton Rose, of the National Science Foundation, then outlined some of

the considerations that led to his recent letter to the Chairman suggesting that

the Board consider undertaking a study of "the patterns of industrial support for

computers, computing and computer science in the nation's colleges and universi-
ties." He indicated that this area had always been rather ill-defined and that

even a partial job at this time would be useful to the Foundation planning people.

He commented that the survey could also provide initial momentum to the Board in

its collection of essential information regarding the computer science and

engineering field. He stressed that his thinking as reflected in his informal

letter to the Chairman and the thinking of the people concerned in the Foundation

was far from conclusive and that reactions and comments from the Board would be

welcome.

A responsive discussion ensued during which the following points were made

regarding the computer services in colleges and universities: computer services

for small colleges require more direct participation of the user in getting the

services needed; in a university a wide variety of computer services is required,

ranging from simple to complex; a centralized computer service has some inherent

drawbacks, i. e. it generates competition among the users, usually develops a

line of low-priority users waiting for machine time, and thus often runs counter

to the basic need to generate new and innovative computer uses by making it very

difficult for new users to get machine time; perhaps the whole problem of computer

services on the colleges and universities should be given an entirely new look in

light of emerging technologies with a view toward guiding those technologies along

the most promising paths, i. e., use the colleges and universities as a live

laboratory in which to experiment with real-time interaction between major user

groups and emerging technologies.
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Out of the foregoing and related discussion arose a consensus that

doing the "entire" job would constitute a major undertaking and would require

a considerable length of time. Dr. Rose indicated that the Foundation was

taking a long view of this problem and that doing the job in stages would be

entirely satisfactory. It was agreed that Dr. Rose would work on refining his

informal request for the next Board meeting, that Bill Miller would try his

hand at drafting a letter which might be used for the initial or exemplatory

survey action and that the Board would explore further at the next meeting

ways and means for proceeding with the task. It was also agreed that Dr. Rose's

initial inquiry of possible Board interest would be formalized and directed to

Dr. Seitz before the Board undertook the task. The matter of determining the

amount of funding for the Board's survey was deferred pending a clearer

definition of precisely what work should be done as the first cut at the

problem.

Dave Evans submitted a revised and enlarged draft statement of the goals

for the R&D committee, distributed copies to the Board members and invited

comments and discussion, Considerable discussion revolved around the criteria

to be used in establishing the priorities for the R&D committee effort, including

whether the priorities should be based upon field segments, by national level

goals as defined by Congress, by military interests, intelligence interests,

civilian interests, by departmental priorities, by user interests or by budget

priorities. The Chairman observed that, whatever the criteria selected by which

to establish priorities in the R&D field, we must be sure that adequate clearances

are obtained for the committee and the task force members to assure that time,

energy and money are not wasted in re-discovering solutions already developed in

government areas of classified activities. He emphasized that this would be

especially important in the R&D and National Program activities, and indicated
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that close collaboration between these two would be necessary as their efforts

got under. way. Evans then submitted a tentative list of candidates for

membership in the R&D committee and solicited comments and contributions of

other names. The Chairman observed that R&D was a particularly sensitive

area in computer science and engineering and suggested that the R&D Planning

Group consider the wisdom of tentatively staffing the R&D comittee initially
with the idea that the first two or three months work could be pointed toward

refining the R&D priorities which, in turn, would point toward candidates

qualified by interest and experience to be considered as chairmen and

members of the initial task forces. It was agreed that this had considerable

merit in that it made possible prompt action without undue risk in selecting

@ task team members and chairmen prematurely. It was also agreed that the

Board members should submit candidate names for both the R&D committee and the

unspecified task teams to Dave Evans with two paragraphs of background

matched against R&D goals, either before or at. the next meeting in Washington.

Further discussion of the R&D goals, priorities and means of achieving these

goals, and committee and task team membership whould be continued at the next

meeting of the Board.

Barkley Rosser, in reporting on the National Programs planning problem,

indicated that his preliminary investigation showed that the transfer of

techniques, technologies and concepts from the classified areas of activity to

non-classified areas of government and the private sector should be considered

one of the priority tasks. This led to a rather stirring discussion. Robert

Taylor remarked that in the intelligence field more emphasis had been placed

on the collection of information than upon how to process the information and

what should be done with it. Taylor also commented that some of the techniques
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and technologies were fairly low-level and should be transferable without too

much difficulty so long as they were kept separate from the intelligence

content with which they were involved. Launor Carter observed that in

SDC's experience battlefield information handling and presentation should

be broken out by segments rather than as total systems. He added that there

were lots of military classified information processing activities that were

not highly restricted and should be broken out with proper precautions. He

remarked that it might be helpful in dealing with this problem to use

categories, such as military intelligence systems, weapons evaluation systems,

systems analysis activities and force analysis activities,

It was agreed, after considerable further discussion, that the National

Programs planning group should proceed with care in this and other matters

relating to National level programs, especia7

that the type and number of information 'processing activities within the DOD

were proliferating at a rate that made it very difficult to maintain a current

log. In regard to tentative staffing of a task force on "privacy" the names of

Ithiel Pool and Carl Kaysen were mentioned.

Bill Miller reported that the California legislature was currently

considering legislation regarding the protection of the privacy of individuals

and that one of the most difficult aspects was the definition of precisely

what such rights ere in the field of personal information that could be made

availabe to third parties without the knowlege of the individual directly

concerned. He said'that investigation had indicated that many of these

"privacy protections" for the individual were not spelled out in the

constitution and he added that the California legislation went far beyond the

constitution in this aspect of privacy. He volunteered to obtain a copy of

Vinht AF one:

the California legislation and to forward it to the CS& staff. He also
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said that he had a graduate student working on the privacy problem and

suggested that the Board consider establishing some informal technique

for encouraging selected graduate students to undertake theses work on

priority problems such as this. The Board endorsed the idea and the Chairman

referred this to the Chairman, Data Base Planning Group, for action with the

collaborating of the other Planning Group chairmen and Board members generally.

Rosser asked Evans to alert him to any emerging technology that could have

a significant impact at the national program or policy level.

Rosser called attention to another area of interest to the National

Programs committee, i. e, the FCC inquiry into computers in relation to

communication as defined for common carriers, and remarked that the Board

should be kept up to date on developments there even though he, Rosser, had

not been keeping up. Madden indicated that the seminar series being provided

the FCC by ACM would be completed a few days before the next Board meeting.

He promised to bring the Board up to date at the next meeting and he reminded

the Board of the stages through which the Bureau of Common Carriers planned to

proceed: (a) ACM seminars for staff familiarization; (b) selecting a contractor

for assistance in handling the responses; (c) reviewing the work of the

contractor; (d) advising the FCC Commissioners on both technology and policy

aspects. The Chairman remarked that these stages seemed to set the stage rather

clearly for the determination, if, and at what point or points, the Board might

assist either the Bureau of Common Carriers of the FCC Commissioners.

Rosser reported on a conversation. he had with an old friend, John

Kincaid, Assistant Secretary of Commerce, regarding computers in government, the

Brooks Bill and the National Bureau of Standards. In this conversation, Kincaid

raised the question of a "national institute for Computers." Kincaid's remarks
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reflected an inability to determine precisely what such a computer center or

institute should be, what it should do, how it should do this, and the like.
Pierce remarked that such an institute could look into the general inadequacy

of computers, encourage program documentation, evaluate current output of

computers in terms of usability, determine whether computer systems were

accessible to users and usable by them, determine whether computer systems

were economic, and generally study the hardware-software problem and

encourage appropriate action by the elements of the field concerned with the

problem. Rosser indicated he had selected $5,000,000 as the likely cost of

establishing such a computer institute, when pressed for a figure by Kincaid.

He remarked that some study of this cost figure should be undertaken if there

is serious concern with an institute. He said that he had promised Kincaid

to try to refine this gross figure, even though no one seems to have any

clear idea of what such a computer institute should do. The Networks for

Knowledge, as explained to the Board by Dr. Walter Baer, assistant to

Dr. Donald Hornig, the President's Assistant for Science and Technology, was

suggested as a likely subject for the National Programs Committee as well as the

the National System for Scientific and technical information libraries. Bob

Taylor offered to supply the Board with ARPA's report listing what it considers

to be current "centers of excellence" in the computer and information processing

science field.
Bruce Gilchrist reported on his investigation of AFIPS as a source of

current and future data on the computer science and information field. He

indicated that AFIPS would be willing to undertake such studies in the future

to further the professional development of the field. He cited the recent

survey by Ike Nahama of information processing personnel based upon professional

society membership. He pointed out that this study had been funded by ARPA
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and conducted under the sponsorship of AFIPS Don Madden reported that ACM

could probably be counted on to increase its data collection activities on

professional aspects of the field. He distributed copies of an ACM report

listing Master's and Doctor's theses in computing science classified by the

system used in ACM's Computing Reviews. He volunteered to provide copies for

each member of the Board. He pointed out updating work on this publication
had lapsed about (Don, please fill this in) years ago and asked for Board

comments as to whether such work constituted a useful contribution to the

data base concerning the work of professionals in the field. The Board

indicated that it would and asked Don to encourage the ACM President and

Board to continue the work. Madden also passed around a copy of an inventory

of computers in Canada. He cited this as possible model for a similar inventory

for the U. S. which the Board might wish to promote and as a very real prospect

for international collaboration in developing an inventory of computers for

the Northern Hemisphere.

After a brief discussion regarding the need to nail down at least a

fairly definitive draft of the various committee planning papers as soon as

possible, it was agreed that each Committee Planning Group Chairman would submit

a more or less complete draft of his group's report to the Board at the September

meeting, including area of responsibility, priorities, recommended problems for

action, task forces to be established, and staffing suggestions for both the

committees and the recommended task forces.

The Chairman reported that he would be out of the country on his first

vacation in three years, wished John Pierce the best of luck in "the Chair,"

and urged that the Board pursue its work at full speed durring this absence.
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. . NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550

May 21, 1968

Dr. Anthony Oettinger, Chairman
Computer Science and Engineering Board
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20/18

Dear Tony:

-While I am certain that problems of organization and planning continue
to he a major concern for you, wish to inquire at his time on the
Board's interest in carrying out 2 study for the National Sclence
Foundation. This study might be described loosely as 'the patterns of
industrial support for computers, computing, and cciaputer science in
-the nation colleges and uilivesities."

. MAY 23,1968
i
i TOW? TS MAST ANC 0US 10 Fave YOug

Tu SONY,Y, WI TH A COPY TO MH. IF You HAVE AN QUESTIONS,PLEASE CALL TONY OR ME. A' VACHED

This snort, both direct and indirect, takes various forms: research,
gxaduate fellowships, discounts on purchased equipment, donations, etc.
The Gongrecss has, at different times, questioned the policy of Federal
support in this area, claiming that a perception by the comouter
industry of its self-interest should make Federal sutport unnecessary.
While we have some idea of the level of institutional] investment in
academic computing activitics. the industrial contribution is largely
unknown to us.

'earer

A study of this matter in tre near future would be.ost timely for the
Fuuudation, and might simultaneously heip the compzter industry develop .

a rational policy in this area.

I lock forward to hearing from you in the near future. If this study
holds some interest fcr you, I will be pleased to formalize the
Foundation's interest with a letter to Dr. Seitz.

Cordially,

Milton E. Rose
Head
Office of Computing Aebivities

AND COMMENTS. TELL DIRECT
a

IS MY ETAEF NOTE TRANSMITTING MILT'S LITTER TO D.R SEITZ.

f



INATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
ONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20418

Hay 23, 1958

Dr. Frederick Seits
President
National Acadeny of Sciences

Pear Dr. Selita: :

Attached is a copy of a letter wa received this
fron Milton Rose at thn

morning

ealled jt to Tony and forwarded a copy by Aix Ha j Special
Relivery. Tony's initial reaction

the question that 3Wit vould Jike to have the CS&8 Roard

National Selence Foundation. 3 have

ojwas one of hieh

Ieok into has some very, vecy interesting implications end touches
upon cne of the mere censitive espects of the U. S. Guveranent's
vole in computer dcDu end university support. In ters of

thFielding the 4

avery sonsitive and significant aspect of cousuter
-engincering, this would be a very worthwhie project. In terms of

a Tye.

ccntyabuting to a clearer understanding of a problen involving the
as 2 end jor of the computer field, a good

fob would re lect considerable credit on the Acadery and, I'm sure,HOS
bet. Cha staga tempo for sinilar or efforts.

At Tony's sugerest4 m, ZT have Air Mailed copies of the letteron
to all SEB Board members under an "Academy Privileged"

Granp requesting thei. prompt reactton and comments,

Avy guidance or comnenta that you may wish to nahe at this

ec: John §. Coleman
Robert Green
Anthony G. .Oettinger
C. B. Sunderlin

rtme would be most helpful. Z will fervard them te Tony, if you

Sincerely,

CLV. Secretary
Computer Science and
Engineering Board

sti
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THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH (, 4?

SALT LAKE CITY 84112

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

COMPUTER SCIENCE
June 5, 1968

Dr. Anthony Oettinger, Chairman
Computer Science and Engineering Board
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Tony:
I think Milt Rose's project is one that isn't very easy,
but ought to be done. It's going to be very difficult,
indeed, to separate true support and just plain, old
marketing gimmicks. I say let's give it a try.

Sincerely,

David C. Evans, Director
Computer Science

DCE: skm

cc : Warren C. House
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J. A. Haddad
Old Orchard Road, Armonk. New York 10504

June 3, 1968

Dr. Anthony Oettinger, Chairman
Computer Science and Engineering Board
National Acaderny of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20418

Re: National Science Foundation Study on Industrial
Support for Computers and Colleges

Dear Tony:

I have read Mr. Rose's letter to you with great
interest. It seems to me that this study would be a
worthwhile one for.the Board to The only
caution I have is that it should deal svecifically with

w

iz and
2

and it shouid not deal with the more general subject of
general supco rt of the nation's colleges and universities
by the compu

stricted grant area.

JAH:nt

ec: Mr. W. C. House

lier iindustry. Soecifically, it seems to me
unrestricted grants from industry to colleges and univer-
sities are a separate suoject even wnen made by companies
in the data ssing and computing field.
to me that our Board should become involved in the unre-

Sincerely yours,

It is not apparen

puting science in the nation's colleges and universities

J. A'Haddad



SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
2569 Colorado Avenue * Santa Monica, California $0406

June 3, 1968

Dr.
Harvard University

Massachusetts

Deer Tony:
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY
BOX 808

LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA 94551

May 27, 1968

Professor Anthony G, OettingerAiken Computation LaboratoryHarvard University
Cambridge, Mass, 02138

:

Dear Tony:
With reference to Milt Rose's letter requesting a Study for the National
Science Foundation, I feel that we should certainly endeavor to take this
on, This information is going to be of great value to us for the present,
as well as in the near future, and it is a way of getting started with some
of our data base problems,

Sincerely,

S, Fernbach, Head
Computation Division

SFike L-61
cc:W, C, House /



NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20418

July 10, 1968

Mr. Anatol Holt
Applied Data Research
Washington, D. C.

DICTATED TO MR. HOLT BY ROBIN ZEHRING VIA TELEPHONE:
JULY 10, 1968 AT 2:45 P.M.

Dear Anatol,

Thank you very much for inviting me to the meeting this morning. I
enjoyed it and feel that something constructive is sure to come out of
it. If you would dictate your rough notes to me regarding the outcome
of the meeting sometime this afternoon and call my secretary, Miss
Robin Zehring, when they are ready, we will pick them up by special
courier. If you can possibly do this, I will include this as an
informal note of prospective business in the working folders of the
Board members for the meeting on Friday.

Thank you.

Warren House "a
WCH: rz
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Minutes of the Meeting of the AFIPS Committee on Social Implications

Convened on July 10, 1968 at the offices of Applied Data
Research, Arlington, Virginia; in attendance: Stan Rothman TRW,
Frank Leonard, Computer Usage, Donald Walker, MITRE,
Herbert Koller, Leasco, Warren House, National Academy of
Science, Anatol Holt, Applied Data Research.

1. Report and Proposal by A. W. Holt
During the last eighteen months the ACM Committee on

Social Implication has established two edge-notch card files:
a person file containing entries for ACM members, and some other
members who have experienced an interest in the Committee's
area of concern, and who filled out a questionnaire detailing their
interests and abilities from the Committee point of view;
there are about 100 to 200 persons in the file; a document file
listing articles, books, etc. with brief descriptions and

evaluations. This file was intended to become the basis of an

information service offered by the Committee for a subscription
fee. Subscribers would receive, monthly, duplicates of new

cards, pre-punched. Though much of the ground work for the

service was done, it was never actually started.
In addition to organizing sessions at professional meetings,

the Committee also formulated plans for the establishment of

several standing subcommittees which would act as exchange

bureaus, @.g.,
Al. A speaker bureau - charged with finding speakers

as well as organizations interested in speakers and

putting the one in towch with the other.
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A2. A project bureau - charged with finding investigators
and sponsors and putting the one in touch with the other.

A3. An advice bureau ~ charged with finding experts (on
the technology of privacy, the effects of automation,
etc., etc.) and those in need of advice and putting
the one in touch with the other.

A4. Other bureaus of the same general design.

The performance of these functions would not only be useful
in itself, but also would generate knowledge for the committee
of problems that are actual and that might provide the basis
for useful projects to be sponsored.

Holt proposed that AFIPS establish a Bureau on Social
Implications of Information Processing and Communications

Technology the bureau to be permanently quartered and staffed
with a part-time or full time executive director and secretarial
help. The Bureau would represent the interests of all member

societies in the subject area and would be supported by funds

contributed regularly by all member organizations. Associated with
the Bureau would be a board of directors, one director from each

member organization. These directors would be the new equivalent
of the currently existing chairmen of numerous Committees concerned

with computers and society.
The. Bureau would perform the following functions:
Bl. Maintain a person file, as described above.

B2. Maintain a document file, as described above.

B3. Perform functions Al - A4.
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B4.

c2.

C3.

Maintain facilities for soliciting foundation support
for projects and administering such projects. Projects
would not necessarily be carried out in offices
maintained by the Bureau.
The Bureau could then give the opportunity for computer

professionals in industry to engage in a study related
to computers and society while on leave of absence from

their regular employment.

Part of the rationale for the proposed Bureau is as follows:
It is difficult for each member organization to command

sufficient resources in people and/or funds to carry out

meaningful programs in this area.

Most professionals, while sincerely concerned with the

relationship between their technology and society,
cannot justify substantial investments of their time

in related activities. On the other hand almost nothing

significant in the area of computers and society can be

accomplished on the basis of occasional committee meetings

and/or discussion groups. This, in the opinion of Holt,
is what has made the accomplishment of most such

committees less than spectacular.
The Bureau could act as a service organization to any

and all committees that might be formed within

member organizations, so long as some aspect of such

Cl.

Committee's concern touched on social implications.
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2. Report and Proposals by S. Rothman

Rothman presented some proposals the motivation for which

came from two underlying feelings about the social implications
of computers. One, that the impact of computers on people must

be assessed from a very broad and human point of view. Two, that
much of the lay-material that has been written in the subject area

is intellectualized, ellitist garbage. As such, he proposed that
a pragmatic evaluation be made of the objective impact of computers

during the first fifteen years of their history, and that this
evaluation be documented with an equitable representation of both

the positive and negative aspects. It is foreseen that this
documentation can take a number of forms -- papers, books, a movie,

or a TV white paper.
Another project he proposed would involve bringing together a

group of people who have had first-hand contact with human beings

in the mass. Such a group could discuss the effects of computers

on the routine activities of life in the various social classes

(and here one might enlist military induction and college entrance

interviewers, corporate personnel men, teachers, and ministers) ,

as they affect people in conflict (lawyers, police, judges, wardens,

parole and probation people), and the physically and mentally

troubled (doctors, nurses, psychiatrists, child guidance workers,

and social workers). The point here is to get data directly from

the "people processors". The question to be asked of them is:
"What is the current observable effect of computers on people?"
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The first steps taken in these two projects have involved
the identification of competent and responsible members of the
technical community that can implement these ideas. The first
difficulty to be overcome as fare as a "white paper" is concerned
is that possibility that a broader organizational base than AFIPS
might be required to secure widespread acceptance of the objectivity
of the results.

In order to begin to assess some of the possibly obscure but

quite pervasive influences of the computer, Rothman had written to
a broad representation of the Congressional committees and executive
agencies concerned both with the Federal tax structure and with the
mechanisms of economic stabilization to determine the extent to
which computer technology has facilitated the consideration of
alternative tax policies and improved fiscal stabilization mechanisms.

Rothman proposed that the Committee serve to consider policy
identify projects, and provide guidance to responsible members of
the community who would take complete responsibility for the

implementation of these projects. Since there is a clear geographical
separation between east coast and west coast representatives, he

proposed that Holt serve as vice-chairman for east coast activities.
Currently, these activities would include having Leonard and Koller
follow up on the letters to Congress and the executive agencies

regarding tax policy. Walker would work with the Harvard and M.I.T.

groups that are examining the relations of science and engineering
to society and to social policy.



General Discussion

The general discussion ranged broadly over a number of topics,
both organizational and substantive. Qrganizationally, the alternative
of committee structure was opposed to that of an established
central office. The desirability of having a continued formal
involvement of all of the AFIPS-afiliated professional societies
argued for maintaining the existence of the AFIPS Commitee. The
desirability of having somebody with resources obligated for
something more than discussion made a central office especially
Meaningful. In either case the identification of people, infor-
mation (documentary and otherwise), and funding information were
recognized as essential. The possibility of a compromise with
the AFIPS Commbttee advising an office was considered reasonable.

° @ ah separation of functions based on geographical proximity (East
vs. West coast) as considered desirable.

The discussions on substance reflected the different interests
and professional styles of the participants. " Rothman was concerned
with having computer technologists in government and policy making
.@esisions as well as acting in advisory capacities. He was also
interested in identifying the role played by computers and computer
models in some particular area; federal budget and tex decisions
were suggested as particuparly meaningful.

Holtwag concerned with the problems posed by too much information
Ot- lasand the inability of an individual to control his exposure to it

of af.

Walker was concerned with the limitations of models and

@ algorithms within the computer and the dangers that might result
from taking computers for granted and,consequentyy, accepting, without

examination, the relation between the models they contain and



their referents in the real world. He pointed out the self-con-
firming effect of decisions made using such models.

House identified the mission of the Computer Science and

Engineering Board of the National Academy of Sciences and suggested
that it constituted a potential resource for use.

Hollen
Kohler remarked on the recent interest by universities in

science, technology and public policy. Rothman suggested that
Walker contact the groups at both Harvard and MIT. Walker
identified a new Harvard-MIT joint venture, the University Infor-
mation Technology Corporation, and volunteered to contact it and

explore the possibility that it might constitute an example of the

impact on(the parent) institutions of computing technology.

Pursuing an analogy with the impact on people and education of
intelligence tests, Walker suggested that computers as metho-

dological tools might constrain people toward valuing those problems
and jobs that required computers. Rothman remarked that the

existence of computing facility which needed to be used did in fact
constrain the activities of an organization.

Leonard expressed concern for focus on the human aspects of
information processing technology:

people as designers and producers of systems,
people as operators of systems,
people as suppliers and users of information and with par-ticular emphasis on the impact of systems on people

- at a remove from the industry proper. SOSH as roy : 2 D oy

He proposed that one means of bringing a staff into being would

be to identify a single viable research project for which funding

A,

could be secured from an appropriate source.
bs)
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The requirements for such a project would be:

1. that it provide useful information
2. that it not require sophisticated research techniques
3 that it not require m large staff for implementation

a

4, that it can be completed in a reasonable length of time

5. that it not be very costly

The utility of such a project would be:

1. to provide the nucleus for a permanent staff
2. to establish the credibility for

research

AF VPS

-3. to provide an impetus for industry action along
related lines.
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20418

TO: All Computer Science and Engineering Board members

FROM: Warren House

RE:

Attached is an example of a convenient form which is being used
to create records at a least possible burden for an informal group
that is working on a fairly complicated problem. Also attached is
a slightly modified form which may be useful for you in keeping
records of informal meetings you have with working groups and task
teams and similar activities.



COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

Informal Report Memo

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

PARTICIPANTS:

Name Title/Organization Telephone Other

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, DECISIONS, ACTION ASSIGNMENTS:

(use extra pages as needed)
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REPORT/RECOK
MEMORANDUM

Madden,
eeoctinger, Revons DATEPREPARED:

: Cosden ACM

Joint Asreement Group (JAG) Meeting No. 1

COPLES:
i

DATE: 68/5/14 PLACE: PHONes ORGANIZATION :

TIME: 09CG hrs MITRE
DCA
PENTACON

Gai thers 4 ayn er

PARTICIPANTS :

A

See AttachnNene

(Name, Title, Phone):

NOTES, COMMENT , SUMMARY,

Attachmcent I is the conventng menorandum which called the group

the SJCC 1968.

to get a common arrangement for
autonste ways of doing it that
Cuplication in transeription .of basi data.

The mecting can be said to have gotten
greed not to 4 formal minutes but only

them for
fivst

meetin; schedule was

AGOGZ
671207

Tnis is an 'informal group wnich was formed at a meeting of ACID

Some 14 or more agreements were made

meeting. We set homework studies for
be di tributed before the next mecting. Tentatively a monthly

this sind of thing continues we can look

DECISIONS:

The majox purpose of the meeting was to find ways (and
begin) to make arrangements for the major societies in-the computer field

exchange of bibliographic data before we

may be incompatible and cause unnecessary

off to a grand start. We

to record agreements and

gt the
individuals and the results

C

The tone of the meeting was very open, cordial,
forward to

4:

"YNathe. : PROJECT ::

:

IN
OUT

are)

Ped

« 4

erecd.
frank and positive. Lf

usefulsome very cooperation.



ATTACHMENT I ree(2

: GOVERNMENT US. DEPARTMENT G8 COMMERCENATIONAL GF ad
:

: a

+

ye Ve ane DATE: ay 7, 1966

:

Gosden, ACM oe 0 :

In sepiy refer to:
af

M7
aoe

ROM ToxR.:

4 oe
7

:

:

:

you of our subcommittee mecting on May 14, 1968.tuis to remin
1

of Standards. As) you know NBS is near Gaithersburg on

and ALP.

As my contribution to a basis for our discussions, I will provcopies of:

(4) Pail Bagley's-Sudject List (AFIPS(5) Any ot

Sea you next Tuesday!

that we plea to convenetabout 9:00 a.m. in my officea
7 Ox the Insi Building (225)

70S. leave i co your discretion to invite
7 :

cor example, representatives of ACM

7

Research Project Repoxt L (Sinerwin

(3) Classification fox Computines Reviews
Catesovies Schone

:

:

a

7

4

:

U.S. GAVINGS BONDS REGULARLY ON THE PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN



NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20418

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

Fifth Meeting

September 10, 1968

. ITIVE SESSION

AGL

The Computer Export Problem: includes briefing by Vice-
Chairman on initial meeting of Advisory Panel on Computer
Export Problem and Special Panel work done since initial
meeting of Advisory Panel.

2. The National Computer Institute Problem (general).
3. The Question of Privileged Information and the Board's

work (general).
4, Other.



10.

11.

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20418

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

Fifth Meeting

September 11, 1968

AGENDA

1. Minutes of last Board meeting.

2. The National Computer Institute Problem.

3. Commission on Engineering and Education.

4. Additions to the Board, Formal Committee appointments,
announcement of new Observers.

The Computer Standards Question.

6. The Privacy Question in Relation to Computers, etc.

Status of the Informal NSF Proposal for Board action.

Status of the CS&E Campaign Materials Package.

Discussion of the location for the Board meetings in October,
November and December (San Francisco?) of 1968, and January,

5.

7.

8.

9,

February and March of 1969.

Candidates for Briefings of the Board in lieu of or in addition
to visits of computer activities.
Reports by each of the Acting Chairmen of the Planning Groups
for Education, R & D, National Programs, and Data Base. Each
Chairman is to briefly summarize his work to date and submit
his draft report to the Chairman for review by the Board.
Report is to include definition of mission and areas of interest,
listing of priority areas and tasks for action in rough order of
attack, the Panels or Task Groups to undertake the various tasks,
and recommended members for the various working groups.

12. Other.



COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD MEMBERS

Dr. Launor F Carter
Vice President and General Manager
Public Systems Division
System Development Corporation
2500 Colorado Avenue
Santa Monica, California 90404
Telephone: 213 393 9411

Professor Wesley A. Clark
Computer Systems Laboratory
Washington University
724 S. Euclid
St. Louis, Missouri 63110
Telephone: 314 FO 1 7356

Dr. Glen J. Culler
Director
Computer Center
University of California
at Santa Barbara

Santa Barbara, California 93106
Telephone: 805 968 1511

Professor David C. Evans
Director
Computer Science
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112
Telephone: 801 322 7914

Dr. Sidney Fernbach
Head, Computation Division
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
Box 808
Livermore, California 94550
Telephone: 415 447 1100

Mr. Jerrier Haddad
Vice President
Engineering, Programming and
Technology

IBM Corporation
Old Orchard Road
Armonk, New York 10504

Dr. John R. Meyer
President
National Bureau of Economic Research
261 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
Telephone: 212 MU 2 3190

Professor W. F. Miller
Computer Science Department
Polya Hall
Stanford University
Stanford, California
Telephone: 415 321 2300

Dr. Nathan M. Newmark
Head, Department of Civil
Engineering

1114 Civil Engineering Building
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801
Telephone: 217 333 3813

Professor Anthony G. OettingerAiken Computation LaboratoryHarvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
Tetephone: 617 868 6155

Mr. Kenneth Olsen
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
899 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754
Telephone: 617 897 5111

Dr. Alan J. Perlis
Head, Department of Computer
Science

Carnegie-Mellon University
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
Telephone: 412 683 7000

Dr. John R. Pierce
Executive Director
Research Communications Sciences
Division

Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07971
Telephone: 201 582 2626

Professor J. Barkley Rosser
Mathematics Research Center
U. S. Army
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
Telephone: 608 238 6919



COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD MEMBERS
con't.

Dr. Alan F. Westin Dr. J. C. R Licklider
Department of Public Law Project MAC

and Government 545 Main Street
Fayer Weather Hall Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139Columbia University Telephone: 864 6950
New York, New York 10027
Telephone: 212 280 3965

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD CONSULTANT

Mr. John Griffith
IBM Corporation
Thomas J. Watson Research Center
P. O. Box 218
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598
Telephone: 914 945 1384

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD STAFF

Mr. Warren C. House
Executive Secretary
Computer Science and
Engineering Board

National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue
Washington, D. C 20418
Telephone: 202 961 1386

or 961 1372

Miss Robin Zehring t
Secretary to Mr. House
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue
Washington, D. C. 20418
Telephone: 202 961 1372

or 961 1386



NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON D.C, 20418

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

Fifth Meeting

Attending Observers:

Dr.

Dr.

Walter Baer: Office of Science and Technology

John Egan: Department of Defense: R&E
Professor Stephen J. Fenves: substituting for Dr. Nathan Newmark;

Dr.

Dr.

Mr.

Dr.

Mr.

Dr.

Dr.

Mr.

Mr.

Department of Engineering, University of
Illinois

Bruce Gilchrist: IBM; White Plains, New York

Herbert Grosch: National Bureau of Standards

Arthur S. Melmed: National Science Foundation

Milton Rose: National Science Foundation

Frank Schmidtlein: substituting for Mr. Richard McCann, Office of
Education

Charles V. L. Smith: Atomic Energy Commission

C. E. Sunderlin: Special Assistant to the President, National Academy
of Sciences

Robert W. Taylor: Advanced Research Projects Agency

Bernard Urban: Bureau of the Budget

Professor Larry Tribe: Technology Assessment Panel of the National Academy

Mr.

of Sciences

Charles Witter: Special Subcommittee on the Invasion of Privacy



September

October

November

December

January

February

March

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

MEETING SCHEDULE

at the Academy10-11

9-10

6- 7

San Francisco11-12

7- 8

4-5
5- 6



STANFORD UNIVERSITY
STANFORD, CALIFORNIA 94305

Qovenm SCIENCE DEPARTMENT Telephone:
415-321-2300

23 August 1968

Mr. Warren C. House
Executive Secretary
Computer Science and Engineering Board
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20418

Dear Mr. House:

Thank you for asking the members of the Computer Science and
Engineering Board to send me any comments or suggestions on my paper
"Computers and Privacy: The Present and the Future". TI plan to submit
.a revised version to the Communications of the ACM in the very near future.

T would very much appreciate receiving the works on computers and

privacy that the Board comes across, Let me therefore accept the offer

Board aware of these.

in your letter of 15 August 1968 to forward these to me. If I encounter
any new developments in the area of computer privacy, I shall make the

You may be interested to know that the bill (A.B. 1381) on public
records which was before the California Legislature has now been passed
(in amended form) and is awaiting signature by Governor Reagan. I enclose
a copy for your information. We had hoped that better safeguards for
privacy would be amended into it. However, I believe there are now some

efforts underway to establish a permanent Computer Privacy Advisory Board
to the Legislature. Steve Gibbens of the California Intergovernmental
Advisory Board on Electronic Data Processing could tell you more about
this.

Sincerely,
d

é

f
Lance J. Hoffman
Research Assistant

Enclosure

ee: Professor W. F. Miller
Mr, Stephen F. Gibbens
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Compliments of
WILLIAM 1. BAGLLY

Sonoma-Marin Assemblyman

+

Assembly Bill No. 1381 ty,
fo

Cale.
.4 :

Passed the Assembly August 2, 1968

Chief Clerk of the Assembly

Passed the Senate August 1, 1968

This bill was reerived by the Governor this

day of

Secretary of the Senate

o'clock____m, 1968, at

Private Secretary of the Governor

é

é

ry

: : :

:
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CHAPTEM-----
An act to amend Sections 3020, 7017, and 19432 of the Busi-ness and Professions Code, to amend Scettons 15190 and16450.1 of the Government Code, to amend Scelion 11770.5 ofthe Insurance Code, to add Scetion. d10207 to, and Chap-ter 3.5 (commencing with Srelion 6250) to Division 7 ofTitle 1 of the Government Cade, and ta repeal Sections1208, and 20473 of the Ayricullural Cade, Sections 2122,7

2352.5, 1013, 4909.1, 5011, 6207.5, 7207.5, F611, 8010,8919.20 9009.5, 9536, 9926, 10060, 18626.7, and 19055.10 ofthe Business and Prafcssions Code, Article 1 (commencingwith Section 1897) of Chapter 3 of Title 2 of Purt i of, andScctions 189°, 1893, and 1894 of the Code of Civil Pro-ecdure, Scetions 113, 13867, 23607, 24156, 26003 and 31008of the Educatinn Code, Sections 105, 732, 1326, and 11107of the Fish and Game Code, Scetions 1227, 8013, &3 10.8,8110.8, 10207, 13915, 15487, 20187, and 65020.10 of theGovernment Code, Sections 1458.2, 1262, 1356, 1711, and3805 of the Harbors and Navigation Codec, Sretions103.2, 431.4, 1910.2. 18141.2, 17940, and 18917 of the Wealthand Safcty Code, Scetions 71.2, 187, 147, and 3092 of theLabor Codec, Sections 538, 638, 666, 4567, 9065.2, and 9072of the Public Resaurecs Code, Section 21209 of the PublicUtilities Code, Sections 2605 and 8009 of the Vehicle Cade,Sections 13008 and 20084 of the Water Code, and Chapter842 of the Statutes of 1959, relaling to public records.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
Scction 1, Section 1208 of the Agricultural Code is re-pealed..
Seo. 3. Section 20173 of the Agricultural Code is repealed.Sec. 4.° Section 2122 of the Business and Professions Codeis repealed,
Sco. 5. Section 2713.5 of the Business and ProfessionsCode is repealed,See. 6. Section 2852.5 of the Business and ProfessionsCode is repealed.Sec. 7. Section 3020 of the Business and Professions Codeis amended to read:
3020. The board shall keep an accurate inventory of allproperty of the board and of the state in the possession ofthe board and it shall obtain a receipt therefor from its sue-cessor.

4
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Sec. §. Section 4013 of the Business and Professions Code
is repealed.
Sec. 9. Section 4809.1 of the Business and Professions Code

is repealed.
Sec. 10. Section 5014 of the Business and Professions Code

is repealed,
Sec. 11. Section 6307.5 of the Business and Professions

Code is repealed.
Sec. 12. Section 7017 of the Business and Professions Code

is amended to read:
7017. The board, in addition to the usual periodic reports,

shall within 30 days prior to the meeting of the general ses-
sion of the Legislature submit to the Governor a full and
true report of its transactions during the preceeding biennium
including a complete statement of the receipts and expendi-
tures of the board during the period.A copy of the report shall be filed with the Secretary of
State.
Sec. 13. Section 7207.5 of the Business and Professions

Code is repealed.
Sec. 14. Section 7611 of the Business and Professions Code

is repealed.
Sec. 15. Section 8010 of the Business and Professions Code

is repealed.
Sec. 16. Section 8919.2 of the Business and Professions

Code is repealed.
Src. 17. Section 9009.5 of the Business and Professions

Code is repealed.
Sec. 18. Section 9536 of the Business and Professions Code

is repealed.
Sre. 19. Section 9936 of the Business and Professions Code

is repealed,
Sce. 20. Section 10060 of the Business and Professions

Code is repealed.
Sec. 21. Section 18626.7 of the Business and Professions

Code is repealed.
Sec. Seetion 19035.10 of the Business and Professions

Code is repealed.
Src. 23. Seetion 19432 of the Business and Professions

Coce is amended to read:
19432. The seerctary shall keep a full and true record of

all proecedines of the board, preserve at the board's general
office all books, documents, and papers of the board. prepare
for service such notices and other papers as mav be required
of him by the board, and perform such other duties as the
board may prescribe.

Src. 24.- Article 1 (commencing with Section 1887) of
Chapter 3 of Title 2 of Part 4 of the Code of Civil Procedure
is repealed.
Sec. 25. Section 1892 of the Code of Civil Procedure is

repealed. :Sec. 26. Section 1893 of the Code of Civil Procedure -is
repealed.
Sec. 27. Section 1894 of the Code of Civil Procedure is

repealed.
Sec. 28. Section 113 of the Education Code is repealed.Sec. 29. Seetion 13867 of the Education Code is repealed.Sec. 30. Section 26008 of the Education' Code is repealed.Sec. 31. Scetion 23607 of the Edneation Code is repealed.Sec. 32. Seetion 24156 of the Education Code js repealed.Sec. 33. Section 31008 of the Education Code is repealed.Sec. 34. Section 105 of the Fish and Game Code is re-

pealed.
Sec. 35. Section 732 of the Fish and Game Code is re-

pealed.
Sco. 36. Seetion 1326 of the Fish and Game Code is re-

:

:

pealed.
Sec. 37. Section 14107 of the Fish and Game Code is re-

pealed.
Sec. 38. Section 1227 of the Government Code is repealed.SEc. 39. Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 6250) isadded to Division 7 of Title 1 of the Government Code, toread:

Cuapter 3.5. Inspection or Pusurc Recorps
62: In enacting this chapter the Legislature

the
of
individuals toprivacy finds and 1a

Recess to MtkLOTTAG CQ! conduct of the people'sbusiness is a fundamental and necessary right of every citizen
of this state.

6251. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as
the California Publie Reeords Act.
-6252. As used in this chapter:
(a) "State agency'' means every state office, officer, depart-ment, division, bureau, board, and enmmission or other state

agency, exeept those agencies provided for in Article IV (ex-
eept Section 20 thereof) or Article VI of the California Consti-
tution.

(b) "'Local agency'? includes a county; city, whether gen-eral law or chartered; city and county; school distriet; mu-
nicipal corporation; district; political Subdivision; or anyboard, commission or ageney thereof: or other local public
agency.

:
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(c) '*Person'? includes any natural persgn, corporation,

partnership, firm, or association.
(d) Public records'? includes all papers, maps, ctic

TT Pine to the conduct of the publie's business
prepared, owned, used, or retained by any state or local agency
recardless of physical form or cheracteristics.

6253. Publie records are epen to inspection at all times
during the office hours of the state or Iceal ageney and every
citizen has a right to imspect any public record, except as
hereatter provided. Every : may adopt

available in aecordanee with this section.
6254. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to require

disclosure of records that are:

memoranda which are not retained by the publie ageney in the
ordinary course of business. provided that the public interest
in withholding such reeords clearly outweighs the public in-
terest in disclosure;
(b) Records pertaining to pending litigation to which the

ment Code, watil such Litigation or has been finally ad-
judicated or otherwise

(ce) Personnel, medical, or similar file, the disclosure of

privaey ;

(e) Geologicul and cegphysical data, plant production data
and similar information relating to utility systems develop-
ment, or market or crop reports, which are obtained in confi-

() Records of complaints to or investigations condueted by,
or records of intelligence information or sceurity procedures

Justice, and any state or local police azeney, or any such In-
vestigatory or security files compil d byw auy other state or loeal

(g) Test questions, scoring keys, and other cxamination data
used to administer a Heensing examination, examination for
employment, or academic examination;
(h) The contents of real estate appraisals, engineering or

feasibility estimates and evaluetions : for or by the state

prospective public supply cud construction contracts, until
such time as all of the property lias been acquired or all of

- > -

the eontract agreement obtained, provided, however, the law
of eminent domain shall not be affected by this provision;
(i) Information required from any taxpayer in connection

with the collection of local taxes which is reccived in con-
fidence and the disclosure of the information to other persons
would result in unfair competitive disadvantage to the person

(}) Library and museum materials made or acquired and
presented solely for reference or exhibition purposes; and
(k) Reeords the diselosure of which is exempted or prohib-

ited pursuant to provisions of federal or state law, including,
but not Limited to, provisions of the Evidence Code relating to
privilece.

(4) du the eustedy of or maintained by the Governor or
of the Governor's offee employed directly in lis

office, provided that public reeords shall not be transferred to
the custody of the Governor's office to evade the disclosure
provisions of this chapter.

(m) In the custody of or maintained by the Legislative
Counsel,
Nothing in this section is to be construed as preventingany agency from opening its records concerning the adminis-

tration of the
otherwise prolubitecThy Taw.

6255. The agency shall Justify withholding any reeord by

record publie clearly outweighs the public interest served by
diselosure of the record,

6256. any persen may receive a DY of anv identifiable

or n 7 n
1 other documen :

supplying such information;

stating the procedures to be followed when making its records

em

(a) Preliminary drafts, notes, or jnteragency or intra-agency

1 of the Govern-publ re aeener isa or € r oar to Division to public inspection, unless disclosure is
3.6 (commmene new1 1 :

: 1 1

ex-emonstrating that the record in question is exempt under:

invasion of personalwhich would constitute an unwarranted press provisions of this Chapter or that on the facts of the
particular ease c public interest served by not makine the4

:

s (d) Trade secrets;

publie or shall be provided with a copy of all niorma-
tion contained therein Computer data shall be provided in

dence from any persou; cx, form determined bv the agency.
6207, A requost for a copy of an identifiable publie record

or information pr duced therefrom, or a eertified copy of such
reeord, shall be i cec: paunied by payment of a reasunable fee
or deposit established hy the state or local agency, or the pre-
seribed statutors fee, where applicable.

6208. Any persun may institute proceedings in any court
of competent jurisdiction to enforce his right to inspect or to
receive a copy of any publie record under this chapter. The
times for responsive pleadings and for hearings in sch pro-
eeedines shall be set by the judge of the court Wwith the object
of securing a as to such matters at the earliest possi-
ble time.

8259, Whenever it is made to appear by verified petition
to the superior eourt of the county where the reeords or some
part 1 are situated that certain public records are being

the Department oft}of, the offic e Attorne

agency for correctional : Heensing purposes :

dy
or local relatuve : no{ propert; or to
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Sree, 53. Seetion 3805 of the Warbors and Navigation Code
1s reported,
See. ht. Seetion 103.2 of the Health and Safety Code is

repealed,
Sec, 69, Section 4314 of the Wealth and Safety Code is

repeated,
Sec. 56. Scefion 1110.2 of the Mealth and Safety Code is

repealed.
See. 57. Seefion 13141.2 of the Health and Safety Code

is repealed,
Sre, 58. Seetion 17940 of the I[ealth and Safety Code is

repeated,
Sre. ao, Section 18917 of the Health and Safety Code is

repeated.
See ofa. Seetion 11770.5 of the Tnsuranee Code is

to read:
The provisions of Article 9 (eammencing with

Seetion )) of Chapter Tool Part 1 oof Division 3 of Title
Doo Chapter : (eommeneing with Seetion G250) of Divi
sion Tool Title 1 the Government Code shall uot apply te
the Board of Dircetors of the State Compensation Tnsuranee
1 rind,
Suc. G0, Seetion 1

> of the Labor Code is repealed.

I f

See. OG). Seetion 1 : of the Labor Code is repeated.
Sre. 62. Seetion of the Labor Code ts repealed,
She, 63. Seetion 8092 of the Labor Code is repealed.
Ste. Gb Seetion 338 ef the Pubhe Resourees Code is re-

peated.
Ste, 6 Seetion G38 of the Publie aResourees Code is re-

peated.
Sie. G6. Seetion 666 of the Publie Resourees Code is re-

pealed.

:

Sic. 67. Seetion 4567 of the Publie Resourees Code is re-
peated,
Seo. 68, Seetion 9005.2 of the Publie Resources Code is

repeated. :
Sere. 69, Seetion 9072 of the Public Resourees Code is re-

pealed,
Sere. 70. Seetion 21209 of the Publie Utilities Code is re-

pealed,
sre. 7h. Seetion 2605 of the Vebiele Code is repealed.
Sre, Seetion 8009 of the \ 1 Cede ts repoged.
She, Seetion T8008 of the Water is repealed.

Seetion 2005 bet the Warer Code is repealed.
Ste. To. Chapter St2 of the Statutes of 1990 is repealed.
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TO: Warren House

FROM: Tony Oettinger

DATE: August 30, 1968

Would you distribute this copy of Witter's letter to the Board and
invite him to meet with us at the September meeting if he can.
Perhaps he could be prepared to meke a short presentation concerning
the work of Gallagher's committee.

js
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July 10, 1968

:qe a: : :

Dr. Anthony G. Oettinger
Aiken Computation Leboratory
Harvard University
Cembridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Oettinger:

I want to teke this opportunity to congratulate you on
your appointment as chairman of the Comouter Science and Engineer-
ing Board within the National Academy of Sciences.

As you undoubtedly know, one of the main efforts of the
Special Subcommittee on Invasion of Privacy has been to reaffirm
the velidity of human valves at the interface between man and
machine. I cannot help but feel that your Board will assess this
issue in your evaluation of the computer and society.

I am enclosing for your files a copy of our hearings and
speeches made by the Chairman, Congressman Cornelius EB, Gallagher.
I believe that this will express the point of view developed by the
Special Subcommittee and I would like to request that both the Sub-
committee and Congressman Gallagher be placed on your mailing list.

Frankly, it has been pretty lonely out here implying that
the computer has potentially harmful effects within its admittedly
beneficial aspects. Your Board has a very real challenge and if the
Subcommittee can assist you in any wey, please feel free to call
upon us.

Sincerely,

CHARLES WITTER
Staff Administrator
Special Subcommittee on
Invasion of Privacy@ Encloswees
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ACCTG. OFFICE SUBMIT IN DUPLICATE
AMENDED 1-68 Retain a copy for your tax records.FORM NO. See Instructions on reverse sideon reverse side

TRAVEL EXPENSE VOUCHER
National Academy of Sciences * National Research Council * National Academy of Engineering

2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20418

To Date
(Name of Claimant)

(Address)

Purpose of Travel: (Be specific; include Persons and/or Organizations Visited and Reason for Visit or Meeting Attended,
including Location of Meeting).

Date and Hour of Departure Date and Hour of Return

TRANSPORTATION: (Please furnish all information requested-incomplete vouchers may be returned)

FROM TO Via-Name CLASS OF SERVICE AMOUNT
(City and State) (City and State) of Line (See Instruction No. 12)

2

$ X XXXHOTELS

MEALS X XXX
n OTHER SUBSISTENCE COSTS (Tips, baggage handling, etc.)O XX XK X

Total Subsistence Costs X X X X
XXXXCAB AND CAR FARES XX XXAIRPORT OR OTHER PARKING
X X X XTELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH

Total $certify that the above charges, incurred by me, are correct and proper.

SIGNED (Claimant) Less Advance
Balance $

C

wo

x
o

(CLAIMANT NOT TO WRITE BELOW THI LINE)

DIVISION: COMMITTEE OR OFFICE:

APPROVALS: | certify that the above travel was duly authorized; and | approve the claim for payment:

FOR DIVISION: FOR COMMITTEE OR OFFICE:

FOR BUSINESS OFFICE USE ONLY
ACCOUNT/FUND

Transaction Amount
Type Number Sub. Object Class

Check No Date.

Audited:

Approved:
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INSTRUCTIONS

PREPARATION OF TRAVEL EXPENSE VOUCHERS

1. Expenses of authorized travel will be reimbursed upon receipt of properly prepared vouchers

signed by the traveler and approved by the appropriate officer in charge.

2. All pertinent information should be filled in as requested. Unusual circumstances which
affect the travel expenses should be fully explained.

3. When appropriate, the claim should be adjusted equitably on account of activities for other

agencies

4. Expenses for transportation by privately owned car will be reimbursed on a mileage basis
at a rate not exceeding ten cents (10) per mile, plus toll charges and necessary parking
fees, if any, provided that the cost of travel by privately owned car plus related subsistence
expenses do not exceed the cost of travel by common carrier plus related subsistence expenses.

5. Personal expenses such as laundry, insurance, and valet are not allowable charges.

6. Travel advances will be accounted for on the voucher in the space provided. Travel costs in
excess of advances will be reimbursed. In case the advance is greater than the travel costs the
traveler will return the unused portion when submitting his voucher.

7. Under certain circumstances, air or rail tickets will be purchased for the traveler. The costs
will be charged directly to the appropriate fund. The traveler will list his complete itinerary
in such cases and under the amount column insert the phrase "Furnished by NAS."

8. When air travel cards are used, the traveler will list his complete itinerary and in the
amount column will insert the term "ATC." The passenger coupon should be attached to the
travel voucher.

9. Reimbursement for the use of rented automobiles on authorized travel will be made, pro-
vided that circumstances make it impossible or impracticable to use other means and that the
traveler submits information indicating the necessity for the use of a rented automobile.

10. Financial commitments for international travel shall be approved in advance by the Business
Manager upon the recommendation of the appropriate officer in charge.

11. Subsistence may be claimed in an amount not exceeding $25.00 per person per day or frac-
tional part thereof, if subsistence expenses are itemized, or an allowance in lieu of actual
subsistence expenses not exceeding $20.00 per person for each calendar day or $5.00 for
each quarter day thereof during the period of travel. For purposes of computing the allow-
ance in lieu of actual subsistence expenses, the day begins at 00 hours. In the event the
period of travel is wholly within a single calendar day subsistence expenses may be claimed
only on an actual cost basis.

12. Whenever the traveler is claiming reimbursement for greater than economy or tourist class air-
fare, the appropriate block listed below should be checked.

First Class Travel is Claimed Because Less Costly Accommodations:
Were not available or were not available at time reservation could have been made.
Would have required circuitous routing.
Would have resulted in discomfort or hardship to the traveler because of physical or
medical requirements.

[] Would have resulted in additional direct costs which would offset the savings in trans-
portation costs.

Would have greatly increased the duration of the trip.] Would have required travel to begin or end at unreasonable hours.



AMENDED ea
Retain a copy for your tax records.

TRAVEL EXPENSE VOUCHER

See Instructions on reverse side
ACCTG. OFFICE SUBMIT IN DUPLICATE
AMENDED 1-68

National Academy of Sciences * National Research Council * National Academy of Engineering
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20418

To Date.
(Name of Claimant)

(Address)

Purpose of Travel: (Be specific; include Persons and/or Organizations Visited and Reason for Visit or Meeting Attended,
including Location of Meeting).

Date and Hour of Departure Date and Hour of Return

TRANSPORTATION: (Please furnish all information requested-incomplete vouchers may be returned)

FROM TO Via-Name CLASS OF SERVICE AMOUNT
of Line (See Instruction No. 12)(City and State) (City and State)

HOTELS XXX X

MEALS XX XX
O XX XX
wn OTHER SUBSISTENCE COSTS (Tips, baggage handling, etc.)
O XXX Xa Total Subsistence Costs
W XX XX= CAB AND CAR FARES XX XX_ AIRPORT OR OTHER PARKING

XXXXTELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
Total $

| certify that the above charges, incurred by me, are correct and proper
Less AdvanceSIGNED (Claimant)
Balance $

c

$

c
x
O

(CLAIMANT NOT TO WRITE BELOW THIS LINE)

DIVISION: COMMITTEE OR OFFICE:

APPROVALS: certify that the above travel was duly authorized; and approve the claim for payment:

FOR DIVISION: FOR COMMITTEE OR OFFICE:

FOR BUSINESS OFFICE USE ONLY
ACCOUNT/FUND

Type Number Sub. Object Class Transaction Amount

Check No. Date.

Audited:

Approved



INSTRUCTIONS

PREPARATION OF TRAVEL EXPENSE VOUCHERS

1. Expenses of authorized travel will be reimbursed upon receipt of properly prepared vouchers

signed by the traveler and approved by the appropriate officer in charge.

2. All pertinent information should be filled in as requested. Unusual circumstances which
affect the travel expenses should be fully explained.

3. When appropriate, the claim should be adjusted equitably on account of activities for other

agencies

4. Expenses for transportation by privately owned car will be reimbursed on a mileage basis
at a rate not exceeding ten cents (10) per mile, plus toll charges and necessary parking
fees, if any, provided that the cost of travel by privately owned car plus related subsistence

expenses do not exceed the cost of travel by common carrier plus related subsistence expenses.

5. Personal expenses such as laundry, insurance, and valet are not allowable charges.

6. Travel advances will be accounted for on the voucher in the space provided. Travel costs in

excess of advances will be reimbursed. In case the advance is greater than the travel costs the
traveler will return the unused portion when submitting his voucher.

7. Under certain circumstances, air or rail tickets will be purchased for the traveler. The costs
will be charged directly to the appropriate fund. The traveler will list his complete itinerary
in such cases and under the amount column insert the phrase "Furnished by NAS."

8. When air travel cards are used, the traveler will list his complete itinerary and in the
amount column will insert the term "ATC." The passenger coupon should be attached to the
travel voucher.

9. Reimbursement for the use of rented automobiles on authorized travel will be made, pro-
vided that circumstances make it impossible or impracticable to use other means and that the
traveler submits information indicating the necessity for the use of a rented automobile.

10. Financial commitments for international travel shall be approved in advance by the Business
Manager upon the recommendation of the appropriate officer in charge.

11. Subsistence may be claimed in an amount not exceeding $25.00 per person per day or frac-
tional part thereof, if subsistence expenses are itemized, or an allowance in lieu of actual
subsistence expenses not exceeding $20.00 per person for each calendar day or $5.00 for
each quarter day thereof during the period of travel. For purposes of computing the allow-
ance in lieu of actual subsistence expenses, the day begins at 00 hours. In the event the
period of travel is wholly within a single calendar day subsistence expenses may be claimed
only on an actual cost basis.

12. Whenever the traveler is claiming reimbursement for greater than economy or tourist class air-
fare, the appropriate block listed below should be checked.

First Class Travel is Claimed Because Less Costly Accommodations:
Were not available or were not available at time reservation could have been made.
Would have required circuitous routing.
Would have resulted in discomfort or hardship to the traveler because of physical or
medical requirements.

0 Would have resulted in additional direct costs which would offset the savings in trans-
portation costs.

Would have greatly increased the duration of the trip.
LJ] Would have required travel to begin or end at unreasonable hours.



ACCTG. OFFICE
FORM NO.
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SUBMIT IN DUPLICATE

TRAVEL EXPENSE VOUCHER
National Academy of Sciences * National Research Council * National Academy of Engineering

2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20418

To Date.
(Name of Claimant)

(Address)

Purpose of Travel: (Be specific; include Persons and/or Organizations Visited and Reason for Visit or Meeting Attended,

including Location of Meeting). _

Date and Hour of Departure Date and Hour of Return

TRANSPORTATION: (Please furnish all information requested-incomplete vouchers may be returned)

FROM TO Via-Name CLASS OF SERVICE AMOUNT
(City and State) (City and State) of Line (See Instruction No. 12)

HOTELS $ XX XX
MEALS XX XX

on OTHER SUBSISTENCE COSTS (Tips, baggage handling, etc.) XX XX
a Total Subsistence Costs XXX XK

'= CAB AND CAR FARES XX X X

AIRPORT OR OTHER PARKING XXX X

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH XX XX
| certify that the above charges, incurred by me, are correct and proper. Total $

SIGNED (Claimant) Less Advance
Balance $

O
c
O
x
o

(CLAIMANT NOT TO WRITE BELOW THIS LINE)

DIVISION: COMMITTEE OR OFFICE:

APPROVALS: | certify that the above travel was duly authorized; and | approve the claim for payment:

FOR DIVISION: FOR COMMITTEE OR OFFICE:

FOR BUSINESS OFFICE USE ONLY
ACCOUNT/FUND

Number Sub. Object Class Transaction Amount
Type

Check No Date.

Audited:

Approved
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INSTRUCTIONS

PREPARATION OF TRAVEL EXPENSE VOUCHERS

1 . Expenses of authorized travel will be reimbursed upon receipt of properly prepared vouchers

signed by the traveler and approved by the appropriate officer in charge.

2. All pertinent information should be filled in as requested. Unusual circumstances which
affect the travel expenses should be fully explained.

3 . When appropriate, the claim should be adjusted equitably on account of activities for other

agencies

4 . Expenses for transportation by privately owned car will be reimbursed on a mileage basis
at a rate not exceeding ten cents (10) per mile, plus toll charges and necessary parking
fees, if any, provided that the cost of travel by privately owned car plus related subsistence
expenses do not exceed the cost of travel by common carrier plus related subsistence expenses.

5 . Personal expenses such as laundry, insurance, and valet are not allowable charges.

6 . Travel advances will be accounted for on the voucher in the space provided. Travel costs in
excess of advances will be reimbursed. In case the advance is greater than the travel costs the
traveler will return the unused portion when submitting his voucher.

7 . Under certain circumstances, air or rail tickets will be purchased for the traveler. The costs
will be charged directly to the appropriate fund. The traveler will list his complete itinerary
in such cases and under the amount column insert the phrase "Furnished by NAS."

8 . When air travel cards are used, the traveler will list his complete itinerary and in the
amount column will insert the term "ATC." The passenger coupon should be attached to the
travel voucher.

9 . Reimbursement for the use of rented automobiles on authorized travel will be made, pro-
vided that circumstances make it impossible or impracticable to use other means and that the
traveler submits information indicating the necessity for the use of a rented automobile.

Financial commitments for international travel shall be approved in advance by the Business
Manager upon the recommendation of the appropriate officer in charge.

Subsistence may be claimed in an amount not exceeding $25.00 per person per day or frac-
tional part thereof, if subsistence expenses are itemized, or an allowance in lieu of actual
subsistence expenses not exceeding $20.00 per person for each calendar day or $5.00 for
each quarter day thereof during the period of travel. For purposes of computing the allow-
ance in lieu of actual subsistence expenses, the day begins at 00 hours. In the event the
period of travel is wholly within a single calendar day subsistence expenses may be claimed
only on an actual cost basis.

Whenever the traveler is claiming reimbursement for greater than economy or tourist class air-
fare, the appropriate block listed below should be checked.

First Class Travel is Claimed Because Less Costly Accommodations:
[] Were not available or were not available at time reservation could have been made.

Would have required circuitous routing.
L] Would have resulted in discomfort or hardship to the traveler because of physical or

medical requirements.
[] Would have resulted in additional direct costs which would offset the savings in trans-

portation costs.

Would have greatly increased the duration of the trip.
Would have required travel to begin or end at unreasonable hours.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEE 21NG BOARD

Sixth Meeting

October 9, 1968

Executive Evening Session
Qo

AGENDA

1. Update on ssatus of the work of the Special Panel for Computer
Export Prob'em

-initial report-initial reaction
-follow on generally
-special meeting on October 11.

Discussion of organization problems of th2 Board2.

-review of the Planning Group reports on
Education and National Programs.
-guidance and guidelines for panels or
task teams set up by the Board

Relationships with OST, COSATI, DoD, GAO, BEMA, State, classified
government areas, and individual computer manufacturing and software
organizations in terms of policy insights, attackable problems, access
to expertes and resources for panels and task teams.

3.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

Sixth Meeting

October 10, 1968

AGENDA

ACTIVE ITEMS

1. Minutes of the last Board meeting.

2. Announcement of new observers invited

Dr. Newman A. Hall, Executive Director, Commission
on Engineering Education

Dr. Hood Roberts, Associate Directcr, Center for Applied
Linguistics

3. Briefing on Commission on Engineering Edvcation by Dr. Hall.

4. Status of the NSF Survey proposal.

5. Status of the ARPA partial funding proposal.

6. The Privacy Question in relation to Computers.

7. The Standardization Problem.

8. Location of the Board meeting for November 6-7, 1968.

9. The Chairmen's Progress report to the NAE Council, December 7, .1968.

10. Continued review of the reports by the Chairmen of the Planning Groups
for Education, National Programs, R&D, ard Data Base areas. Refer to
#11, open egenda, September 11, 1968.

NUMBER 10 WILL BE THE MAIN ITEM OF SUBSTANTIVE BUSINESS FOR THIS MEETING

ITEMS CARRIED FORWARD

l. Location of the Board meetings for January, February and March of 1969.
Forward scheduling of next three meetings of the Board to provide six
month lead for Board member planning.
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AGENDA
Page 2

Candidates for Board briefings in lieu of or in addition to the visits
to computer activities already discussed by the Board.

2.

Status of the CS&E Campaign Materials Package.3.

Update briefings on the BoB and FCC situetions.



HUMAN FACTORS IN DATA BANKS

Westin cites four aspects:

Privacy;
Due Process;
Impenetrability;
Excessive stratification.

The first two are somewhat interlocked. If, by due process, a person canedit or annotate the information on file about him, he will be less concerned
-about it being kept private; he may even wish it widely circulated.
Computerization of data banks may aggravate problems of privacy by increasingthe accessibility of data, unless special precautions are taken. The issue
of due process is aggravated by centralization of files; the further an
individual is from his file (geographically or politically) the less he can
find out or influence what is in it. Computerization may facilitate centra-
lization, but is not really a primary factor.
It is in the impenetrability that the computer may add an entirely new aspect.
Impenetrability by the user (even more by the subject) has long been a feature
of data banks, and has led to distrust, and even fear or hatred. The law
may require individuals to make certain disclosures for permanent record,these may be sent to many different places or be disclosed in embarrassing
ways, etc. Efforts to find out (or influence) what is happening are met by
bureaucratic insulation. However, one has at least a hope of being persuasive
and getting some cooperation, or perhaps going higher in the organizational
structure. One has a chance of determining what the law is, and if it is
sufficiently offensive, one may even persuade a legislative body to amend it.
However, if a file is maintained by a sufficiently complicated program, written
jointly by many people, no one may really know quite how it operates, what
data it may select to store or disclose, where are all the places it is
stored, etc. With sufficient control over the programming, this can be avoided.
Indeed, the situation could be better than it is now where human stupidity or
carelessness may result in filings or disclosures not intended by the law.
However, impatience to get a program quickly or skimping on expert programmers
could lead to the. abuses noted, and likely will unless considerable precautions
are taken. More importantly, even if the computerized version is actually
more flexible than the earlier bureaucratic version, the user (and the victim)
likely will not know how to penetrate into it, and will feel desperation and
anger.

As an example of an abuse due to excessive stratification, the generation of
data depending on racial characteristics may hinder the obliteration of racial
distinctions. It is hard to see how computerization would be a factor here,
except insofar as it might make possible larger and more elaborate files,
and so tempt the designers of the files to include such matters and the users
to report on them.



Much file activity has no human factor. Tables of chemical compounds ,
physical constants, symptoms of disease, or compendia of statutes, or thelike can hardly provoke disquiet among humans. If computerization can
produce bigger and better files of these sorts at modest costs, one can
hardly object; many would applaud. Because of this, the techniques for
management of large data files are being actively pursued, and are becoming
more and more available for use with files concerning human attributes,
about which one may have the concerns noted above.

A Panel should first of all assemble the relevant data. What sorts of files
already exist are plausibly possible (and when)? What techniques
already exist to prevent abuses, what are in prospect, what might be developed.if sufficient resources are supplied (and what resources are needed and how
to direct their application). There is also the question of how to assure
use of such techniques when available, which really comes in the aspect of
guidance, rather than assembly of data. Other guidance is needed, such as how
to restrain the too impetuous from going overboard with large data systems
before safeguards are available and how to reassure the fearful so that theywill not hinder the use of suitable data banks even when adequate safeguards
are available and assured.

2



October 10,1968

The CS&E Board, in executive session on the evening of October 9,1968,

reached agreement on the following policy and operating matters:

1. To accept the reports of the chairmen of the planning groups

for Education, R & D and National Programs, with appreciation to the

chairmen and the planning group members;

@e To abandon for the time being the subcommittee structure for

the Board, ieee, the contemplated committees for Education, R &UD,

Netional Programs and Data Bases

3. To request the Chairman of the Data Base Planning Group to

accelerate his work in order to make an early report to the Board;

4. To nasune direct reponsibility, by acting in plenary session

as the committee-of-the-whole, for selecting substantive problems in the

CS&E area warranting action and for appointing panels under the Board to

undertake appropriate action;

5. To monitor and review the work of these operating panels directly

by action as the committee-of-the-whole in plenary session;

6. To request the Board members who worked on the planning groups

+o continue to act as "probleh finders" for actionable items in their re-

spective areas of interest and to bring them to the Board's attention

for evaluation and decision.
L

7. To adher to the following procedures in determiningewhat Panels

should be established to do the work of the Board:

a. Upon "finding" an aotionable problem or task prospect in the

CS&E area, the Board member should arrange for a briefing of

the Board by the substantive pepple knowlable of and concerned



CS&E Ex Session Oct 9,1968 2

with the problem

be The Board, acting as the committee-of-the-whole, will ovaluate

the problem as an aotion propsect in general and then refer the

matter té an Ad Hoc comiuttee for further problem definition,
and recommendations as to panel membership, priority, duration

of the panel effort, eta.

o- The Ad Hoo committee will report back to the Board its recommend-

ations in time for the entire review and decion-making process

to ocour during a single meeting of the Board.

8. To endorse the continuation of the existing Panels which up to this

point had been associated with the planning groups designated for Education,

R& D, National Planning and Data Base.

SD ww
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COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINELMRING BOARD

MEETING SCHEDULE

September 10-11 at the Academy

October 9-10

Novenber 6- 7

December 11-12 San Francisco
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February 4- 5

C 5- 6March



-NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20418

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

Sixth Meeting

October 9, 1968

The executive session this evening will include a reception and dinner inthe Refectory of the National Academy of Sciences Building. The receptionwill begin at 5:30, with dinner served at 6:30 and the executive sessionto follow in Room 150.

October 10, 1968

This session will include invited speakers and guests, and, therefore,will be an open session for the full day. The meeting will begin at9:00 in Room 150 of the NAS Building. Luncheon will be served at 12:30in the Executive Dining Room. Coffee will be served at 10:30 and 3:00.

-0

Mr. Warren C. House's secretary, Miss Susan Lee Johnson, will be gladto assist you with reservations or accomodations if necessary. Please
telephone the Academy, 961-1386.
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10. Continued review of the reports by the Chairmen of the Planning Groups

for Education, National Programs, R&D, and Data Base areas. Refer to

#11, open agenda, September 11, 1968.

NUMBER 10 WILL BE THE MAIN ITEM OF SUBSTANTIVE BUSINESS FOR THIS MEETING

ITEMS CARRIED FORWARD

1. Location of the Board meetings for January, February and March of 1969.

Forward scheduling of next three meetings of the Board to provide six
month lead for Board member planning.
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2. Candidates for Board briefings in lieu of or in addition to the visits
to computer activities already discussed by the Board.

3. Status of the CS&E Campaign Materials Package.

4, Update briefings on the BoB and FCC situations.
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Dr. Launor F. Carter Dr. Nathan M. Newmark

Professor Wesley A. Clark Dr. Alan J. Perlis

Dr. Glen J. Culler Dr. John R. Pierce

Professor Stephen J. Fenves,
representing Dr. Nathan M. Newmark

Dr. Sidney Fernbach

Mr. Jerrier Haddad

Dr. J. C. R. Licklider
Dr. John R. Meyer

Professor W. F. Miller

Mr. Kenneth Olsen

Professor J. Barkley Rosser

Dr. Alan F. Westin
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Miss Susan Lee Johnson
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TELEPHONE 202-332-7970
PLEASE ADORESS

REPLY To:

October 3, 1968

Professor Anthony G. OettingerAiken Computation Laboratory
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Dear Professor Oettinger:

Following up on our conversation of a few weeks ago, I am
pleased to transmit for your information and for the NAS Board on Com-
puter Science and Technology a resume of the activities and concerns ofthe Commission on Engineering Education in the general domain of infor-
mation processing. This area has received substantial and continuingattention since the Commission was established in 1961 and we must carryon this activity if we are to fulfill our responsibilities in educational
technology.

Our current move to become..an integral body of the National
Academy of Engineering will, fortunately, facilitate a close collaboration
between our efforts and those of your Board. In accord with your sug-
gestion, I would urge that there be established a joint committee in appro-
priate areas of common concern. Certain of these will be immediately evi-
dent from the recommendations of our Information Processing Committee in
the enclosed resume.

In accord with your invation, I shall plan to attend the meetingof your Board on October 10 at which time I can provide additional infor-
mation. It will be possible at that time to explore means of working to-
gether on the areas of common concern,

Si Gerely,

Newman A. Hall
Executive Director

cc Dean Gordon S. Brown
Dr. J. Mulligan
Members, Computer Science
and Engineering Board
Mr. Warren C. House
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RESEARCH LABORATORIES
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

June 17, 1968

-Dean Gordon S. Brown
School of Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Gordon:

Subject: Report of Information Processing Committee (CEE)

The Information Processing Committee met on Saturday, May 25, at O'Hare
Airport, Chicago. The following were present and participated in the discussion
and conclusions:

Richard H. Bolt
Edward E. David
Herman H. Goldstine
Newman A. Hall
Nathan M. Newnark
Andrew Schultz, Jr.
John R. Whinnery
Paul F. Chenea, Chairman

It was our understanding that we were to develop a long range plan for CEE
in the field of Information Processing. We chose to follow a format built around
the following questions:

1. What is not now going on in the Universities or elsewhere that the
Commission believes should be going on?

2. Why isn't it going on? What are the roadblocks?

3. What can the Commission do about it?
This format is followed below for each of the six areas of concern which we

were able to identify:
A. (1) The engineering educational establishment in the United States

needs a central archive unit for the development and dissemina-
tion of software systems. These systems should be based upon
a central framework of broad applicability.
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(2) Proprietary agencies can't do it because such an activity must
transcend individual hardware systems. Non-proprietary organi-zations have not been user oriented nor do they have funds for
this purpose, and substantial amounts of money will be required.
The copyright problems are formidable and must be solved. Itis also true that it would not be worth the effort to publishor preserve much of the current program production; thus the
establishment that carries out this task would necessarily be
highly discriminating in its operation using strict certifica-
tion and testing techniques.

(3) The Commission should establish a national center for this
purpose. CEE should start with a strong full-time leader
to plan the operation and to write the necessary proposals
for funding. Clearly a large full-time staff will be
necessary as the program develops.

B. (1) There is need for much more university research directed toward
improving the impedance match between the computer and the
unsophisticated user. This involves the development of problem
oriented languages which are independent of hardware and which
will provide "on-line" capabilities needed for engineeringactivities.

(2) It appears that a main stumbling block is lack of professional
recognition and credit for software work, which is considered
by many as a service function only. Contributions to the field
have low visibility and are infrequently considered in the pro-
motion process or in the establishment of salaries, and they are
rarely appreciated by ones peers.

(3) The implementation of A above could provide a recognized place
to publish and thus it could result in appropriate visibility
and appreciation.

C. (1) There needs to be a more extensive restructuring of the educa-
tional process that recognizes the existence of computers
especially with respect to the undergraduate engineering program.
Such a restructuring must involve a critical examination of
subject matter, subject matter sequences and pedagogical techniques.

(2) Although the pace of this activity is slow, it may well be that
it is moving as fast as the available talent, leadership and
money can support,

(3) It appears that there is little the Commission can do at this
point in time.
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D. (1)

(2)

(3)

E. (1)

(2)

F. (1)

(2)

(3)

There needs to be a careful development by universities of
programs to provide the educational needs of the variety
of computer specialists. Such programs must recognize the
differing needs of computer technicians, engineers and
scientists.
The problem seems to stem from lack of talent, lack of the
right leadership, lack of well defined objectives and lack
of funds,

The "Cosine" proposal aims at a solution to this problem.
The committee members will review the "Cosine" proposal
and send our recommendations to Newman Hall.

There needs to be a broader view of the interaction between
communication, data processing and educational processes.
Such a view should encompass data retieval and transmission
for libraries, student records, etc. and it should include
consideration of the development and management of large
scale central computing facilities.
Reasons for present state are largely the same as stated in
D (2) above, Programs of this complexity do however require
incubation. time.

(3) The Commission should carefully review the Daddario Report.
The newly-appointed Teaching Aids Committee, under the chair-
manship of John Whinnery, has the responsibility for this
presently. We should also continue to follow the efforts of
Educom and the AUI program.

A clearer picture needs to be developed of what constitutes
a minimum university information processing capability and
what constitutes the minimum experience that the students
should have, particularly those in engineering. This picture
must recognize the varying goals of institutions and programs.
Minimum educational standards should be developed.

Why hasn't it happened? We don't know, unless it is just lack
of interest on the part of all concerend.

CEE should take the initiative, although in the past we have
agreed that educational standards were the province of ECPD
and other accrediting agencies and not the province of CEE.
CEE might foster a study group that could develop a "white
paper" on the subject.
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The discussion above does not exhaust the computer field but it does cover the
main issues as we can see them at this point in time. We trust that it suggestsa framework for long range goals for CEE.

Best personal regards,

Paul F. Chenea /s/

PFC snp

cc: H Bolt
E. E « David

H « Goldstine
NCA « Hall
N,M « Newmark
A. §chultz, Jr.J. R. Whinnery



INFORMATION PROCESSING ACTIVITIES
COMMISSION ON ENGINEERING EDUCATION

During the summer of 1961 an NSF: supported conference of leaders

from industry and academic institutions met for a week to review the most

important needs and prospects for engineering education. The consequence

of this conference was the establishment of the Commigsion on Engineering
Education as a research and development organization charged with increasing
the capability of and available resources of engineering schools. Attention

has been directed particulary to stimulating and initiating new approaches

and methods.

It became immediately apparent that in the whole domain of analysis
and design the advances in information processing systems would be of major

consequence. During its first year, the Commission and its advisory com-

mittees reviewed at length desirable ways of giving this area substantial

attention.

The Use of the Computer in Design

In 1962 a Committee on Engineering Design established a subcommittee

on the use of the computer with the following membership:

D. L. Katz, (University of Michigan) Chairman
S. J. Fenves, (University of Illinois)
Dwight Baumann, (then at MIT)
Robert Prince, (Lockheed Aircraft)
Andrew Schultz, (Cornell University)

It assumed an advisory and planning role for the Project on the Use of

Computers in Engineering Education at the University of Michigan, at that

Subsequently a continuing projecttime supported by the Ford Foundation.

in the same area at Michigan supported by NSF was more closely associated

with the Commission which appointed an advisory committee consisting of:
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N. M. Newmark (University of Illinois) Chairman
S. A. Elmaghraby (Yale University)
S. J. Fenves:: (University of Illinois)
Don Hart (General Motors Corporation)
Andrew Schultz (Cornéll University)
This project provided orientation training for many engineering

teachers and in addition, produced a summary report on Computers in

Engineering Design Education which gave particular emphasis to the then

available programming practices in a variety of engineering applications.

During this period the Commission enlarged its committee on

computers in design in order to provide a more diversified and effective

input. By the summer of 1963 the membership consisted of:

N. M. Newmark (University of Illinois) Chairman
Robert M. Ashby (Autonetics).
Dwight M. Baumann (Massachusetts Institute of Technplogy)
William Bollay (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Sullivan Campbell (International Business Machines Corporation)
Brice Carnahan (University of Michigan)
Salah Elmaghraby (Yale University)
Stephen J. Fenves (University of Illinois)
Richard Hamming (Bell Telephone Laboratories)
Don Hart (General Motors Corporation)
Donald L. Katz (University of Michigan)
John G. Kemeny (Dartmouth College)
William Pickering (California Institute of Technology)
Dr. Robert Prince (Lockheed Aircraft Corporation)
James Reswick (Case Institute of Technology)
Andrew Schultz, Jr. (Cornell University)
Lucien Schmidt (Case Institute of Technology)
Richard S. Varga (Case Institute of Technology)
Charles Whitmer (National Science Foundation)
Lyle W. Phillips (National Science Foundation)

A series of informal studies by this committee on modes of analysis,

sources of information on computer uses, and facilities aided in the con-

tinuing inquiries. Some of these studies appeared in print and their con-

siderations provided the basis for many subsequent steps.

In 1964 planning was begun for a conference on the Impact of Computers

on Education in Engineering Design. The conference was held at the Chicago

campus of the University of Illinois on April 21-23, 1966. A copy of the
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proceedings of this conference is attached. Also during the summer of

1964 the Commission initiated work on its Engineering Concepts Curriculum

Project under the leadership of Edward E. David, Jr., (Bell Telephone

Laboratories) and John G. Truxal (Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn). This

activity has developed a basic course in engineering concepts for the non-

technical oriented advanced high school student. Among the major segments

of the course is a comprehensive treatment of the concepts involved in

computer systems. This segment is currently appearing as Part Two of the

text, THE MAN-MADE WORLD, The promise of use of this course material at

both high school and junior college level is high. The emphasis on computer

concepts rather than techniques is unique.

Early in 1964 a group of leaders in electrical engineering education

began to seek a more incisive examination of the role of computer science

in electrical engineering education. This group became associated with

the Commission and with a grant from NSF has been carrying forward studies

and donferences as the COSINE committee (Computer Science in Electrical

Engineering). The current organization of this committee is:

M. E. Van Valkenburg (Princeton University) Chairman
L. A. Zadeh (University of California, Berkeley)
W. H. Surber (Princeton University)
S. Seely (University of Massachusetts)
E. J. McCluskey (Stanford University)
F. F. Kuo (University of Hawaii)
M. Karnaugh (International Business Machines)
J. F. Kaiser (Bell Télephone Laboratories)
W. H. Huggins (Johns Hopkins University)
David C. Evans (University of Utah)
J. B. Dennis (Project MAC, Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
C. L. Coates (University of Texas)
Taylor Booth (University of Connecticut)
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The first report of COSINE in September, 1967, provided an analysis
of curriculum and course prospects. Subsequent reports are providing more

detail on courses. The Committee has also sponsored summer institutes on

course content at Princeton in 1967 and 1968. Close liaison has been

maintained with related ACM studies.

In September 1965 an informal conference at Bell Telephone Laboratories

reviewed the current and prospective developments in the use of the computer

in producing animated films. Following recommendations from this meeting,: the

Commission established an advisory committee representing all disciplines to

stimulate and assist in further developments in this area. Membership in

this committee has included:

Ellis F. King University of California, Los Angeles) Chairman
John Carr, III (University of Pennsylvania)
Leon Cohen (University of Maryland)
Richard F. Hartzell (State. University of New York)
W. H. Huggins (Johns Hopkins University)
Kenneth C. Knowlton (Bell Telephone Laboratories)

The committee has been instrumental in the establishment and develop-

ment efforts at the University of Pennsylvania and at Polytechnic Institute

of Brooklyn. It sponsored and organized a review conference attended by some

200 people in July, 1967, at Education Development Center in Watertown, Massa-

chusetts.. Further conferences are being planned.

The contribution of the computer and information processing systems

The computer-in general to educational technology is diverse and extensive.

It has become increasinglyproduced film is only one of many examples.

evident that the potential domain resource must receive major

The Commission recognizes the need and opportunityattention by engineering.
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and for over a year, through its Committee on Teaching Aids headed by

J. R. Whinnery (University of California at Berkeley), has been conducting

intensive studies to determine more specifically the prospect and areas

warranting specific attention. For example, for the past six months, the

Committee has selected as a principal topic of study the use of the computer

as an active partner in the teaching-learning process. A survey has been

made of the types of activity which meet this definition and of the location,
both academic and industrial, where such efforts are underway. The major

emphasis has been on the drill and practice, tutorial and dialog systems,

particularly as they are used in institutions of higher education. Some

attention has been devoted to the computational uses, the computer-aided

laboratories and the use of simulations, models and games in the education

process. The ancillary uses such as testing and recording and processing

student performance have also been given some attention, principally because

of the powerful promise they provide as learning and teaching research tools.

When the National Academy of Engineering was asked by Representative

E. Q. Daddario, Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Science, Research and

Development to undertake several pilot studies of how to approach the problem

of technical assessments, educational technology was one of the areas selected

and the Commission was asked to perform a study in this area. Drawing upon

the background which has been generated by the Teaching Aids Committee and

narrowing the study area to cover only instructional television and computer

aided instruction in institutions of higher learning, the committee has such

a report in the final stages of preparation.
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Members of this committee are:

John R. Whinnery (University of California at Berkeley) Chairman
Leslie P. Greenhill (Pennsylvania State University)
Dean Brown (Stanford Research Institute)
William Knox (McGraw Hill, Inc)J. C, R, Licklider (Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Donald L. Bitzer (University of Illinois)
John A. Starkweather (University of California Medical Center)
Lawrence P. Grayson (Manhattan College)
An assessment following the 1966 conference on the use of computers

in design raised some basic questions as to what software development needs

existed in order to enhance access and useability of the computer in engineer-

ing schools. Certain trends in the establishment of problem-oriented

languages and more comprehensive computer software systems suggested the

exisitng educational practices which depended on extensive programming

training were not an ultimate answer. To pursue this concern the Commission

at this point, in collaboration with the American Society for Engineering

Education set up a joint committee consisting of:

H. Goldstine (International Business Machines Corporation)
E. David, Jr. (Bell Telephone Laboratories)

N. M, Newmark (University of Illinois)
R. Louis Bright (then at U. S. Office of Education)
Arthur T. Thompson (Boston University)
Thomas F. Jones, Jr. (University of South Carolina)
Donald Katz (University of Michigan)
Richard G. Mills (Project MAC, Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
J. B. Dennis (Project MAC, Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

H.
E.

This committee, with the assistance of Mr, Richard Mills and Professor

Jack Dennis of MIT as consultants, reviewed the software problem far enough

to establish a focus on the requirement for some form of critical and

systematic examination and collection of software systems for use in scientific

and engineering analysis and design. Their recommendations reinforced the

need for much greater attention to special purpose language development.
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However, a desirable approach was not established and questions were

raised as to the broader aspects of information processing.

Early this year, the Commission appointed an Information Processing

Committee of its own members, consisting of:

Paul F. Chenea (General Motors Corporation) Chairman
E. E. David, Jr. (Bell Telephone Laboratories)
H. H. Goldstine (International Business Machines Corporation)
N. M. Newmark (University of Illinois)
Andrew Schultz (Cornell University)
John R. Whinnery (University of California at Berkeley)
R. H. Bolt (Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.)
Its deliberations to date have identified two general needs not now

being served to which it recommends the Commission devote attention.

First, it believes a coordinated collection, analysis and development effort

should exist for software systems. Present services of this nature are

limited in scope or depth and nowhere is there an attempt made to access

and refine programming contributions which may appear. Furthermore, there

is need for more systematic identification of programs and specialized

languages in terms of underlying algorithmic modes of analysis. A staff

memorandum which provides some background detail on this recommendation is

attached.

Secondly, the committee is concerned with the lack of any source of

information and interpretation. as to minimum university information pro-

cessing capability. There has been much consideration of the service

which can be provided in the three major domains of business and admin-

istrative management, education and research. Nevertheless really useful

guide lines are critically limited and the approach of many institutions

Assistance which might be provided wouldis haphazard and opportunistic.
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have to be flexible, objective and designed to adapt to the rapid pace

of development, The need, however, is real and an appropriate advisory

body can provide an essential service.

In the immediate future these preliminary recommendations will be

further reviewed and sharpened. Particular attention will be given to

related concerns of other bodies and institutions. The intent in all
cases is to focus attention on those efforts which will enable the domain

of information processing to be of maximum service to education.
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

COORDINATION and DEVELOPMENT

Analysis and Statement of the Problem

The value and promise of the use of the computer in engineering and

science is overwhelmingly evident. Its role is of such major consequence

that the impact on the educational process is only beginning to be under-

stood. Its capability is so extensive and flexible that immediate applica-

tions appear to be almost unlimited.

It is inevitable, however, that a careful examination of this power-

ful resource would indicate that its utilization would produce not only a

revolution in detail and speed of analysis but also in basic approach. The

largest use of the computer in engineering so far, has been a fairly direct

application in accord with well-established modes of analysis and computa-

tion. The consequences of even this obvious approach are so great that it

has been possible to take only limited advantage of the resource.

In the more advanced phases of engineering analysis there are three

major elements involved in the use of the computer. These are:

1. The development of appropriate modes of analysis

2. Communication with the computer

3. Efficiency in utilization
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The first of these has been largely approached through conventional

techniques in numerical analysis. The second has provided the impetus for

computer language development. The third has become a struggle with regard
to access and cost.

All three of these factors represent rather superficial consequences of

the more fundamental and profound contribution which the computer makes to

the resources and techniques of analysis. In the history of applied mathe-

matics certain improvements have appeared from time to time which, by virtue
of the substantial change in mode of analysis, have had a more or less revolu-

tionary effect on the procedures for logical and quantitative considerations

of practical problems. Some of the more familiar and frequently unappreciated

examples were the introduction of algebra and the development of calculus.

Many others of greater or less consequence could be mentioned. When one of

these events occurs its consequence is often not realized for some time. At

the outset there is a strong tendency to overlook the implication of the new

resource and to force on it the existing and sometimes inappropriate modes of

analysis.
One of the major characteristics of such advances is that not only is a

new analytical resource provided, but its use, interacting with the incentives

of practical problems, will give rise to new, unexpected and powerful exten-

sions of mathematics. This is the present situation with the computer. The

consequences may well be determined by the magnitude of the resource itself.

If so, we can certainly anticipate radically new modes of analysis of our

practical problems and the appearance of many new developments in mathematics.

The evidence of this is already apparent from the stimulation provided by
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computer programming for algorithmic analysis,
The logical and quantitative examination of any engineering or other

practical problem proceeds from the initial formulation of a conceptual
model of the system or situation in which the problem occurs. The goal in
resolving the problem is to proceed logically from the initial quantitative
specifications to a final description. In effect, the whole endeavor is
one of information processing.

Existing mathematical resources direct the investigator to proceed
from a conceptual to a mathematical model. These take many forms, but the

principle can be illustrated by the steps taken by the electrical engineer
when his mathematical model appears in the form of the partial differential
equation of electromagnetic field theory with associated boundary conditions.

Depending on how tractable these equations are for the particular situation,
greateror less progresswill have been made at this point in solving the prob-
lem.

By and large this approach has tended to focus attention on the local
or differential aspects of the system. More extensive description has been

provided by actual or implied integration or summation, or by the involvement

of systems of equations. In any case, subsequent mathematical steps have

increased analytical complexity. Fortunately, there have been a vast number

of elegant mathematical short cuts and ingenious approximations which have,

in fact, made possible the very existence of present engineering analysis.
The direct logical approach in the general case by means of existing

mathematical methods is an impossible procedure. This can be well illustrated

by the failure of any conventional method to solve the problem of turbulent
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flow even though the partial differential mathematical model can be

easily set forth.

With the availability of the computer, the most obvious and immediate

response of the engineering analyst is to use this resource to break the

barrier between his familiar mathematical model and his desired problem so-

lution. To do this he introduces the appropriate techniques of numerical

analysis and then with the necessary programming utilizes the computer as a

high speed, large capacity calculating machine, In following this course,
little use is made of the capability of the computer in providing access

to totally new modes of analysis.
The direction to be followed, however, is reasonably well pointed out

in the design or use of any programming language and in many studies in com-

puter science. The computer intrinsically does not respond to the type of

description that is characterized by the conventional mathematical models

of mathematical physics. The computer is an algorithmic device. It responds

to procedural more than to descriptive information. The essential art in

computer language design is the conversion of the conventional descriptive

representation of the model to an algorithmic procedure. This fact in itself
is suggestive of the power of the computer, since its comprehension of the

model is not static as conventional descriptions of mathematical models may

be characterized, but is dynamic in the sense that there must be an informa-

tion processing sequence starting with a characterization of the model and

proceeding to some specified output.

Present studies in language design for engineering systems are gradually

responding to the algorithmic character of the computer. The sequence of
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developmental events that may take place is well illustrated by the evolu-
tion of the ICES language at MIT to its current status.

This sequence is generally familiar, but in briefest outline it consists
of three steps. First, there is the concern with an almost random selection
of individual problems in a certain domain, in this case Civil Engineering.
Second, certain of these problems falling into coherent classes suggest the

convenience of problem-oriented languages such as COGO or STRESS. Third,
and a very substantial step is the review of the approach to the total class
of problems experienced individually and collectively through the problem-

oriented languages; then developing a technique first, of a computer-oriented

description of the system and second, since the computer deals with info ma-

tion processing rather than mere description, identifying suitably the pro-

cessing goal at the time the system model is presented to the computer.

It is essential to recognize that much more is involved in the ultimate

step than the mere design of a language whereby mathematical expressions

can be fed into the computer. There is a significant difference in approach

to the initial consideration of the problem situation, This is mainly derived

as observed above, from the sequential algorithmic information processing

characteristics of the computer. When this is recognized, the language is

designed to take advantage of this capability and consequently, both input

and output of information may well take unconventional yet no less useful

forms.

Much attention is being given currently to the details of language de-

sign and the formulation of special purpose programs for use on individual

@ computers. This emphasis means that questions such as compatibility among
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different computers is frequently critical. The larger problem however, is
to a significant degree independent of the final detail of programming on

one or another computer. All computers depend essentially on an algorithmic

approach regardless of programming details. Consequently, experience with re-

gard to the modification in approach that one system, such as ICES provides

can very well provide guides for dealing with many other domains.

The most important consequence is that the evolution of the appropriate

mode of analysis for engineering systems which may be conveniently called

algorithmic analysis will be most efficiently developed in an environment

concerned with real engineering problems. This is already evident in the

intermediate step of designing problem-oriented languages.

The communication of analytical methods calls for a more refined mode

of the mathematical description of the algorithmic concepts that immediately

precede formal identification of programming steps in computer languages.

Experienced programmers short-circuit this stage when they proceed directly

for example, from flow charts to the program or the special purpose language.

However, it is clear that such an intermediate description must exist since

again the experienced programmer is able to cope with computer incompatibility

without having to repeat all preliminary details in setting up a program on

a new machine. There is promise that such algorithmic descriptions would fa-

cilitate communication among computer users and also stimulate the refinement

of mathematical analysis particularly adaptable to computer use.

The quantity and quality of activity already existing in meeting the

need and taking advantage of the opportunity is encouraging. Nevertheless,
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this represents only a beginning. The present concern is to devise means

whereby the development process can be accelerated and more direct profit
can be obtained from the existing initiative among the many engineering
users of computing facilities in educational institutions. Exchange ser-
vices such as the IBM SHARE program play a useful role, but the larger
development effort is not touched by these activities.

Our specific concern is the examination of the total operation of in-
formation processing ag it arises in dealing with engineering systems.
From such an examination a development program should be defined and es-

tablished with the concepts of algorithmic analysis being central to the

design of the computer software system. It is this design endeavor which

should receive our attention.

9/30/68(2)
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J. BARKLEY ROSSER, Director

September 16, 1968

Dr. Anthony G. Oettinger
Aiken Computation Laboratory
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Dear Tony, 4

It is recommended that there be an active National Programs Committee.
The province of the Committee is to study institutional and policy problems
traceable to the development of computer technology. Special panels are to

be constituted when questions of high priority are identified. These panels
shall represent the relevant areas and furnish expertness beyond that inherent
in the Committee.

Specifically, questions involving interplay between computers and agencies
of the government may be referred to this Committee in a wide variety of areas.
The Committee should have enough internal competence in such areas to appre-
ciate both the technical and policy issues involved, and to be able quickly to

bring in qualified experts for a more detailed analysis. As far as possible,
the Committee should anticipate crucial questions, and be prepared to react
before there is time only for hasty action. Members of the Committee should

have experience in interacting with governmental units.

One probably cannot get adequate coverage of many areas with fewer than

six or seven members on the Committee. On the other hand, if the Committee

gets too large, it will be unwieldy, and one might just as well take the Committee

to be the entire Board. Probably somewhere between six and ten is an optional
size.

With this in mind, the Planning Committee submits the following list of names

of possible members. We have tried to choose names from a broad array of areas,

and we trust that you will be able to choose a competent Committee from among

the names proposed.
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Before we turn to specific areas, the names of Carter 'and Rosser are indi-
gated because both deal constantly with the interaction between computers and

parts of government as a central part of their professional activities.

Since the Committee on Education appears firm in not considering certain

broad aspects, perhaps these should have some attention in the National Programs

Committee, Pierce and Rosser share a concern about this area. Alexander M.

Mood would add strength to the Committee in several areas (as you can see from

his write up in Who's Who) but his term of service as Assistant Commissioner

of the Office of Education especially qualifies him in this area. I know him pretty

well and will try to persuade him if you wish. If we can't get him, and if this
area seems inadequately covered with Pierce and Rosser, we could ask Newmark,

who has much experience and feels quite strongly that the Committee on Education

is taking too narrowa view, :

Incidentally, Pierce's membérship on the Committee would add strength in

many other areas.
of governmentWestin will supply indispensable competence in the area

and law.

Meyer will supply indispensable competence in the area of economics.

We need someone who is professionally concerned with what the future

possibilities in computers are. Perhaps one man in this area will suffice, if

we get the right man. I shall propose three for your consideration. Haddad has

the advantage of being already on the Board, On the other hand, taking Griffith

would add strength to what we already have on the Board. (He would also supple-

ment Carter and Rosser in the intelligence area, about which I shall not say

. more.) However, Griffith urges that Knaplund would be of more use than himself.

I know Knaplund only slightly, 'from having met him when he visited his mother

here in Madison, but his write up in Who's Who is very impressive.

Considering the province of the Committee, a suitably chosen person from

government itself could be of great value. Perhaps protocol would not allow us

to have such a person as an actual member of the Committee; in such case he should

be fairly intimately attached as a consultant. A name suggested (I don't know

him at all) is Raymond T. Bowman, Assistant Director for Statistical Standards

of the Bureau of the Budget. He has been one of the witnesses for BoB before the

Gallagher Committee on the National Data Bank activity. One advantage ofa

man from BoB is that this agency has a built in right to poke its nose into the

business of all other government agencies. Also, Bowman's write up in Who's.

Who shows him to have a breadth of experience which would make him extremely

useful. If he can't be induced to serve, Ruth Davis would bea strong alternate.

+
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An extremely attractive possibility is Robert Coldwell Wood. I don't
know him myself, but he was at one time chairman of the Department of
'Political Science at M.I.T. More recently he has been undersecretary of
HUD. He is just returning to M.I.T., and may not yet be too committed to
take this on. If Wood can't serve, an alternate might be James Q. Wilson
of Harvard, who specializes in urban politics, crime, and race relations.
Iurge strongly that we try for Wood. If he refuses, perhaps we should have
another look at the possibilities before deciding to approach Wilson.

We are perhaps approaching the upper limit on the size of the Committee.
However, I will list some more possibilities. You might favor a larger Com-
mittee, or we might not be able to get all the people mentioned above.

Edward A. F. Hearle is author of a text on data processing for state and
local governments. He could be.useful if we feel the Committee should not
confine itself only to the national level. He is now a vice-president of Booz
Allen Applied Research, Inc. in Washington. I don't know him at all myself,
but other members of the Planning Committee spoke strongly of him.

Harold Wilensky is a young Professor of Sociology at Berkeley. Heis
author of "Organization and Intelligence," which indicates his special interests.
I don't know him, but Westin and Meyer were very enthusiastic about him.

If we could find the right man in communication theory, it might be a very
good idea. Some six men have been proposed. Paul Baran comes to many

people's lips in this area. The name of Albert Madansky was given to me,
but from the write up in American Men of Science, he seems more of a statisti-
cian. As specialists in the technical side of communications, I have the names

of Cc. H. Elmendorf of AT&T, and D. Gillette of Bell Labs. Wilbur Schramm is
Director of the Institute of Communication Research at Stanford (they do com-
munication as in newspaper stories). Finally, there is Kassam, whom you

proposed. Let me recall your suggestion that we sponsor a meeting in this

area, after which we might be better able to choose the right person (or decide
to have no one).

Names that have been proposed in the biological and medical area are

Lederberg of Stanford, Levinthal of Columbia, Glaser of Berkeley, Rosenblith
of M.I.T., Baruch of Educom, and Ledley of his own Foundation in Silver Spring.
I have reservations about some of these, and suggest that if you feel we need

someone you might phone me for more discussion. Could this be another area

where we should sponsor a meeting? Perhaps it is really a matter for the

Committee on R & D,
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Other names that have been proposed in assorted areas are Robert Marchand
of the Library of Congress and Bill Sharp of Irvine. Also Fred Hoffman has a
position in BoB similar to that of Bowman, and might be an alternate if Bowman
refuses. However, someone thought that Hoffman is a bit senior to Bowman, in
which case it might be indelicate to approach him after being refused by Bowman.
Warren House can check out this point.

The question of an operating procedure for the Committee presents itself.
As a preliminary suggestion, let me say that if the Committee has only a few
members who are not members of the Board, these members could be invited as
observers (or consultants) to those Board meetings which promise to be partic-
ularly enlightening. By coming early (or perhaps staying late) the Committee
could work in a meeting as a Committee contiguous to the chosen Board meeting.
Occasionally, the Committee might hold a special meeting of its own to hear a

particular presentation or visit some particular activity, or to meet an emergency.

As stated above, there would be Panels acting under the jurisdiction of the
Committee. Two exist already.

An urgent call involving a highly classified area led to the hurried formation
of an ad hoc Panel consisting of Carter, Griffith, House, Oettinger, Rosser and
about three others who are not members of the Board. This Panel has met once
with the interested agency, and further meetings are expected. Carter has
made inquiries about possible additional Panel members. I shall attend a

meeting on October 14 at another agency which should provide a lot of background
information. The precise status of this Panel can be clarified after the Committee
is setup.

There is also the Panel on Export of Computers. A first meeting was held
on July 23 under John Pierce before the membership had been crystallized. In

August the Panel received an urgent call, and under your chairmanship met

several days, preparing a draft report which went to several agencies. Many
questions remain to be resolved, and the Panel should be formalized after the Com-
mittee has been set up.

The matter of hastening relaxation of secrecy restraints from important new
hardware advances is related. If there is restraint on the export of computers,
there will be less hesitancy about relaxing secrecy. Carter and I both feel this
is a matter of importance, and that the Panel on Export of Computers should be

urged to take it under consideration. Perhaps the Panel should be suitably
enlarged.
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Top priority for formation of a new Panel is the area loosely suggested by
such terms as National Data Bank, Invasion of Privacy , etc. I will give you
a sharper characterization after I get the transcript of Westin's presentation
at the last Board meeting. It has been proposed that a suitable chairman be
enlisted for this Panel and that the membership of the Panel and its course of
action be largely his responsibility. It seems to me that Westin is admirably
qualified to be chairman. Most of his qualifications are so well known that
no listing is needed. I should like to mention a strong one which is likely not
well known. Almost alone of many speakers and writers in this area his state-
ments have attracted commendation from Congressman Gallagher. The political
advantages of this need no elucidation. I feel that it will likely be possible
to get support from some Foundation for the work of this Panel. I shall be
making some exploratory contacts in the coming weeks.

You have already asked John Pierce to activate a Panel to study national
computer laboratories or institutes. This Panel can be formalized after the
Committee has been set up.

The interaction of computers with communication is facing a large expansion,
with remarkable potentialities. If, as you suggest, we should sponsor a meeting
in this area, the decision as to what sort of Panel activity is called for might well
be left until after the meeting.

Ditto perhaps for computers and biology and medicine, unless it goes to the
Committee onR & D.

Copyright questions connected with computers seem well understood by some
members of ACM. If ACM will take adequate action in this area, the Committee
should do no more than encourage them. However, the Committee should keep
itself informed as to the progress of events, including ACM's participation. If
the latter seems to falter, the Committee should consider suitable action. It has
been suggested that the Committee not mention officially any concern in this area
unless need for action arises.

The problem of what should be done about the computer operation at the National
Bureau of Standards seems to have resolved itself in large part into technical
questions, such as how much expansion is needed if the operation is to fulfill the
role authorized by the Brooks Bill, how much it would cost, etc. These matters
seem to fall more in the province of the Committee on R & D, and will be commended

to their attention,
Sin erely,

cc: L. F. Carter
J. Griffith WA
W. C. House J.. Barkley Roser.
J. R. Meyer _ Director

R. Pierce
_ A. F. Westin:

2
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Professor Antho1y G. Oettinger
Aiken Computation Laboratory
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Dear Tony,

While in V'ashington recently, I stopped in for a chat with Edward
Ackerman, who is the Executive Officer of the Carnegie Institution of
Washington. Tis is quite a different organiz.ition from the Carnegie
Corporation and does not make grants of the sort we are hoping for to
support the Pan: ] on Invasion of Privacy (or watever it might be called;
I don't yet have the transcript of Westin's pre sentation at the latest Board
meeting). This is an advantage at this stage, where our plans for the Panel
are still rather -rague; I didn't feel embarrassed by not having anything clear-
cut to present t» him since there was no prospect that I might later be

approaching hin for a grant. At the same tim., he is not far from the
center of philarthropy, and knows how the Fo. ndations operate, whom to

approach, etc. For instance, he suggested that Carl Borgmann, special
assistant to Bur.dy, would be the best man to ipproach at the Ford Foundaticn.
At the Carnegie Corporation either Pifer, the Fresident, or Morrisett, one of
the Vice-Presid:nts, would be appropriate to ..pproach; both are also high
officials in the Carnegie Foundation for the Ac vancement of Teaching, whict
is irrelevant fo: the present Panel, but might he helpful in connection with
some of Perlis': ; endeavors. He indicated thai it would have been quite ir.

order to have approached any of these people at the present stage when te

plan of operaticn is still ina preliminary stag2 of discussion.

Just to have something definite to work from, I asked what luck we micht
have getting support for a study, to be followed by a report sponsored by th?
National Acadeny. The "Digital Computer Ne2ds" report was put out ona
grant of $60,000. Hence it seemed plausible to talk about a request for

$100,000. Ackerman indicated that this would be pretty small potatoes for

the Ford Foundation. However, the subject of study would appeal to them

so much that the chance of success would be high. He said that there are
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'dozens of smaller foundations who could manace a grant this size, and who
would be strongly inclined to do so from the vical importance of the subject
matter and the distinction of the sponsor. The-e is a book listing foundations
and their areas of interest. The Graduate School here has a copy, for referer.ce
in trying to find grants for deserving professors; Iam sure most schools do.

It may wel] be that we should consider scmething appreciably more
ambitious. This is a matter we should have scme discussion on at the next
Board meeting.

Sincerely,

J 3arkley Ro
Director

ce: L. F. Carter
John R. Meyer
John R. Pierce
A. F. Westin
John Griffith
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September 25, 1968

Professor Anthony G. Oettinger
Aiken Computaticn Laboratory
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massichusetts 02138

Dear Tony:

| have no profourd, or even helpful, observations 1 whether we should sell computers
to other countries. I would, however, instead, mae the plea that we, as a committe >,

try to develop sore understanding of our own indust-y. suggest that we (or at least

myself) are so clese to this industry that we don't really have the understanding we shc uld

in order to pontif.cate on national questions or computer education.

Most of us have vested interest in continuing the mystique of computers, but if we are

to influence the future of the industry, we should dio it with understanding.

| have been watching the computer industry for a few years, but find | have little real

might go over qu xstions and see what we can learn sbout the industry. A few of my

questions are as follows:

knowledae in how if operates, but | do have many c vestions. If this is true of others, we

We have seen mary computer projects fail while.others succeeded, Some even had er ormous

resources in rnone y and people, but still failed. Way?

is the usefulness of third generation computers really in the architecture and in the in! egrated

one more model, along with all the knowledge tha: users and programmers have gained!
since the second generation machines?

circuits, or is it nfhat long list of mundane thing: that people learn when they produze

Are we misleading the world, and ourselves, into tiinking that computer science is the

secret of success in the computer industry, or can only a successful computer industry

afford the luxury of computer science?

Is there « prograraming problem today, or is it just ihat people took on fobs bigger then

they could possikly do? (Just like there would be a bridge problem if people contracied

to build bridges before they measured the width of the rivers.)

CORPORATION, 1465 MAIN STREET, MA MASSACHUSETTS 01754
OIGITAL EQUIF fh

TELEX: 94-5457
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Could a country make a viable computer industry if they simply copied last year's
computers and weren't forced by pride to have the highest speed and latest architecture?
Does that last bit of speed make a computer industry succeed or fail, and is it necessary
every year to go faster and faster, or could a country go a long time by simply copying
an older machine and learning to build it well and service it thoroughly?

Why has the U. S. been more successful in the computer industry than others, and, why
have the computer industries in each country developed their present characteristics?
How much of this is due to the educational system, the status and pay of engineers, and

their ideas in mar.agement?

Is building a computer organization like designing a complex program? Is it so complicated
that one can't understand it enough initially that it has to be heuristic in nature with sound

amalgamations fo: success? Have aJ] those attempts to build a computer organization rom

a master plan bee. failures?

How important is large amounts of capital? Several small companies have succeeded, and

-yet RCA, General Electric, Raytheon, General Mills, Union Carbide, and a number of

others, have, in : ome of their attempts, not been outstanding successes.

What are the critcal parts in a computer industry? Is maybe the computer architect the

easiest to find, aid the sound mechanical engineer and practical circuit designer, alerg
with a wise production engineer, really the ones that make an organization play?

I'm sorry | haven't been able to give any profound observations to help make your dec sions,

but you might ge: a few ideas from this rambling as to some of the questions which bot er

me, not only as we discuss selling computers to other countries, but also as we discuss the

needs for the courtry in education and research and development.

Sincer2ly yours,

: th H. Olsenenn

KHO: ecc

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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September 23, 1968

PRIVILEGED

Mr. George Rucins
National Acadeny of Sciences
2102 Constitu':ion Avenue
Washington D. C.

Dear Mr. Rudins:
This let : is intended to serve es a report on my visit

to the Soviet Union, more specifically to Novosibirsk,
under the Aca 'emy on Program.

Arriving in the Soviet Union, anc nefore proceeding ta
Novosibirsk, : spent a few days in Moscow, saw I. M. Gelfand
and 0. A. Lac 'zhenskaia and others, ard tnen went to Leningrad
for three following which I went directly to Novosivirssz.
In Leningrad had a brief, essentially social meeting with
Kantorovicn wio was visiting though of course ne is
normally in Novosibirsx.

In Novos > most o> my contact was with the computer
group at the icademy of Sciences Compi.ting Center, thougn i
also saw somesaing of the mathematice. economists wno are

on optimizatina methods (the second amual symposium of this

2 chance for some contact with the meicers of tne symposium.
Mos of my contact at the computer was with the computer
science group under Professor Ershov's Girection, tnough in

is in scientific computation.

The thing to realize abouts this sroup is that they

essentially ro software support, so chat all the software
must be written from by the N ous university groups.

Uy: :
r

:

Kantorovich. A sympooiun.iorking under Girection7

kind) was meezing in Novosibirsk au Same time. The
ly a and 4particivantsas French erican and also nad

fact the larg2st part of tne work of ne center as a

WOrK unuer from or
severeare verv nev have (BESM 6

une manufactureron the other nand macnine
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Ershov'sgrourhasbeenaleaderamongSovietinstallations
inprovidingqualitysoftware,inparticular,theAlpha
Compiler,whichacceptsanAlgol-likelanguageandwnicn
compilesitintohighqualityoptimizedcodewasproducedby
nisgroup.Tniscomoilerwasoriginallywrittenforthemuch
smallerM-220:owingtoasnortageofpersonnelthecomoiler
hasstillnotbeenfullyadaptedfortieBESM-6.TheBESM-6
codeisstillcompiledontheM-220usingamodifiedversion

theorigins1Alohacompiler.Tniscourseisasituation
nichintheUnitedStateswouldberezardedashighlyunsatis-
actory.DVmentionedthatunder2newdirectiveissued
ytnecompetentministries,manufactucerswillbereguired
provideanincreasingmeasureofsoftwaresupporse.However.

adWad

noSignsofthissupportwereevidentinthefield.The
avantlableequ:.smentisalsodeficientinregardtoI/O.Line

ntershaveonlynowbecomeavailableandthereseemsto
besomeprobdleninmaintainingthisequipment.Ingeneral,

aceofworkismuchdiminishedfronwhatitwouldpein
heUnitecStatesatacomparableinstallation:Iwastold
thateopproximutely40jobsperdeyarerunwhereasamachine

severalhundredjobsperday.

one

a thesizeof6invneUnitedStatesvouiaperunning 1

UnderErsnov'sdirection,theorcgramminggrouo
maintainsguiseahighlevelofscientificactivityinawide
varietyoflds.Thereisasmallstudy(Kotovand

>
parallelcomoutationresemblingtheworkdone

byKaroandMlleratIBMresearchintneUnitedStates.
snallcompilersforparticularproblemoriented

areaisobeingworkedon.Cneofthemisa
kindof1intendedforfutureuseaSasystemsprogsren-
minglanguage.AnotnerisesmallSOElanguageforuseir
eonnectionwisalinearecuationsolvirg;thelanguage
featureswhiciallowtheinputofqualitativematrixdescrip
fions,after«nicnanautomaticsyster.selectsthemostapprn,
algoritnmoutofanavailablelibraryofalgoritnms.A

langueseallowinginputofsystemsofcifferential
equationssolvablebyalgorithmicreductiontoordinarydiffer-
entialecuationsisalsebeingdevelored.

workoncomoileroptimizationandsomerelated
matters,andageneralmacro-processo

>
isbeingimolemented.

IwestoldthattherearealsoSnvolvedinworkon

othersoftwarevrojects,and,inpartcular,thatSnodolis
beingimplementedErsnov'sstaffisrelativelysmall(adout
20veopie)butitseemstomeauiteavleandratherproductive,
eventhougheomeoftheirorojects(likesneautomaticlinear

onscneme)struckmeasbeingsomewhat

Janzueresar

ata

Lsalso

a
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The underlying difficulties coming from lack of industrial
Support scom tc me to have their roots rather deep in the
Russian organization of these things. In particular, three
separate ministries are involved in one production of various
computer system components, and the "chief designer" system
chat has been used very successfully by the Russians in eir

production is not use in the preduction of comouters.
Thus new comouvers are vrouuced wi unout any single vroject
manager veins for a the elements of. tne eventual
system

There are also considerable difficalties in the introduc-
tion of comouters into industrial practice, Certainly until
a better developed ssystem of maintanenc 2 in software suvvort,
no very extens: .ve industrial applicatic of comouters can
be expected. is also the case that Russian industrial
management is : telatively primGive by fmerican standards, so
that, for example, even the dasic 288 forms vechni.ques,
hignly developed in tne United States, are relatively new in
tne Soviet Union. Ershov is worl n wa & a few industrial
grouos in the Novosibirsk area trying t+) correct some of the
Jerceficiencies 0) an experimental basis.

ne maior 4 by
group (and by che engineering staff attached to this group)

Tne systom is developed on a motely
collection of small machines ( a dual M-220 and an tude

edapted with some relatively minor inovative features. fron
various Americin time-sharing systems, in wnich the
group nes been hignly interested. Svectal engineering work

hook these Dri machines into a witn good inter-
machine communication is being done Jesally at Novosivirsk.

If the AIST Project is s in its M-220 applicatior
it will be in a second version to the much larger
BESM-5. My feeling about the project yas that the so

Gesign of this time-sharing system was Cangerously large and

general for so small a system as was initially
availapie to tne Russians, and that trouble mignt result from
this. A small system might nave been wiser: but
the Russian group dismissed this sugsestion wnen I made it,
as "unchallenging."

Ls une or ng
a AL ST)

7

mechine to be 'ised as a message router'. The design is being
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ste) the computer

Kantorovien and a younger colleague ( Kuzenetsov )
the correspond: ng group at the
of Sciences in Moscow, headed py Professor Ifoiseev. I think

matnematicel economics
one current Kussian intel] ec wuUal scene. Not only

put matnematica7 sociologybuilt vo. The
40 provide a way in which the
undisturped by ideallogical pressure.
is working in the theory of

or

Ke
)

iS
?) 'S

the Mathesm s Economies Groun at No

Clin:: Lency economics"

Moiseev's Moscow group seems to me

interesting "nis group, the oersonnel
largely of physical scientists wno nave
sciences without any formal training in
background in control theory, they na

more specifically optimalas problems of optimal control,
control in tne presence of "mandom noise" requiring the
re-adjustment of economic policy over various time periods.
They are quite interested in learning more about American work

the Cowles comission and, suoseguent to my return from
Moscow, 7 contacted Professor Searf of the Cowles co on
and conveyed nfMoseev's interest to hin.

My recepti.on throughout
most coréial aid I am quite pleased to ates

Best wienes,

mathematical character of
can grow

optimization;
tne Uni ted Svates that would pe callad

my stay ir

le. I sew something of
neaded vy

and
the Academy

3

u

is an interesting
are peing

the development seems
relatively

an erea
tne

develooment ofne n U

feature of

The Novosibirsk group

"economics ofin

to be more
of which consists
gone into the social
economics nas
developed.a set of

are looked at essentiallymodels in W economic problems

the work ofn this erea. seev asec svecifs callv about

Soviet Union was
e gone

one

>

J. T. Schwartz

ITS[coe



THE MISSIONS OF THE EDUCATION COMMITTEE OF CSEB

1, Education cures all the ills of a society (!) and education in computers
2) 3)3 therapeutic 3

is to be anti-toxin 1)
and conditioner for some of these

ills: "Give me data and I will move the wortd."
We must distinguish among the following roles of computers in which

education is required:

(i) As a cevice enhancing the educational process in general,
_
(ii) As a tool to be used in the work of other disciplines,
(iii) As a tniversal plastic for modeling ourselves, e.g., representa

tions for our abstractions.
(iv) As a tool in which (i) to (iii) car be combined in unlimited ways.

These roles can be studied, in principle, at-every educational level
from grade-schocl to graduate school.

2. The roles of CSEB with respect to education,

Naturally there are many roles for the CSEB committee to study. Prin: i-
pally,tensions (and reinforcements) arise in making a choice because the

Board must serve both the scientific community and the Federal Government.

1) An understanjing of computers and their ole will prepare man to
understand and hence resist the onslaughts cn him by organized complexitie::of one sort or another, or put another way cc:mputer education is survival
education. Thus how do we teach this technical subject in a non-technical
way to the non-scientist?
2) Those educated in computers can drive awey these ills by intelligent use
of the computer in, e.g., organization of data, transmittal of the rightdata and burial »f the wrong data, reorganizetion of resources, and the
creation of universal euphoria from planned t3e of inspiring inventions.
3) «Armed for th2 next crisis.
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@ Within the scientific community CSEB must not only serve the established
sciences but must emphatically support the establishment of computer science.
For the Federal Government it must expose which of its problems can be

helped by education n the computer. These problems arise both in the government's

operations and its desires to improve society, In all cases CSEB
me)determine how gains and improvements are to be brought about.

CSEB involv2ment in any problem-~at least in its first stages--cannot
be total. Initially CSEB should focus on those problems which are importar t

and are not beinz adequately studied elsewher?. CSEB should be careful not

to concentrate its energies and the talents or its members and panels on

audits of studies done elsewhere and on patchs to solve specific problems

in the Federal Government.

:

At some lat2r date additional studies will need to be made evaluating

work now going 0.1 elsewhere but which CSEB cannot now concern itself with.

3. Specific CSi3 education studies which are proposed for immediate attention.

(1) Graduate education in computer science.

(2) Underg -aduate education in software engineering.

4. Graduate edu:ation in computer science,

Computer scence is a new and real discipline. Graduate programs exist

and others are being born. Their output will populate all levels of computer

education in the future. No complete study of this topic has yet been made

and it is unlikely that any other Federal Board or Agency will do this stucy

for CSEB,

This study should include:

(1) Definition: What is an adequate (excellent) graduate program

in computer science at the Ph.D. and the M.S. level? How does it
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relate to other graduate programs in allied fields like mathematics

and electrical engineering and the social sciences?

(2) Resources (people) : How many adequate (excellent) programs

exist? How many are needed? What are tie bottlenecks which will delay

achievement of the need? What is (should be) the ouput of these

programs an! how does (should) it filter through the general computer

education program? At what stage should undergraduate computer science

programs be begun?

Resour-es (money): How much money is required to adequately

support and give birth to these programs? How much of this money

should be F2deral? Industrial? University? Philanthropic?

(3) Intera:tion: How will graduate programs in computer science

affect the use of computers by other scientists, e.g., in increasing

efficiency and even through better understanding of their own problem: ?

5. Undergradua'2 education in software enginzering.

Whereas computer science is concerned with increasing our understandir.g

of concepts, software engineering focuses on things, albeit abstract ones,

andwhich are design2d, constructed, documented, naintained, improved,

all used. We refer to programs which are the central elements of computer

systems. There are several central quest: 7's which must be answered before

examining the details of the education program,
x

(1) What's all the fuss about?

Software is becoming more intricate. After all so are the compu ers

and so are the interesting problems.

The software base required for useral computer systems is growing.
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The software base for software development is also increasing both

in size and complexity.

Furthermore, delays in production, -nability, to accurately
predict completion times and cost, are seriously prejudicing future

Perhaps what is required is not modern engineering which is ever

drawing closer to science and is more akin to classical engineering.
However new engineering subjects may havc to develop from "trades" as

did their piedecessors. However it is certainly the spirit and

discipline «f engineering that is needed in the development and manu-

facture of software.

(3) Are trzined people needed?

Finding, system programmers of prover: competence with a predictabl2

productivity is a principle difficulty and bottlenceck in systems

programming. Integrating programmers into teams is exceptionally

difficult. Managing such teams is nightmarish being somewhat as in

baseball without contracts and the reserve clause. (It's game time

developments in the entire computer and user industry.
(2) Is it : eally engineering?

and the thirdbaseman leaves except nobocy on the team knows how to

play the pos ition.)

What, then, are the major issues in this area before the committee?

. Clearly they are precisely the same logi..tic issues as raised for

computer science. However we note that there are no university programs in

software engineering in existence now. The definition of a program is

going to be considerably more difficult. Perhaps the committee will find

@ that a first step will be the delineation of undergraduate options or
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minors in electrical engineering, which, however, will be somewhat different
than the propositions put forward for the computer science education within
electrical engineering.

e

6. Reasons for rejecting other studies now.

(1) Computer aided instruction,
This important area-~of potential value in education--is being

supported by several agencies and studied by psychologists, educators,
and computer scientists. While a future study will undoubtedly be

of value, th "re is no immediate pressure or studies at this time

comparable to those outlined.

(2) Enhancing the use of the computer in other disciplines.
The ver: universality of the computer makes this kind of study

important. 'he importance of the user disciplines and their problems,

the extremely important and expensive research programs which phase

their develc,ment on the results of computation all make this a most

important rote of computers. Nevertheless many in these fields have

long experierce in computation and their cwn professional societies
have been aicing considerably in improving their use of the computer.

Several previous studies have been made o: the computer needs of these

disciplines (The Rosser report). There a.e also ongoing educational

efforts to intensify the educational use cf the computer within these

* disciplines. Here, too, a study will be required eventually, but there

is no pressing need at this time for CSEB to supervise one.

7. Recomnended personnel for the committee and panels.

@ The following people are suggested for membership in the two
:

comnittees:
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(1) The committee on computer science
G. Forsythe (s tanford) A. VonDam (Brown)
J. Hartmanis (Corne11) W. Clark (Washington U.)
B. Rosen (Wisconsin) H, Goldstine (IBM)
S. Conte (Purdue) F, Brooks (U. N. Car.)
J. Carr (Pennsylvania) B, Lampson (U.Cal)
R. Hamming (BTL)

(2) The committee on software engineering
E, David (BTL) V. Vyssotsky (BTL)
T. Cheatham (ADR) G. Culler (U.Cal., S.B.)
L, Zadeh (University of California) B, Gilchrist (IBM)
F, Corbato (MIT)

- D. Knuth (Stanford)
S. Rosen (Purdue) R. Jones (ADR)
E. McCluskey (Stanford) M. Conway (Univac)
J. Snyder (Illinois)
R. Spinrad (SDS)

W. Acheson (University of Maryland)

A. Opler (Computer Usage)

J. Schwartz (SDC)

8. Timetable

General organizational meeting: late September for establishment of

panels,
Draft reports January
Final reports March

@ Alan J. Perlis
September 10, 1968
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE

4 october 1968

PURPOSE

To provide a competent and respected source of information on

research and development in computer science and engineering
which will be used as a guide for public and private research
and development effort.
ICATIONS

The R & D Committee will prepare for annual publication by the
CS&E Board a report which is an evaluation of the national
research and development effort relating to the potential of
the art and the needs of the community. This report will include
an ordered priority list of the most urgent research and develop-
ment tasks with clearly stated justification of their need.

The R & D Committee will also prepare guidelines for support of
R & D projects, pointing out the differing project management

and administrative control machinery required for R & D projects
as opposed to service and production projects. The report may

also consider such questions as the staffing of projects and

degree of redundancy that is appropriate for various kinds of

projects.
PROCEDURE

A research and development panel reporting to the R & D Committee

will be appointed to gather the required information, assess the

R & D effort, and identify the problems of exploiting the fruits
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of these efforts. The panel membership must have competence

in four areas:

(1) Computer Applications for Purposes of Auditing
Computer Science Research

(2) Science of Machines and Programs

(3) Engineering of Machines and Programs

(4) Underlying Technology

(5) R & D Management

It is the intent that the R & D Panel examine research in

computer science and engineering in light the needs of the

community at large, not just the computer science community,

thus its membership must include a strong representation of

knowledgeable users. On the other hand, it is intended that all

panel members have high technical competence in the computer

field so that interaction among the members may be strong.

It is expected that panel membership will include young,

intermediate-level people. A broad range of experience and

insight is required because both R & D problems and the problem

of exploitation of the results of R & D must be examined. Many

of these exploitation bottlenecks are beyond the control of

R & D people--they may arise from legal, technological,

administrative, or production problems.

Although a single, small R & D panel is appointed at first,
it is assumed that is will be enlarged by nominees from
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@ within the panel and perhaps divided into specialized panels
along the lines of competence suggested in the paragraph above.

PERSONNEL
Committee

Wesley A. Clark
David C. Evans

Jerrier Haddad

W.F. Miller.
Kenneth Olson

A.J. Perlis
Panel

Paul Chenea, General Motors, Chairman

Fred Brooks, L.S.U.
S.H. Chasen, Lockheed

Thomas Cheatham, Harvard

John Egan, DDR&E

John Griffith, IBM

Butler Lampson, U.C. Berkeley
Glen Lewis, USC

Glen Oliver, General Electric
MITJohn Saltzer,

Jules Schwartz, SDC

Note that the panel nominees include a number of application
specialists in addition to traditional computer research and

development types. This is to assure sufficient representation
@



of applications in the complete panel. It is assumed that the

technical deficiencies of the initial panel will be rectified by

nominees suggested by the panel itself.

The exact structure of the R & D committee is not specified
because the memberships of other committees is not known.

The R & D board planning committee suggests that the CS&E

Board chairman appoint the permanent committee chairman. The

planning committee suggests that W.F. Miller and D.C. Evans be

considered as nominees for the position.

Le
Davip C. Evans, CHAIRMAN

R&D PLANNING COMMITTEE

skm
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Oral Report by Dr. Alan F. Westin: CS&E Board Meeting

:

September 11, 1968
From Taped Minutes

I'd like to present some ideas on this. I think I'd go in the

same direction as Barkley. Having done alot of work on this recently,

I think I have some reasons for suggestions which are somewhat a

'particular way I'd like to go about presenting this to the Board.

Also, let me apoligize for doing this orally because I believe that a

written work is much more effective, so please excuse the fact that

I'm giving this orally.
I think what we are concerned with is not privacy itself. We

are looking at a phenomenon which are computer data bank information

systems which are spreading through-out the governmental and private

sector rapidly. The focus on the national basis issue, as Barkley

has given it, is in someway depleted at the moment. We are having

data banks and computer information systems all over the landscape.

The question is what are they, what are the characteristics of them,

and what issues do they raise. Let me see if I can just suggest the

way I feel on that.

I think one way to do this is to look functually at what these

computers, data banks, and information systems do: TI think they're

forming into types: We have statistical data banks which try to

provice richer statistical reports for government agencies and their

constituents. You have regulatory data banks in which an agency is

@. regulating its assigned

area. Thirdly, you have administrative data banks in which a level of
much more efficient in serving its clientele or

government tries to have this lovely thing called the total information

system which brings together each one of the operating agencies and

PR V EGED
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some kind of real time capacity to know what its agencies are doing

and how they are conducting their operations. This ties in with

program budgeting and 'system analysis trends, etc. And finally, you

have intelligence computer systems in which you are trying to, in

the law enforcement area and in the intelligence community with the

various levels of government, you're trying to deal with specific
individuals who could present the rest ( airplane overhead....)

special and social proclamations to be dealt with.

Let me just mention that concrete aspects of this are not generally

known either around this table. Take the government, for example: If
you start with a statistical data bank, you have growing up around the

country a number of independent statistical data banks past the levels

of government. To just give one example; Detroit has a social data

bank which collects statistics on things such as crime and welfare

rates, births, truancy, drop-out rates, veneral disease rates and

other social indicators, and its used in order to do urban renewal

planning and other types of settled grant design by Detroit. So its used

primarily in one naked area, but its getting increasing use by other

agencies in Detroit.

The second type is a type of data bank which clearly shares and co-

ordinated information along a functional line of a particular field. For

example, the New York State Identification Intelligence System serves

3600 criminal and justice agencies for the state of New York. All the

police departments and district attorney's offices, forts, prison parole

officers and private agencies are linked into this central computer in

Albany, and it has a comprehensive criminal his on every person from

PRIVILEGED,
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the time he is arrested all the wy through until the time he ts

acquitted, sentenced, serves his time, ete. And in addition to having

this, I guess, identification and record function, this thing is

spinning off intelligence modules, organized crime intelligence modules

: which will collect detailed dossier-type information on roughly three
to

to five thousand known organized crime figures in the state of New

York.

Another example in education is a corridor(?) information system

which is now building a central data system of pupils, teachers, test

results, school and construction plans, and other elementary educational

systems for the state of Florida and here the clients are individual

school districts, country agencies, and state educational offices.

The third type of data bank at the governmental level, is then a

+ single line agency moves to the data bank moat. For example, the .

United States Secret Service has developed a data bank of information

_ about any individual who might attempt to harm the President of the

United States or the FBI set up the National Crime Information Service

which is collecting and circulating data on "wanted" persons for certain

types of stolen property. Or in California, the Department of Motor

Vehicles has set up a very considerable data bank covering all data

relavant to motor vehicle registration which goes not only for things

like liscense applications, but all the rest of the things regarding a

census with motor vehicles. [I think NASA(?) has set up, as most of you

know, a data bank covering th personnel files of all people who have

worked for the government. This is going to be a Federal Manpower data

bank which will have in at the bottom all its Federal employees so that

:

if they want to look somebody who is six-one and served in Nigeria
+
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and is now working for the Department of Commerce and being

considered for some kind of overseas mission, they can push the button

and see and get out a line on that type of thing.

Finally, the government data bank is that I described earlier as

the administrator of the Total Information System which is, in a way,

the most ambitious where at a particular governmental level, like a

city or a county attempts to put all of the information from its

>

agencies into a centralized information control and systems use this

kind of operation. Examples are the Alameda county in California

because the People Information Systems, as they call it, which is going

to have a million residents of the county in individually-conceivable

files so that they can find out from inquiring any information about

that individual, any county contacts he has had with the tax system,

the welfare system, the Public Health system, the Criminal Justice

systems, and so on. Again, another example, New Haven, Connecticut,

is co-operating with IBM on a private project to develop a similar kind

of comprehensive municipal information system which will not only have

. this cross-check on every resident on file, but hopefully a real crime

reading of social trends of the city such as school drop-outs, incidences

of certain types of specific crime, and so forth. This is tied in with

plans to set up a budgeting systems and analysis kind of operation in

New Haven.

These are examples of government data banks. At the private level,

I think its important to note some of the most important influential

things that affect our lives also fall into data bank groups. The
-

whole retail credit system is moving very rapidly in computers.. So

PRIVILEGED
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that the Retail Credit Corporation of Los Angeles and New York,
the most ambitious and modern of these, is now rapidly sweeping into

areas it is covering in the credit system so that they're setting up

a national computer outfit called : it will be national

when they hook it up on a computer basis and it will be very different

than that of a local retail credit teletype system which they have

used in the past. There are also insurance investigations, personnel

investigations, company and retail credit corporations, that are

being hooked up to this kind of operation and the American Credit

Bureaus and Associated Credit Bureaus of America are moving again in

the direction of computers and computerized systems. Finally, there

is what I would call the mixed system which is developing in which

private and public agencies for the needs of pooling their data are

beginning to think about data banks. An example is the joint set for

Urban Study at Harvard and M. I. T., co-operating on the design of a

computerized health information system for greater, Boston and their

plan, which is under a public health service contract, is to desgin a

system which would have public health agencies and private hospitals

associated in a data bank for typical record purposes but they're

worried enougn
enough about the problem of privacy and others that are

involved, that they are leaning at the moment toward a model such as

the satellite corporation which would have on it representatives of

the government agencies, representatives of the private agencies with

an independent Board which is not under a particular government agency

or even under geographical governmental jurisdiction. Another example

of this would be the anti-poverty agency in Wash

ington, and public agency which is set up under a private trust agree-
PRIVILEGED
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ment. Alot of data from government agencies, like welfare agencies

of the District, plus the social welfare agencies have created a

system of data banks which is charged with the duty of not giving
any

any information to any inquirer on an individual basis, but

furnishing only statistics and they've got private trust groups which

have charged over management systems with legal responsibility and not

to disclose any personal or individual information..

So this is what's happening. Therefore, I think to look at the

National Data Bank, as if that's the issue, really takes a much

smaller view of what's happening. More than that, it is a brief

exchange of what went on between John Meyer and Barkley. Barkley

indicated that you can get a National Data Bank by simply having the

capac tyy to hook up these local governmental and private systems. Once

you have no control on an inter-change or access in a way you don't need

to build a giant system on the top. You can evolve a network system.

But like, for examplé, the health system, if there is no strength on the

movement of data from one system to another or from one level to another.

So I think we are seeing this grow at this kind of level.

Now, I 'd like to suggest to the Board that privacy is always one of

four issues that I think are involved here, and I would think that the

four issues that we ought to be concerned with are the first privacy

which I define as what information goes into a system; what information

is associated in the system and used by the primary collectors, and who

else has access to or who else can use the information beyond the private

level. Those seem to be the defining characteristics of the privacy
PRIVILEGED
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-{ssue. Secondly, this issue of due process which sometimes gets

lumped into privacy but I think nistakingly. The due process issue

is having individuals have access in some way to most of the files of

these kinds of data banks in order to know what is in the file about

him: to rectify errors in it where the privates can explain, in some

way, in justification of themselves subjective analysis by people

who are selected to give it. He may in no sense want to change the

entry, but to choose, from a due process standpoint, what he as an

individual he prefers; who's going to confront that and from what

judgement, at key points in his life, again and again for employment,

for government, for licensing, for business regulations, and so on, in

some capacity to say yes, that is a true fact, but its a partial fact

or its a fact that simply won't be understood in light of these events

"which 'the program or design of the information system didn't put in but

which anybody with any sense would want to know in order to understand

what about me, my business, my organization, is to be evaluated here.

That is not the privacy issue, properly defined, I would say. It is

the due process issue.

Third, I. see the problem of administrative control. As we all

know around the table, computers are very special things: the people

who run them are special things. And the problem is raised, what is

the impact when from within, the impact of administrative process is

conducted here in setting up a like a computer

installation system which is in control over the flow of information,

over the generation of data, over the evaluation of data, begins to

PRIVILEGEweet :
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.generation of computers, and they have some very serious doubts and

observe a remarkably stewing effect on the decision-making pattern
of information systems. I talked to quite a number of people in

military command and control where they're dealing with a third

alarming things to say about what it does to your capacity for response,

and your capacity to predict and so forth; when you lock into certain

kinds of systems. When you then have not really unanticipated crisis
but certain types of things which call for human beings to respond

within complex organizations in ways which are not easily set up into

systems, programming, etc. And in less we're looking naive, we'd better

face the prospect that we may be happy to build up in this first stage,

dual systems; one to run it through the computer; the other to have the

people to know the problem and to have to re-act to it in human: terms,

able to get off the system somehow and sort of try to control the

system or stop the system if they are to respond at the level of some-

thing,: in a way hard and pliable as some of the military problems. When

'you get into the areas of sot human problems, of community poverty

programs, and of urban planning, the problems are even worse because you

get the question of how to relate these giant computer information systems

athat are supporting a plan transportation and urban renewal and so forth

to the changing political plans of the city.

Interuption by Robert Taylor: May I ask you a question about your

military statement? Did you have to clain that......the constraint

placed on these military commands and controls by computers, were indeed,

the constraints that were associated with the technical characteristics
PRIVILEGED
EE
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Westin: I said it was a blend of these: that is, the machines, but

the question is Have you designed the machines for the problems, and

that is the problem of having the right interplay and being able to

-»-have people be able to adapt the systems rapidly and to the circum-

stances that may have been partially foreseen rather than wholly fore-

seen.

Taylor: Does that suggest, then, on the technical side, the develop-

ment of more flexible....?

Westin: That's the great word out, yes: I heard a discussion around

the time of the Pueblo incident, and the feeling was did you make,

in which to convince, that made them work out designed plans for the

"computer. I hope this is a generally shared view. I feel that we are

and organizations. That blend

Taylor: I wanted you to make that point.

(Interruptions by six voices)

a

broadening this question.

(General indiscriminate shouting of many voices)

Westin: If I may, just take it up for a minute. The fourth point is

what I would call the public participation issue, and that is the

increasingly we have the rift in our society between the rationalistic
PRIVILEGED
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- .not dealing with the computer: we're dealing with computers communications

Oetbinger: Wait a minute! I think you have raiscd a very important point,
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experts working out a scientific and technological and logic system and

the increased demand on society for modes of democratic participation;

particularly among the groups formally excluded from real participation

in the interest group and party systems; the poor, the black an those

who are the subjects of research. But the research affects who they

are, what their political role is in the society, and therefore, I

think we are in for terribly dangerous times in our society if we go

the Route of designing computer information systems that do not in some

way give opportunity for participation, criticism, and meaningful entry

of the interest group elements and the subject elements into the very
ery

systems themselves. The easiest thing to do is to assume that the

inert population is studied and registered and to be put into the con-

puter-information system. But I think its a population that will

distrot the system if it believes that they are being manipulated and

controled by the information system, and to suggest to you that even

in the statistical area, where people think they're so pure and so clean

that they shouldn't be bothered by the political question because, as

we saw in the Moyahand (2) report and dozens of other examples, we can

give, you can make certain kinds of classifications about people: you

can classify the elements that are relevant about socio-economic

elements of statistics; you are making public policy by that very act

of clarification. Therefore, this is.not something which is removed

from the whole question of how does the group effect participate in the

design and management of these kinds of information systems.

Interruption by Haddad: pue process, is this distinction between an

PRIVILEGEDillustration overlap?
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due process. If you try to get a totally secure system and forget

ll

Westin: Due process issue, I mean this issue is class and

Exactly, exactly, Now, I think the problem of a meaningful

response I define as this The computer people say you tell us

what: the legal and the public policy requirements are for set systems,

and then we can "devote our attention to design of both hardware and soft-

ware and operator controls type of that's a meaning ful response,

a very meaningful response, because if you get any person to decide,

"Give us a strong privacy~protecting system" and if he's a half-way

decent systems computer man, he's going to say, "Well, what is privacy?

Haddad: It's really due process from a class

Westin:

way:

:

What are the restrictions? What is public record information, what is

confidential information?" So if he's got a legitimate gripe that

American law is amorphous and undefined, the public policy mediums are

undefined, and he can't create a system unless there are clear defini-

tions of what it is that is required in the elements of privacy and

about cost even, he still can't do a decent project; you still have to

define standards of privacy and due process and so forth. The legal

people, on the other hand, are by-in-large untutored as to what the

computer system can do and what its are, and therefore, they

are unable by themselves to do much in this area so that they are

frightened by the machine; they don't understand a lot about it. They

make! Arthur Miller-Vance Packard-type phantasy judgment conclusions

about what a computer can do. So that I think they require a definition

as to what the computer is, the reality of computer information systems,
PRIVILEGED
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so that they can organize themselves better as to what it is that

they are trying to deal with American law, for example, had to under-

Stand the econonics of capitolism and. the technology of capitolism

pefore it could come up with new legal documents moving our law from

certain mercantile assumptions into certain kinds of industrial capitolism

assumptions, and I think of laws in the same sense here: If a lawyer

needs from the computer poeple much more in the way of a description

the way these systems really operate and then how they can be

threatened and monitored or mis-used and so on. The social sciences

finally, by prevention, are also somewhat at sea by themselves, because

they're where the people themselves are somewhat frightened by machines

and de-humanization and impersonalization. But they're aware of the

fact that its part of a cultural lag. The question is how quickly

will the people develop certain new relationships to computers and

machinery which will enable them to see this as a manageable control,

as opposed to an impossible cotrol: as a control which is profitable to accept.

Which means, social response which is defined by the way lawyers and

congressmen and other legislators can deal with public fears and

rational and irrational public fears.

Now, I think we have a role in this Board for this reason: Much

work is going on. For example, at IBM you have a particular research

group concerned with privacy: there' s an issue of a big magazine which

will be devoted to privacy, and very important industry

soon, but this operates within IBM and is shared not

PRIVILEGED
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widely on an informal basis, but operates exclusively within that. one

particular industry; that one particular company. There may be other

industry work that's going on too. I don't think it has the broad

Scope that I think it requires for an over-view at this time The

Bureau of the Budget has said many times that it was going to set up

an advisory committee of computer people, business people, lawyers and

social scientists. To my knowledge, they have not set up. I suspect

they won't set it up in the future. It was kind of nod in the direction

of a prod they got from Congressman Gallagher. I don't think they are

serious about it at the moment . I would feel rather hurt about it if
they were serious about setting it-up. I don't think they ought to.

AFIPS, as you know, has done some good work; they set up an airy
conference in 1957; this brought the right kind of people together.

They also had a meeting at the Spring Joint Computer Conference on

privacy which was very useful. But they also have lacked I think

been too quiet on this issue. 1 don't hear much going on within. I

think there is a standard group on privacy but I don't know if its
ornamental at the moment. Many individual projects, for example, the

New York State Identification and Intelligence Systems or the California

Inter-governmental Advisory Group on Privacy and Data Processing are,

for their own individual purposes, doing many things, but they focus

within their own particular problem rather than on a broad national

Going

policy level. Then there are things like the American Civil Liberties
j
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Union which has special data processing group which I share, but the

trouble is, it doesn't have the right expertise around the table; it.
it.

doesn't have the right law people, judges, it doesn't have the right

. computer experts, and so I think its going to be a reacting body,

something which a more priary group would come up with, but I wouldn't

expect it to have the initiative.
So I conclude by suggesting that we have, I think, a very signifi-

cant role to play here, if we focus ourselves on the right kind of

problems, and if we recognize what I think we have to, we might approach

this issue as one inn which a panel or committee, defining itself in

these kinds of terms, would look to the trend development for the next

five years, to recognize its far further along than I think many people

believe, and that even the people who are doing good work do not yet,

for various reasons, have not coordinated a clear basic standard of

policy of law and of the relationship of technological and research

development to law and public policy, and somewhere I think there needs

to be coordination of this void. I wonder if this Board might not

be the kind of place it could come from.

Discussion

PRIVILEGEY
M 'ire
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DRAFT REPORT OF THE EDUCATION WORKING GROUP

October 6, 1968

Those participating were Purlis, Spinrad, Hartmanis, McCluskey, and

Gilchrist. The Group reviewed the report submitted to the Board on the

missions of the Education Committee of the Computer Science and Engineering
Board. There was a unanimous recommendation that the two issues--computer
science education and software engineering--are the two paramount issues

for committees of the Board to treat. However, the Group unanimously agrees

that these two issues must not be separated, and, indeed, they are part of

the same educational picture--education in computer science. The Group

recognizes that deficiency exists in present graduate programs in computer

science. This deficiency has various labels but is primarily revealed as an

acceleration in the direction of over-formalism and mathematization. It
is agreed that these are not in themselves bad, but it is felt that the

departments are too closely following the natural gradient created by

formalism, or, put another way, there seems to be too much aping of depart-

ments of mathematics. It is recognized that software engineering is the

kernel of computer science and that the various current specialties in

computer science have relevance only really in the sense that they clarify
and improve computer systems--both software and hardware. This means that

automata theory, formal theory of computation, linguistics, programming

languages, etc., all have a critical function--to define and improve our

familiarity with systems.

The Group further feels that undergraduate programs in computer science

should be natural bases for both graduate study in computer science and

preparation for industrial positions in the computer field. The difference

between the graduate and undergraduate programs must be one of difference
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in depth but not in kind. The bachelor's degree should be a professional

degree soa that the students should consider themselves as both engineers

and scientists by the time they attain the bachelor's degree.

_ II -

It°is recommended that a committee be formed for the purpose of studying

the issue of computer science education in the expanded sense indicated

above, and that the charges to this committee be of two major kinds:

A) Economic Charges: By economic is meant the creation of input-

output models relating the development of programs, production of students

and faculty, and the needs of industry and government for people so trained.

Furthermore, a time table establishing the velocity and acceleration of these

programs should be produced. In accord with the postulated growth, a study

should be made of the resources (plant, people, and money) required to provide

this educational development.

B) Content: A thorough study should be made of the content of the

undergraduate and graduate programs to be labeled as computer science.

Furthermore, an audit of existing programs should be made so that we can

gage what distances exist between what is done and what should be done.

Furthermore, the subject of accreditation and standardization should be

treated.
- III -

Instead of appointing a committee--which must clearly be of large

size and hence, hierarchically organized, dragging its deliberations out

over a long period of time and involving much paper work and many meetings-~

it is proposed that a three-day (from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.) meeting be held

in which two working groups will meet in plenary session and in organizing
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groups to thoroughly treat the issues raised in Item II. It is proposed

that the following sequence of events take place:

1) a general letter be sent to the invitees,
2) that this letter be accompanied by a statement of

purpose and details,
3) that this letter be accompanied by a statement of

working procedures and schedule, and

4) that each invitee be asked to submit--but not required--

a working paper on some aspect of the issues raised in

Item II. These working papers will provide the basis

on which discussions will be made.

During the conference, duplication and secretarial facilities will
be provided for quick preparation of additional working papers and inter-

mediate reports. The goal of the conference will be the preparation of

a report outlining the results of the conference. Toward that end, in

each of the two areas (resources and content), a chairman and two younger

recording secretaries will have the responsibility for preparing the draft

of each section, and the Education Working Group will then coordinate

these two reports into the final report.
A tape recording of the entire conference proceedings will be made,

and the contents will be used by the recording secretaries in preparing

the draft report. Upon completion of the report preparation, all tapes
will be destroyed, and the report will be made available for public distri-

bution.

It is proposed that the meeting be held early in April on a Tuesday,

Wednesday, and Thursday in a somewhat isolated spot, where the attendees



will be expected to devote their entire energies to the task at hand. It
has been proposed that this meeting be held in a place like the Motel

Arlie in Warrentown, Virginia, since it is so close to Washington.

People: It is proposed that the following be invited to participate
in the two groups:

1) The Economic Group:

Gilchrist
Tribers
Forsythe

Rowe

Carr

Perlis

Standish

Vannam

Zadeh

Snyder

Humphrey

Brooks

Afips--Technical Society
Dean, Dartmouth College
Chairman, Department of
Computer Science
Computer Operations,
Union Carbide
Chairman, Department of
Computer Science
Chairman, Department of
Computer Science--Chairman
of this Working Group
Assistant Professor, CMU,
Department of Computer
Science--Recording Secretary
of this Working Group
Assistant Professor,
Computer Science, Brown
University--Recording
Secretary of this Working
Group
Computer Science and
Electrical Engineering,
Berkeley
Computer Science, Physics
and Computer Center,
University of Illinois
IBM, Manager, Software
Systems
Chairman, Department of
Computer Science, University
of North Carolina



Richard Jones

Robert Jones

Tanaka

Content:
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Manager, Applied Data
Research, Private software
house

President, University of
South Carolina, university
administrator and electrical
engineer
Cal COMP, Electrical Engineer
and Systems Designer
U. S. Government, user of
systems and programmers

x

2) The Audit and Accreditation Group:

McCluskey

Gries

Gruenberger

Spinrad

Hartmanis

Conte

Hamming

Corbato

Schwartz
Bauer
Andree

Harr

Stanford University,
Group Chairman
Assistant Professor,
Computer Science, Stanford
.University, Recording
Secretary
Educator, San Fernando
State College, Recording
Secretary
Scientific Data Systems,
Software Manager

Chairman, Department of
Computer Science, Cornell
University
Chairman, Department of
Computer Science, Purdue
University
Computer Science, Bell
Telephone Laboratories
Project MAC, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
SDC

President, Informatics
Computer Educator,
University of Oklahoma

AT&T, Central Office
Computer Systems



Zipf
Vyssotsky

Knuth

Climis
Bell

Graham
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Bond of America
Software Management,Bell Telephone Laboratories
Professor of Computer
Seience, Stanford University
Manager of Software, IBM

Computer Systems Designer,
Professor, CMU

Director of Computing
Operations and Software
Production, University of
Waterloo
U. S. Government, user of
systems and programmers
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DRAFT

CHARTER OF NATIONAL PROGRAMS PANEL A

I. Introduction

The purpose of this statement is to define the role or mission of National

Programs Panel A. The text gives examples of the areas which may need national

. Support and mentions a number of organizational and programmatic suggestions

which have been implemented or proposed. Finally, the role of the Panel is

discussed.

II. Areas Which Have Been Proposed as Needing Study and Supvort Within a National

Context

In considering the areas where national programs in the computer sciences may need

study and support, it is apparent that a large number of different functions or

responsibilities have been envisioned. Among these functions are:

A. The Supvort and Conduct of Research and Applied Development Activities

with Resvect to Comouter Equivment and Software

New developments in memories, switching capabilities ,hardware configurations,

etc. need study and demonstration. Similarly, developments in software

as they relate to higher-order languages, compilers, list processors,

data~based manipulators, executive systems, etc. are in need of investigation.
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B, The Develooment and Maintenance of Standards

Some contend that there is a great need for the development of standards

in this area, but exactly what standards and in what areas is open to

vigorous debate. It is argued that an appropriate body of professional

computer scientists should be devoted to the study and monitoring of the

standards area.

C. Applications Developments

It has been suggested that national laboratories should concern themselves

with the development of new applications where current commercial efforts

ere likely to be insufficient. For exemple, the capability of handling

large bodies of natural text is thoughby many to be important but is

currently not receiving significant support. Similarly, the ability to

handle very large data bases hinges on both theoretical and applied

research in data-based structure and development of various storage

devices.

D. System Engineering and Technical Direction

It has been argued that the technical capability exists (or is about to

exist) for the significant development of information processing systems

in a number of applied areas but that there is neither sufficient support

nor unified technical capability to undertake such Gevelopments. For
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example, it has been sugrested that there could be a unified network of

information systems; however, those working in the library and documenta-

tion area are generally technically unqualified to undertake such an

effort, which needs to be done on a large, integrated scale, and requires

centralized planning and implementation.

E. Social-Political Implications of Comouter Systems

Much has been written concerning the possible loss of privacy in connection

with computer-based systems. Sinilarly, concern has been evidenced with

respect to the new capacity for centralization and decentralization in

social organization, which has become possible through the ability to

handle speedily large amounts of information. It has been suggested that
a concentrated and significant exploration of these problems should be

undertaken,

III. Organizational Considerations

In considering functions similar to those mentioned above, a number of actions

and recommendations have been made regarding the establishment of national

laboratories in support of the computer sciences end related applied areas.

Recently the organizational structure of the Center for Computer Sciences of the

National Bureau of Standards has been modified to increase its position within NBs.

Within the last two years the National Science Foundation has established the Office

of Computer Science. For a number of years ARPA has been a major supporter of
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applied research and development in both hardware and software, with programs

at a number of major university centers, non-profit institutions, and private

industry. Recommendations for laboratories in specialized application areas

have been made, particularly by the National Library Commission, which recom-

-mended a national laboratory in the information sciences,and most recently by

the Committee on Scientific and Technical Communication of the National Academy

of Science. Several private organizations have either recommended a national

laboratory or expressed the need for greater support in computer science

research and development. Several suggestions emanating from the national

laboratories of AEC have been in this direction, as well as suggestions from

-EDUCOM. It is apparent that there are-a number of aifferent governmental,

private organizations, and study groups which have expressed a concern regard~

ing the organizational structures available to support and undertake research

and development in the information sciences area.

IV. Role of the Panel

The above two major headings have been stated to help define the organizational

and functional areas which have stimulated the formation of the Panel. It is

believed that the Panel should collect material and hold discussions regarding

the above areas with a nunber of people and organizations--in the Federal

Government with such organizations as the National Science Foundation,
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National Bureau of Standards, and ARPA-~in, universities with major computing

centers and with consortia of universities such as the Argonne Universities

Association and the Associated Universities--with non-profit corporations such

as RAND, SDC, Mitre, and the Lincoln Laboratories, and with industrial organi-

zations such as Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, and several major equipment

manufacturers.

The major product of the Panel's studies would be a summary of the current and

projected plans of the organizations mentioned above, as well as a statement

of their perception of the need for national programs or laboratories. The

Panel would prepare material and information for review by the full Computer

Science and Engineering Board and stand ready, on the basis of the information

it had gathered, to assist government agencies which might seek the Board's

advice in this area.





NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
2401 CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20418

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

. Seventh Meeting

November 6, 1968

Executive Evening Session

Preliminary AGENDA

1. Clearance status of board members by the Secretary,
2. Report on second effort of the Special Export Panel bythe Chairman,

3. - Briefing on classified basis by Mr. Norman Davis, CIA.
4. Briefing by Barkely Rosser-John Griffith at a classifiedlevel on a recent four-day conference concerning computerdriven information networks and related activities.
5. General discussion,

The executive session will. begin at 8:00 P.M. at a location tobe designated,



NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20418

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

7th Meeting

November 7, 1968

AGENDA

1 . (a.m.) Administrative Items

Organization of the Board into planning groups working
parties to complete drafting of Panel charges and recommendations

2

for members of the Panels.

3. (p.m.) Plenary session to review the charges to the Panels
and the suggested membership lists.

4. (As time allows) Plenary session to hear preliminary presen-
tations by "problem finders" regarding prospective problems
for possible action by the Board.

a. Proposal for Privacy Study

b. Proposal for National Computer Institute Study

c. Other proposals.

The plenary session will be held in the NAS Reading Room behind
the Library. Room 150 has been reserved for the entire day,

- along with the Reading Room, so as to facilitate the work of
the parties dealing with panel charges and membership. The
session will open at 9 a.m. and continue through the day with
breaks at 10:30 a.m. and 3 p.m. and lunch at 12 noon in the

Refectory.
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October 30, 1968

Mr. Clifford Brown
Director of Research
Parlianont Buildings
Queen's Park
Toronto 2, Ontario

Dear Mr. Brown:

I have forvarded your letter of October 24 to Mr. Varren House,
the executive secretary of the Computer Science and Eneineering
Board, with a request that he send pou a copy of the report of
the Planning Group of the Board.

This report sets forth the Soard's teras of reference. Professor
Alaa Vostin of Columbia University, who is a member of our Board,
is in the prelininary stages of organizing a cosmittee or Panel
of the Board which will address itself to questions like those you
raise on the second or third parazrapa of your letter.
I very much appreciate your expression of interest and look forward
to a continuing exchance of views.

Sincerely yours,

Dr. Authony G. Oettinger

AGO: op
c.c. Warren louse

Alan Westin
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ONTARIO
LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION

Parliament BuildingsQueen's Park
Toronto 2, Ontario.

:

October 24, 1968

Professor Anthony G, OettingerDepartment of Linguistics &Applied MathematicsAiken Computation LaboratoryHarvard UniversityCambridge, Mass,
. Dear Professor Oettinger:

Science Year 1968 of
We have read with interest in the World Book

Computer Science and Engineering Board of the National
your appointment as Chairman of the

Academy of Science. We should be glad to receive theterms of reference under which you will be operating.
During the last session of this Legislaturewe had a long debate on the propriety of School children'srecords

School record of one child ho was
being used in court cases. In particular a the

Shooting of a runaway by a policeman was used to discreditthe witness' testimony. The teacher was subpoenaed toappear before the court to Say that the child was unreliableand unstable. Initially this approach was suggested to the

witness to the alleged

Crown Attorney because of the remarks on a tabulated schoolrecord,

From this the debate mushroomed to a generalCritique of the use of computerized information for purposesother than for which it was intended. It was pointed outthat the teacher-child relationship would be jeopardizedif there were no control over the ultimatematerial destiny of this



Professor Anthony G. Oettinger #2

We have since been favoured by large scale automationarising out of the Ministers' Information Systems Committee'scentralized approach to school record keeping. The situationmay be getting out of hand. We wish to cooperate with you inyour investigations and we would like to propose during theforthcoming session that a Royal Commission or a legislativebody be set up to look into this matter. We would tend to useyour terms of reference as a model for this.
Yours sincerely,

Clifford;BrownDirector of Research

P.S, Enclosed is a mailing list containing names of all the keymen in the EDP educational field. I am sure you willfind this useful in your work.
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Glen C. Bonham
Department of Curriculum
Ontarlo Department of Education
44 Eglinton Avenue West
Toronto 12, Ontario

:

R.F. Bornhold
Regional Superintendent
Midwestern Ontarlo Region
279 Vicber Street Moth
Waterloo, Ontarlo

Peter G. Bowers f
ETV Branch

Toronto 17, Ontario

JW. Cherry
Impertal Oil Limited
500 - 6th Avenue S.W,.
Calgary 1, Alberta

E.J.M. Church, Director of Spectal Services
Department of Education
Administration Bullding
10820 - 98 Avonue
Edmonton, Alberta

A.H. Conklin
373 Guildford Streat
Winntpeg. 12, Manitoba

4

lo Ospartinent of Education
1670 Bayview Avenuej

4

4

:

4



ISIS CONFERENCE
May 30-31, 1968 CG1 2 8
Delegates List

Kenneth H. Annett
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Depa fi oni of Education
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Department of Education
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Public Scncools Finance Board
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Northern Electric Company
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Research
Box 351] Developnent James R, Caus ley
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$27 Bliss, Project Directorwestern Stetes Educationa Gera!dine Channon
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Murray Fahie, Executive Assistant
Nova Scotia Teacners Union
1551 South Park Street
Halifax, Nova Scotia

Dieter Fehlberg
Department of Education
Operational Research Branch
Administration Building
10820 - 98 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta

Robert Keith Fletcher
368 Eglinton Avenue East,
Toronto 12, Onterio

Apt. 608

a

Nova Scotia Teachers Union
1551 South Park Street
Halifax, Nova Scotia

Richerd Harvey
Department of Education
Centénnial Buliding
Fredericton, New Brunswick

J.R. Hayes
Winnipeg Schcol Board
Winnlpeg, Manitoba

Gerald F. Henry
41 721 Irvine Street
Fredericton, New Brunswick
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C.E. Connors
11010 - 142 Street A.A. Frechette
Edmonton Alberta Box 99

St. Boniface, a Manttoba
J.K. Crossley, Group Chairman - General
Curriculum Section R.G. Fredericks, President

~ Nova Scotia Teachers UnlonOntario Department of Education 1551 South Park Street44 Eglinton Avenue West 17 Halifax, Nova ScotiaToronto 12. Ontario

WH. Cumberland
E.C. Frohloff
Bell CanadaC.N Telecommunlcations 620 Belmont

151 Front Street Vest Montreal ecToronto . 1. Ontarfo Queb

K.E. GillissJohn L. Cunsall P.O. Box 752
29 Wilkinson Crescent Fredericton New Brunswick
Portage La Prairle, Manitoba

Robert Girard, Dlrector
R.W Dalton Information SystemsAssociate Deputy Minister Quebec Department of Education
Department of Education 625 St. Amable
511 - 1181 Portage Avenue Quebec City, Quebec
Winnipeg 10. Manitoba

W.R. GordonJ.S. Darling
372 Glasgow Avenue

191 Harcourt Street at Portage
Winnipeg :2. Manitoba

Kitchener, Ontarto

The Honourable Wm. G. Davis
Mintster of Education
Ontarto Department of Education
44 Eglinton Avenue West
Toronto 12, Ontario

Suzanne Dubols
17 Peel Street
Sherbrooke, Quebec

Gordon L. Duffin.
AssIstant Deputy Minister of Education
Ontario Capartment of Education
4 Eglinton Avenue Nest
Toronto 12, Ontarlo

WA. Duntoo
Toronto oard of Education
155 College Street
Teronto 23, Ontario

J. Enns
570

den a Manitoba

U rray Fahie, Executive Assistant
ova Scotia Teachers Union

1 31 South Park Street"all fax, 'ova Scotia

>

E.J. Grace
Metropolitan Separate School. Board
150 Laird Drive
Toronto 17, Ontario

+

L.E.S. Green
Kates, Peat, Marwick & Company 7

Toronto, Ontarto

Frank Griffin, Assistant Executive SecretaryOntario English Catholic Teachers! Assoc.
Suite 228, 1260 Bay Street
Toronto 5, Ontario

HAJ. Hallworth
Department of Educational Psychology
The Universtty of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta

Fred A. HamiIton
Board of Education
St. Catharines, Ontario

Reid Harrison
Scheol Administrators Association
Nova Scotia hers Union
1551 South Par« Street
Halifax, Nova Scotia

Richard Harviy
af
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A.L. Lakie, Assistant SuperintendentOntario Depertmant of Education
44 Eglinton Avenue West
Toronto 12, Ontarto

R.L." Lamb
1260 Bay Street
Toronto 5, Ontarlo

D. Lampard
Faculty of Education
University of Lethbridge
Lethbridge, Alberta

K.P. McDowall, Executive MemberAlberta School Trustees! Assoctation
Pincher Creek, Alberta
Box 1198

Stirling McDovel |

Box 1108
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

George A. McIntyre
K, of P. Bullding
52 Bonauord Strest
Moncton, New Brunswick
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IA. Huyck
LR. 3

rket, Ontarto
,W.B. Jackson, Chal rman
he Mintsters' Information
- Systems Committee

Jones, Bustness AdmIntstrator'rotestant Schoo! Board - Greater Montreal1000 Flelding Avenue
tontreal 29, Quebec

Intario Teachers! Federation
:260 Bay Street
oronto 5, Ontarlo

LA Jones, Administrative Assistant

david 8, Karat!
)A.S.B.0,.
'12 Oakdale Avenue+. Catharines, Ontarlo
farth A. Kaye
urriculum Section
intarlo Department of Educatlon4 Eglinton Avenue West
roronto 12, Ontarlo

1A. Keddy
1233 Jarvis Streat
oronto 5, Ontarlo

iM. Kievit
Victor Limited

'ontreal, Quebec

of Publie Affairs, TVZo = Box 500, Terminal Nan
srento, Antarlo

21 Street Wast
ronto 5, Ontarlo
sl. Lakie, Assistant Superintendent

~

Richard F, Layton, M RAIC
Superintendent of Architectural ServicesOntarlo Department of Educatton44 Eglinton Avenue West
Toronto 12, Ontarto

N. LeSeel leur
Education Divislon-
Dominion Bureau of Statistics

ean-Marie Joly, Director 4

Ottawa, Ontarlo
nstitute of Research In Educatton
M7? Mgr. Grandin

Jean Lessard
Ministere de I education
Gouvernement de Quabec

juebec 10, P.G,

GH. Lowther
Box 1190
Portage La Pralrte, Manttoba

D.A. MacKay
Department of Educational AdnalnistrationUniversIty of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta

HK. MacKay
P.O. Box 578
Hall fax, Nova Scotla
0. MacLaren
Air Canada
Montreal, Quebec thou.

HA. MacNat |

9507 ~ 106 Streat
Edmonton

C.R. Marks
Atlantic Provinces Economfc Councti181 Westmorland Street
Fredericton, New Brunswick

John S. MastersonKoch
Ham! Iton Board of Education
100 Main Street West
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E.J. Mastronard?
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2101 Constitution Avenue, N.
Washington, D.C. 2082S Task Order No. 155

Dwar ie. Meids

1. Title: A of Patterns of Industry Supoort of cComputers
and Computer-Related AActivities in U. S. Educational Tnsti-
tutions.

2. Ssope of Work: work under this tack ordex shall be
in accordance vith your proposal Sevterber 0,

1655, entitled "A Study of Patterns of Industry of
Commiters and Conputer-Related Activities in U U. S. Educational
Institutions" end such instrections as nay be provided by the
Foundation.
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:
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April 14, 1959.
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Sincerely yours,: :

Wilbur W. IX «

Contracting Officer a
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Copy to Mr. House
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SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
2500 Colorado Avenue * Santa Monica, California 90406

October 16, 1968

oc :

Dr. Anthony G. Oettinger
Aiken Computation Laboratory
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

:

Dear Tony:

The following is in response to Warren's telegram asking for
nominations to the various panels. My nominations for the f

Computer Science and Education Panel, the Software Engineer-
ing Education Panel, and the R&D Panel are listed below.
do not feel strongly regarding these nominations and I am
sure that other Board members have much more knowledge and
judgment in these areas.

:

:

:

Computer Science Software Engr.
& Education Education R&D Panel

Perlis Culler Evans
Forsythe Conway Corbato
Carr Schwartz Clark
Hamming McCluskey Miller
Lamson Rosen Chenea :

Sutherland

With respect to the National Programs Panel A, I believe the
members should be:

Carter
Meyer
Licklider
Gilchrist
Rowe
Morgan

You will note that this list is the same as that in John Pierce's
letter of September 30, except that it omits Herb Grosch. As I
understand Pierce's letter, he has already invited all of the above
to be members of the Committee. (This was done in conjunction with

me

ne as a result of a telepnone conversation.) I do not personally

Boe
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know Morgan or Rowe, but from their titles anq Pierce'srecommendations, they certainly sound as though they would be goodmembers,

Cordially yours,

amor F. CarterVice President and ManagerPublic Systems Division
LFC: db

cc: Warren House

m
ee
e

co
n'Dr. Anthony G, Oettinger

October 16, 1968

La
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Columbia University in the City of New York :

DEPARTMENT OF Fayerweather Hall

POLITICAL SCIENCE
New York, N.Y. 10027

November 1, 1968

:

JMr. Warren C. House, Executive Secretary

Computer Science and Engineering Board

National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue

:

:

Washington, D.C. 20418 t

f

t

Dear Warren:

These materials are for duplication and

circulation to Board members for the next

meeting. I trust that an appropriate item

-on the Agenda can be set up for November 7th.

Please note I will not be able to attend

that part of the next meeting scheduled for

the 6th but will be in Washington on the Tth.

Sincerely,

Alan F. Westin
Professor of Public Law

:

AFW/bf

4
:

: :
:



Memorandum

@
To: Computer Science and Engineering Board
From Alan F, Westin
October 26, 1968

Report on Discussions with Foundations
for Underwriting Data Bank Study

In keeping with the discussions of the Board, Barkley
'Rosser, Tony Oettinger and I have been exploring possible
foundation support for a study of the social implications of
computer data banks, particularly their effects on the in-
dividual citizen, A chance telephone call from Orville
Brim, Jx., president of the Russell Sage Foundation, led to
an invitation by Brim to me to present my design of such a
study to his staff and several invited social scientists at a
luncheon meeting of the foundation on October 23, After
telephone consultations with Barkley and Tony, I attended
the luncheon and, indicating clearly that this was a pre»
liminary discussion to explore ideas and not a firm presen-
tation of a finished proposal, I outlined for them a twelve-
to fifteen-month study that is described in the accompanying

* memo,
4

From considerable experience with foundations, it is
my estimate that Russell Sage is fully ready to buy this
one,.assuming that the appropriate project proposal is
well drafted and the usual negotiations are carried forward .

at the official levels. The reasons for thcir enthusiasm
are as follows:

:
- 1, Russell Sage has just put a good deal of money into

a study of the effects of keeping dossiers, They are very
interested in the shift of dossiers from manual files into
computerized data systems,

2. Russell Sage has also sunk a good deal of money
into a study of ways to design social indicators for effec-
tive use in both social science research and government
policy formulation, They believe that the whole future of
social indicators will be significantly affected by the
debates over the question whether the privacy of a citizen
and his rights of due process can be protected while going

and American Civil Liberties Union members held discussions
with the Bureau of the Census on: just these kinds of issues
gelating to civil liberties protections in the data gathering
process,

forward with computerized information systems. have served
on several panels at which Russell Sage Foundation members

3. Russell Sage has as one of its fundamental interests
the intersection of law, the behavioral sciences, and tech-
nology. They fund quite a numbér of programs that look to
the development of euch-an-interdisciplinary approach?s.

;
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Because our project, at least as I have designed it, has
just this element about it, Russell Sage sees it as exactlyin the mainstream of research projects to which they areattracted,

4, 'It was clear from the conversations that Russell Sage.would think quite well of the National Academy of Sciences and
the new Computer Science and Engineering Board as an appropriateand distinguished sponsor for such a study, In some ways,I think they might appreciate such a format even more than the
more traditional format of a university grant.

In light of these considerations, I am presenting to
the board a draft of the project proposal as I outlined it toRussell Sage, I ch2cked this through with Barkley Rosser on
the telephone and had a meeting with Tony Oettinger in Cam-
bridge on October 24, The timetable is roughly as follows.If the board wishes to go ahead with the project, it oughtto review the design and consider the policy questions that
may be involved in the particular way that I have tried to
set this up. Russell Sage would then like to have a preliminary

_
discussion draft for their review. I would assume that
the draft ought also to be circulated to the appropriate
authorities at the Academy for their review of its merits and
policy aspects involved in it, The deadline for formal
submission to Russell Sage is January 10, Their trustees
meeting will take place on February 7, 1969, Funds would be
available immediately thereafter, and I have tried to insure
that this project gets off to a fast start by designing the
procedures to take advantage of this unusually swift possibility
of funding from a foundation,

One more consideration would be worth noting. Russell Sage
indicated that for them, $150,000 was a top figure that they
could finance, Even then, they would probably sub-contract
about $25,000-50,000 of the total amount to a smaller
foundation such as the Noble Foundation. However, Brim made
it clear that they would make such arrangements for sub-
contracting and we would not have to approach another foundation.
In addition, he stressed that Russell Sage would remain the
primary foundation for purposes of contact and review, and
there would be no divided authority over the project.

;Having received grants from four or five foundations
of varying sizes, I would mention to the board that Russell
Sage seems to me an ideal sponsor for our study, They are

very closely with those who receive their grants, Their staff
has on it four or five specialists in sociology, political
science, and computer applications, who would be invaluable
as free consultants to the project, and at the Luncheon meeting,
it was stressed that if they funded the proposal, they would
-give it a great deal of support in this way. My experience
with the Ford Foundation and other large funding bodies is

small, enough, and have long-standing tradition of working
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that they often do not provide such useful liaison and
assistance, In addition, the chairman of the board ofRussell Sage is a distinguished lawyer named Oscar Ruebhausen

implications of science and technology, especially as thisaffects privacy, He was the chairman of the Special Committee
on Science and Law of the Association of the Bar of the Cityof New York, under whose auspices I wrote my book, .Privacy

who has written widely in the field of legal and social

and Freedom,

A final point to mention is that the possibility of .

Russell Sage funding would provide a diversity of fundingfor our board, an example to other foundations of our
availability for serious empirical studies, intellectual
analysis, and policy exploration, and might do a good bit
for our image in terms of our present heavy reliance on
military,funding,

ié

Given the longstanding tradition of Russell Sage and
other private foundations in not attempting to dictate or
exert improper influence on the formulation of conclusions

--and policy implications of their research, I do not see anydifficulties in our lodging our funding here, assuming they
decide to go ahead, I am sure that Russell Sage would like
to see a study bearing the Academy imprint, which would indicate
that it is possible to provide significant levels of pro-
tection for privacy and due process in computer information
systems, If that is taken as the axe they have to grind,.it coincides with my conclusions in all the work that I
have done on this subject, and I believe that it represents
the sentiment of the board, as I have heard our discussions,
In that sense, Russell Sage has a point of view, but the
very nature of that point of view would leave us complete
freedom to develop the possible lines of approach and a
consideration of their policy and cost implications under
each main tyge of data bank, in keeping with the general
role of our board reports, as Tony has depicted them,

It should also be noted, under the project plan attached,
that there would be two major publications resulting from this
project, if it goes forward, The first would be a report
issued under the auspices of our board, which might be a
20- to 30-page printed document, This would set the problem
in its proper social-and technological setting, summarize the
empirical research that had been done, lay out the alternative
choices that were open to government and private agencies,
developing sucn data banks and suggesting the lines ofoo

policy that might be 4ooted to provide the social protections
that are called for in each setting. The second publication

s
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would be a book length report, with chapters representingcase studies of the selected computer data banks that hadbeen studied in depth by the project staff, as well as introduc-tory chapters and a set of concluding chapters that wouldpresent the policy implications in greater detail than the.Academy report. My assumption is that the royalties fromsuch a book might be dealt with in two ways: either noroyalties would be produced, and the pricing of the book wouldbe reduced accordingly to insure the widest possible distribution,or, whatever royalties were produced would be paid to theComputer Science and Engineering Board, to support its futureactivities,



_ Organization and operation of leading computerized data banks in both

plans that could be examined.

DRAFT DESIGN OF A PROJECT ON THE SOCIAL IMPACT OFCOMPUTER DATA BANKS

October 26, 1969
Alan F. Westin
Professor of Public Law and Government, Columbia UniversityMember, Computer Science and Engineering Board,National Academy of Sciences

The general objective of this proposal is a fifteen month study of the
governmental and non-governmental areas of American life, focussing par-ticularly on the problems involved in and alternative methods for producingta citizen sprotection for
banks and the questions of public responsibilit involved in these rapidly

right to privacy and due process under such data
developing information systens.

The specific objectives of the study are as follows:
1. To develop a taxonomy and inventory of governmental and non-govern-mental computerized data banks that are presently in operation or very closeto starting operations and therefore having developed extensive systems

2. To conduct on-site visits to a selected group of these computerizeddata banks in each major category identified. These visits would take placeafter the reports and development plans had been obtained and studied, andwould consist of discussions with the Management of the data banks as totheir system, their objectives and operations, and the measures they hadalready taken or intended to take to provide safeguards for privacy, dueprocess, and public responsibility. Serious attention would be given to theplanning process and the mix of participants in the designing of such safe-guards by each data bank, and the development of standards and choices aseach system evolved. There would also be an attempt to discover for each ofthe data banks studied whether specific issues had yet arisen as to theprivacy, due process, and public responsibility aspects of the system in itsimpact on individuals and groups covered by the information system.
3. To present an up-to-date, state-of-the-art survey of hardware andsoftware possibilities for achieving civil liberties protection in data banks,including cost and efficiency estimates in general, and illustrating thesechoices from the specific data banks visited. This would also include reportsof work in progress in industry, universities, government, and professionalgroups.

4. To survey the attitudes and current activities of the key decision-making groups in the area of data bank development. These would obviouslyinclude computer manufacturers, software firms, time-sharing agencies, pro-fessional associations, user groups, legislative committees, and administra-tive agencies. Regulatory agencies would also be covered by this survey.
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the development to data banks were incorporated within the pane].

interviews would also be held during this period. Preliminary analysis of the

Assuming that funds might be available in mid-February of 1969, the
design of this study calls for the following personnel:

1. principle investigator > part-time, with an established
tion in the areas of law, social science, and computer technology, to serve

reputa-

as the principle designer and intellectual administrator of the project.
2. An expert pane] of perhaps twelve members, distributed among the

major specialties of the computer field, law, and the social sciences,
making sure thatall of the major viewpoints and contesting attitudes toward

3. A staff director, who would serve, both part-time and full-time,
as described below.

4, A team of three specialists for field interviews, primarily younger
specialists, one in law, one in computers, and one in the social sciences,
perhaps sociology or political science.

j

-5. One full-time secretary.

The procedures for the project would be a s follows:

I. Phase I, February 8-March 31, 1969. During this time the principle
investigator would recruit the staff director and the interviewer team.
Members of the panel would be invited and the membership would be completed.
A file collection on data banks would be begun to serve as the basis for
the first set of meetings to chart the terrain.

2. Phase II, April 1-May 31, 1969. During this period the first panel
meeting would be held to work through the project design and to review the
procedures for the project. The basic questions involved in interviewing
would be discussed and the question of how to develop and quantify the results
of the interviews would be discussed. Also at the panel meeting, arrange-
ments would be made, where necessary, for insuring access to the principle
selected data banks that would be studied in detail. During Phase II there
would be a pre-test of the interview procedures on two sites, to test and

refine the field process. The results of this pre-test would be evaluated
at a second panel meeting held during this period. By the end of May, the
first progress report would be made to the Computer Seifience and Engineering
Board.

3. Phase III, June 1-September 30, 1969. During this period the main

body of site interviews would be conducted by the three-man field team, all
three going together for each such interview. The maim body of interest group

data and identification of its major patterns and implications would be begun.
On this basis, a preliminary report would be made to the panel, which would

meet to discuss whether supplementary interviews were mecessary and, if not,
to begin discussion of the tentative conclusions that emerged from the

interviews and data. A second progress report would be prepared for presen-
tation to the Computer Science and Engineering Board at its meeting in October.

8
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4. Phase IV, October 1 - November 30, 1969. During these two months,
the staff would prepare write-ups of its case studies and a summary chapter
of its principle findings and policy analysis. The principal investigator

+

would prepare a draft on the policy implications and choices growing out of
the study, including any recommendations that would be appropriate for pre-
sentation to the panel and then to the board. The panel would meet to
review these drafts and to discuss the conclusions and policy recommenda-
tions.

5. Phase V, December 1, 1969 - February 8, 1970. During this period
the final write-up would be made of a draft report for the Computer Science
and Engineering Board. This would be submitted to the board for appropriate
action. ;

6. Phase VI, February 8 - May 1, 1970. In this period, the book-
length volume would be completed, with the principle investigator having
the primary responsibility to take the write-ups of the field studies and
the other materials of analysis produced and develop these into a volume
aimed at the informed public.

A preliminary budget, based on a span of time from February 8, 1969
to May 1, 1970 is estimated roughly as follows:

Principal investigator (part-time) $15,000
-Staff Director, part-time, February-June 1969

full-time, June 1969-Feb. 1970 18,000
Three field investigators (in law, social

sciences, and computers)
part-time February-June and

October-Feb. 1970
full-time June 1-Sept, 30, 1969

@ $12,000 each 36,000

Panel expenses, based on four meetings of
One secretary, 12 months, full-time 5,000
Travel budget for field interviews 25,000

12,000
Offices supplies, duplicating, etc. 3,000

the panel and staff @ $3,000 each

3,000Communications (telephone, postage, etc.)
. Special papers to be commissioned 10,000

Indirect costs to the Academy calculated at
31% of direct costs of salaries and wages,
totalling $70,000

$1127 ,000

23,000

Total cost of project $150,000
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JA:
Haddad

Old Orchard Road, Armon New York 30504

df
September 19, 1968 fart 3/3)

.Prof, Anthony G. Oettinger
Aiken Computation Laboratory
Harvard University
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

Dear Tony:

At the executive session of the last meeting of the Board
* I quarreled with the notion that a group designing a series
of computers after the 360 could in fact utilize 360 pro-
grams. The fact is that this has not been done to any
great degree up to the present time. Unfortunately I
find that it could be done if the new group really focused
on doing it. Therefore, I think the report we reviewed
should not be changed from its present wording in this
regard.

Sincerely yours,

J. Hadda

»
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUF

WASHINGTON, D. 20418

TO; All members of the Computer Science and Engineering Board
FROM: Warren C, House

The question of professional conduct and professionalethics came up at the July Meeting of the Boerd. Attached is'a copy of the i CM Guidelines to Professional Conduct inInformation Processing which Don Madden, the ACM ExecutiveSecretary, proriised to provide for the infornation of theBoard,

a



Professional Conduct in Information Processing
INTRODUCTION

This set of guidelines was adopted by the Council of the Association for Computing Machineryon November 11, 1966 in the spirit of providing a guide to the members of the Association.In the years to come this set of guidelines is expected to evolve into an effective means of pre-serving a high level of ethical conduct. In the meantime it is planned that ACM members willuse these guidelines in their own professional lives. They are urged to refer ethical problems tothe proper ACM authorities as specified in the Constitution and Bylaws to receive further guidanceand in turn assist in the evolution of the set of guidelines.

PREAMBLE
The professional person, to uphold and advance the honor, dignity and effectiveness of. the pro-fession in the arts and sciences of information processing, and in keeping with high standardsof competence and ethical conduct: Will be honest, forthright and impartial; will serve withloyalty his employer, clients and the public; will strive to increase the competence and prestige

] Relations with the Public
1.1 An ACM member will have proper regard for the health, privacy, safety and general welfareof the public in the performance of his professional duties,
1.2 He will endeavor to extend public knowledge, understanding and appreciation of computingmachines and information processing and achievements in their application, and will opposeany untrue, inaccurate or exaggerated statement or claims.
1.3 He will express an opinion on a subject within his competence only when it is founded on

adequate knowledge and honest conviction, and will properly qualify himself when expressingan opinion outside of his professional field.
1.4 He will preface any partisan statement, criticisms or arguments that he may issue concerninginformation processing by clearly indicating on whose behalf they are made.

2. Relations with Employers and Clients
2.1 An ACM member will act in professional matters as a faithful agent or trustee for each

employer or client and will not disclose private information belonging to any present orformer employer or client without his consent.
2.2 He will indicate to his employer or client the consequences to be expected if his. professional

judgment is over-ruled.
2.3 He will undertake only those professional assignments for which he is qualified and which

the state of the art supports.
2.4 He is responsible to his employer or client to meet specifications to which he is committed

in tasks he performs and products he produces, and to design and develop systems that
adequately perform their function and satisfy his employer's or client's operational needs.

3. Relations with Other Professionals
3.1 An ACM member will take care that credit for work is given to those to whom credit is

properly due.
3.2 He will endeavor to provide opportunity and encouragement for the professional develop-

ment and advancement of professionals or those aspiring to become professionals with whom
he comes in contact.

3.3 He will not injure maliciously the professional reputation or practice of another person and
will conduct professional competition on a high plane. If he has proof that another person
has been unethical, illegal or unfair in his professional practice concerning information
processing, he should so advise the proper authority.

3.4 He will cooperate in advancing information processing by interchanging information and
experience with other professionals and students and by contributing to public communications
media and to the efforts of professional and scientific societies and schools.

of the profession; will use his special knowledge and skill for the advancement of human welfare.

ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY, INC., 211 EAST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017
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sitions in the competitive serv-
ice, but he expressed the hope
that the same tight standards
would be adopted by security
and other agancies with non- vacy, inquiries by an investiga- he can't make covert investl,; associations, and reputation
competitive positions.
Use of a lie detector must

fi

The Civil Service Commis-
sion has restricted the use of
ile detectors In the investiga-
tion of employes and appli-
cants for appointmenzs to sen-
itive positions,
At the same time it has

thrown up strong safeguards
ngainst unwarranted invasion
of their privacy by its investi-
gators.
CSC Chairman John W.

Macy explained that the new
restrictions applied to the in-

have prior approval of the
CSC chairman, and it is re-
stricted to agencies or parts of
agencies "which have intelll-
gence or counter-inteiligence
missions directly affecting the
national security and ap-
proaching in sensitivity the
mission of the Central Intelli-
gence Agency,"
In addition, the employe to

be examined must consent to
it In writing, and he must be
told of his right to counsel,
His refusal may not be noted
in this personnel file. Ques-
tions asked must have specific

vestigations of persons for po- relevance to the subject of the

m
inquiry and the results of the
test must be "properly safe-
guarded."
To protect individual pri-

tor are limited to matters re- gations suc
lated to the fitness of the ap-
plicant for a position.
The investigator may not

question neighbors and asso-!
ciates of an applicant about
his race, religion, national ori-
gin, union membership,
fraternal or political affilla-
tions, except when they relate
to aecurity fitness. He also
may not use wire taps or un-
dereover recording devices,
express opinions about the ap-
plicant or question applicants
or appointees concerning their
sexual behavior or attitudes
concerning sexual conduct un-
less sexual misbehavior is indl-
cated.
The investigator cannot

me)3 Hse of Polygr
make unauthorized intrusions
on private property, divulge
any investigative information
outside official channels, and

The new CSC standards, de- and if a question 4s ralsed con-
veloped by an interagency
Scommittee headed by Kimball
Johnson, chief of CSC's inves-
ligative staff, also defined the
scope and coverage of investi-
gations as follows:
"Basically, full-field investt-

gations are designed to de-
velop sufficient information to
enable agency officials to de-
termine the employability or
fitness of persons entering
critical-sensitive positions.
"Fitness includes both secu-

rity and suitability considera-
tions. Whenever practicable,
the investigation should be
conducted before employment,

and investigative reports} makes infrequent checks of
should be used as a personnel
selection device.
"Character, habits, morals,

as Taspections of will be investigated generally.- "Loyalty should be stressed

cerning an applicant's loyalty,
his case should be referred to
the FBI."
Jobs: The Marine Corps has

openings for Grade 3 mail and
file clerks. Call OX 4-1046.
Thomas A. Flynn, General

Accounting's long-time person-
nel director, will retire the
end of this year ending a 34-
year Federal career.
Civil Service Commission

has agreed to make available
to recognized employe unions
the results of its agency
inspections of problems
brought to its attention by the
unions. Its inspection staf

PADintsijeral

agency personnel operations.
Commerce has a well-edu-

cated staff which includes 590
employes with Ph.D's; 1293
with master's degrees, and 475
with LLB's.
Post Office is seeking to

contact with a college in the
Northeast states to set up a

program to train its supervi-
sors.
Navy has undertaken for the

first time in 20 years a thor-
ough review of every civilian
personnel policy, procedure,
rule and regulation. Its two-
fold purpose is to eliminate
excessive control and to sim-
plify its personnel system,
John F. Cushman has been

appointed executive director
of the Administrative Confer-
ence of the United States. He
has been with Justice and
FCC in legal positions,

trash or to pay informers

7
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20418

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

Eighth Meeting

December 11, 1968

Executive Evening Session

Preliminary AGENDA

1. Clearance status of Board members by the Secretary.

2. Report by Dr. Sidney Fembach on the latest discussions of the
Computer Export Control problem in London.

3. Discussion of candidates for a list of critical problems in the
computer science and engineering field warranting attention at
the national level during the next two years. Background brief-
ing will be given by the Chairman. Reference--November 18,
1968 Memo to All Board Members.

ik, Report by the Chairman and Secretary on status of proposal for
a "cleared facility" for the Board which would provide continuous
access to information and activities at various sensitivity levels
relevant to CS&E support of various government activities.

5. Report by the Chairman on the status of the CS&E Campaign
Materials, specifically in relation to the acceptance of the plan
and materials by the NAS Council.

é



NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON. D.C, 20418

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

Eighth Meeting

December 12, 1968

DAY SESSION

Preliminary AGENDA

1. Administrative Items.

2. Report on the status of the NSF Study of Patterns of Industry Support
of Computers and Computer Related Activities in U.S. Educational
Institutions--Dr. William Miller.

3. Status Report on the Proposal to undertake a study of National Data
Banks, Computers & Privacy--Dr. Alan Weston.

h, . Summary Presentation on the Proposal to Undertake a study of the
Software Engineering Problem as a part of the general Board effort
in the education field, including preliminary funding explorations-~-
Dr. Alan Perlis, et al.

be Status of the Proposal to undertake a study of the National Computer
Institute problem, including preliminary funding explorations---~-
Dr. Launor Carter.

IUNCH: 12:00 Noon

6. Presentation to the Board of a Proposal to undertake a broad-scale
study of the manpower problem in the computer science and engineering
field, considering the needs of industry, business and teaching in
balance with needs for training and educational programs, as well as
the impact of and trends in the various attrition processes, includ-
ing preliminary explorations of possible funding---Dr. Bruce Gilchrist.

Report on the status of the effort of the Data Base Planning Group,
including the general research and collection direction, personnel
selection and specific proposals, as appropriate, to the Board---
Dr. Sidney Fernbach, et al.

Brief report by the Chairman on the status of the CS&E Campaign Mat-
erials, specifically in relation to the acceptance of the plan and
materials by the NAS Council, the follow-on action schedule, etc.

8.

9. General comments by the Chairman on aspects of the upcoming transitional
period, both prior to and following January 20, as this may affect the
activities of the Board during the next 18 to oh months.



10. Other.

NOTE---To facilitate consideration of the above items by the Board,where papers are involved, each presenter should bring atleast 20 copies of each paper for distribution to the Board.
Where time permits, such papers should be distributed tothe Board members prior to the meeting.



NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20418

November 12, 1968

Professor Anthony Oettinger
Chairman
Computer Science and Engineering Board
National Research Council.

:

Dear Professor Oettinger:

At its meeting on October 5, 1968, the Council of the

Academy authorized the Computer Science and Engineering Board

to request $10,000 from the National Science Foundation for
support of a study on patterns of industry support of computers
and computer-related activities in U. S. educational institutions.

Sincerely yours, :

J onn 8. Coleman
8

Executive Officer
a

cc: Mr. Meid
Miss Hermann

>

te



DRAFT pavid, gr.
M. D. McIlroy
E. E

November 12, 1968

RESEARCH PROGRAM FOR THE NATO COMPUTING SOFTWARE INSTITUTE

The research program of the Institute will beé

centered upon software and in particular upon "engineering"
aspects of software. The twin. themes, software reliability
and software adaptability, will guide the work.

In the past, these topics have not received the

attention required to bring basic understanding and techniques
into being. Thus, the Institute program will not overlap

a

. current research efforts. Furthermore, these topics are

peculiarly suitable for an international effort since they
cut across industrial and national interests. Universities,
too, have not considered these subjects as relevant to their
missions. Thus, the Institute will be filling a critical gap

in computing research and development.
In this spirit, the charter of the Institute is to

originate, explore, and demonstrate advanced techniques for
4

increasing the reliability and adaptability of computing soft-4

1

ware with the objectives of facilitating software sharing,.

improving software performance, and creating an engineering

discipline for software design and implementation.

The backbone research program will be as follows:

will

VLA



I. Software Reliability
. Hardware- software systems are today being applied

to situations where unanticipated failure could be catastrophic;
for example in air traffic control and in hospital intensive-
care units, as well as in military and industrial command

. and control. Yet, it is now widely conceded that large soft-
ware packages cannot be made completely error-free using
today's techniques. Errors oftimes cause systems to abort
their functions completely, necessitating an extensive re-
start sequence. Failures of this kind tend to occur most

often when the system is under heavy load, just the circumstance
in which failure can be most damaging. There is today no

software design technique for controlling the number or kinds
of errors in software, nor is there any means of measuring
the number of residual errors in software at any stage in
its life or measuring the probability of failure. This

situation calls for a technology. of recovery~from-error-
that is, "fail-safe" design.

Special techniques have been widely used to obviate

the effects of hardware failure. A commonly-used technique
involves two independent sets of hardware continuously checked

against each other. When a discrepancy is detected, diagnostic

programs isolate the faulty equipment. It is then taken off-_

without-failure

line while the remaining units resume operation. The length

of time necessary for this procedure is not sufficient to
t
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interrupt seriously the function being performed. There are
@ variety of other fail-safe techniques for hardware. Though

they may not be adequate to prevent failure completely, they
Gan decrease the likelihood of a complete breakdown to a

predictably low value.
On the other hand, there is no well-developed ttfail-

oft" technology for software, though some techniques toward

this end have been explored. For example, in some special-
purpose computing systems (computer-controlled telephone

switching), there are so-called "audit" programs to check

periodically and routinely the state of the various functions

being performed. Should one of these functions be upset by

either a software or hardware fault, the audit program

determines the situation and brings to bear an appropriate

recovery sequence. "There are other possibilities, among

them the evident software parallel to the "duplicated-hardware"

technique. Here independently-coded software modules perform

identical functions and are checked against each other.

There has been little fundamental investigation of such

techniques. For example, the interaction between hardware

and software failures requires study, as does the "equivalence"

of software modules. Research on topics relevant to improved

+ a

software reliability will be one of the Institute's major

thrusts. This activity can range between theoretical studies

to incisive computer experiments and field studies of actual

situations. :
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@ More specifically, the Institute would concentrate
on exploring techniques for2

( 1.

ii.

iii.

iv.

vi.

vii.

minimizing the number of residual errors in
f.

Completed software, and

2. obviating the effects of errors when they do

occur.
In pursuit of these objectives the Institute might
4. Exploit programming structures that foster

correctness (see also II.vi).
Develop methods for critical testing of
members of generic classes of software

(see II.ii).
Investigate techniques conducive to "fail-
soft" response to software errors, such as

paralleled software, data audits, and recovery
procedures that might be usable in continuously
operating systems.
Seek theoretical insight into the construction
of error-correcting software.
Evaluate and consolidate the state-of-the-art
with respect to software reliability.
Illuminate the parallels and differences in
handling software and hardware errors.

4

Survey and summarize current problems and

practices with respect to software reliability.
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il. Software Adaptability
Adaptability is desirable in three major senses:
1. Adaptability to different hardware (commonly

referred to as portability).
2. Adaptability to different applications.
3. Adaptability to changing requirements.

- There have been massive amounts of software good
and poor, produced over the past 10-15 years. Among the
best are some of the most creative contributions to all of

technology and science. Yet, most of these are effectively
lost to the wider community because such software cannot be

transferred easily from one computing facility to another.

Exporting software from its original environment today in-
volves a major effort. There are, of course, some exceptions
but the situation does not encourage sharing of software

resources. As one of the elder statesmen of computing says,
"In software,

softare,

we do not stand on the shoulders of those who

precede us, we stand on their feet." This situation has

become known as "the compatibility problem".
There are no absolutes here, however. While it

may not be feasible to transfer software without change to

a new situation, it may be possible in many instances to make

software "portable"; that is, transferable with much less

effort than would be required to rewrite completely. However,

the necessary techniques are ill understood and not documented.

It is known that the following matters are relevant:



(a) To be portable, software is best written in a

high-level language such as Algol, Fortran,
or PL-1. The appropriate language depends

upon the function the software is to perform.

Adequate languages do not yet exist for many

purposes.

(b) High-level language software tends to be

larger and slower than the corresponding
software written so as to take advantage of

particular machine features. Yet, high-level.
software is easier to write, modify, debug,

and document.

(c) The disadvantages listed above can be offset
to an unknown extent by skilled use of the

higher-level language and by "tuning". the

software with the aid of traffic flow measure-

ments. Nevertheless, portability necessarily
involves a trade-off of other desirable

properties, such as efficiency in execution.

Over the past 15 years, the size of typical software

systems has increased from a few thousand lines of code to

several million. Complexity has shown a similar if not a

greater increase. Yet, the ability of programmers to produce

code has not increased materially. Today, hundreds of pro-.

grammers are commonly employed to produce a large software

system. This approach, known as the "human wave" tactic,
is complicated by coordination and management problems so
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that the product is usually expensive, inflexible, and poor
in performance. An alternative to the human wave approach
has been proposed. It is based upon creating software
components from which to assemble software systems in the
same sense that hardware components are used to synthesize
hardware systems. Special techniques are required, however,
to generate a particular required software component from a

more generalized form which might be stored in an archive.
Research is needed on both suitable generic forms and upon

the generating mechnaisms.
These matters will be brought under study by the

Institute, both theoretically and experimentally.
More specifically, this program will intend to

1. Identify logical classes of software components,

and discover useful parameterizations to

describe the variability among members of these

classes.
Ai. Create generic classes of software components

automatically or semiautomatically tailorable
to related applications whose requirements or

hardware differ in detail.
441. Solidify techniques for making the "same

software" work well on several machines.

iv. Demonstrate trustworthy transfer of software

across, machines and out of the laboratory.

:
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v., Demonstrate tailored components that work well
in each of several systems.

vie. Exploit programming structures that foster
adaptability by offering easy parameterization,
'eonventent modifiability, and assured validity.

III. Experiments in Adaptability
The Institute's experimentation in adaptability

should have a realistic flavor. To this end, the Institute
will undertake the construction of a library of well-understood

but nontrivial pieces of software of recognized excellence,
based on the best sources worldwide. This library will be

made available to universities and perhaps military and

commercial interests throughout the participating countries.

The library will evolve from a small offering of

machine-independent, general routines, portable but inefficient,
into an archive of generic classes of routine from which

efficient adaptations could be selected or generated upon

request. The direction of evolution will be towards a

rationally organized set of parameterized, tailorable puild-

ing blocks and assemblies thereof, useful in constructing

systems and applications software Actual attainment of a

commercially viable library would probably fall outside the

charter of the Institute, and would more properly be taken

up by outside interests in the member countries
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While the most tangible end product of these
-researches would be the library, techniques for generating
and validating it would dominate the innovative program in
this area. These "second level programming" techniques may

be foreseen to be one of the Institute's significant contri-
butions to software engineering

Some types of software that make good candidates
for this research are:

1. Assembly programs for a wide class of machines,

and macrogenerators for a wide class of texts
or languages.

2. Applications to libraries and publications,
such as concordance building, indexing,
editing, and document formating.

3. Geometrical computations.
4. Mathematical function routines of specifiable

accuracy, range, robustness, and time-space
N

performance.
5. Input-output routines.

IV. Personnel, Facilities, and External Relations
Facilities and manpower for the Institute are

crucial to the success of the Institute. A nucleus of really
expert people of a high standard is required. Perhaps four

to six such "pace-setters" would be adequate. 'These should

be supported by 10-15 younger scientists and engineers, in
:
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turn supported by 15-20 programmers on the assistant level
There, of course, should be provision for visiting staff.
Required also is access to a modern computing facility.
Ideally this would be a machine of modest size, but with a

flexible file structure and good remote access so that
contributors in the member countries could communicate with

the facility from their own institutions on a selective basis.
This feature is particularly vital if the Institute is to

play an active role in the-on-going activities of universities
and industries in the member countries. Through computer

communications; the Institute could become a focus for

activity by a community of creative scientists and engineers

distributed throughout the NATO countries and Western Europe.

A "journal" or other description of the library's
contents would be an important publication of the Institute,
upon whose quality critically depends the successful spreading

of the fruits of its research.

V. Caveats

In its first years, the Institute should be

expected to prove itself by making a definitive contribution

to software engineering. It should therefore pioneer areas

that are not yet widely popular. In particular, development

of large systems and study of languages should be avoided

unless these undertakings were intended for purposes clearly

and qualitatively distinguishable from customary efforts in

these fields.

+ C
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Large systems development would be held to a minimum

for several reasons;
1. It would likely compete with current work in

many centers.
2. Concentration on particular systems could

compromise the intent to conduct investigations
of wide applicability.

3. At the outset at least systems would make

muddy subjects, the study of which is unlikely
to produce insight worth the effort.

4, In-house systems could distract the attention
of the Institute so as to decouple it from

realities of the software industry.
Evidently, personnel must be familiar with systems,

for the themes of adaptability and reliability arise from

systems needs, but systems expertise can be expected to arrive
with people and need not be bred in-house. Insofar as systems

may be needed to abet the work of the Institute, for example

in realizing a "pilot plant" for software components, or in

demonstrating the viability of certain approaches to program

reliability, modest research-oriented systems may have to

be developed.
Programming languages are another magnet for soft-

ware research, of which the Institute should be wary.

Language studies are well catered for elsewhere, and another
t

+
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group could make no distinctive contribution to the field.
Modest language work might be involved in creating generic
classes of software components (see II.ii) or in elaborating
program structures (II.vi) suitable for certain of the

Institute's missions, but even then it should not be under-

taken without substantial justification. The Institute
certainly cannot expect locally defined languages to be

widely acceptable outside, although they may prove very
useful to its own internal activities.

VI. Overall
The programs of the Institute will center on

research in software, but specifically on the items discussed

above. There are many software topics which are not to be

included. These are being attacked, at least in part, by

existing institutions, wniversities, and industry. The

Institute will have the character of a research and develop~

ment laboratory. Its output will be carried to the commercial

and production stage by outside interests in the member

countries.

E. E. David, Jr.
M. D. McIlroy
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EXFCUTIVE OFFICE THE PRESIDENT
FFICK OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

@ WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

25 April 1968

: re

Iam delighte1 to know that the Academy Computer Science
and Engineering Board is ready to be christencd officially. You
begin work at a time when computing problems are high on every
body's priority list. Jam sure you will not lack for business.

Wally Baer of my staff mentioned to me his conversation with
you and your interest in hearing about issues in computing as we see
them. Before I begin, let me say that the prime value to us of an
Academy commitice or board is its independent judgment in bringing

our attention those matters it feels are most important.
not want in any way to prescribe your agenda.

.But let me tell you sore of the questions we have:

@ 1. Government organization for computing

Should there be a single focus in.the Federal Government
for computing policy?

-- What heve been the practical results of the Brooks bill?
Do we need additional guidelines or legislation for in-
house policies o~ procedures? ;

7
t

-- How has the NBS Center for Cornputer Sciences and
Technology progressed? What more might it be doing?

2. Cormputer Science

What is the federal role in advancing computer science
yis-a-vis the industry role? How well or poorly is
Federal Government meeting its responsibilities?

-- Are the computer tw seriously over~ or

+

would

ced
with respect to other federally supported research? With
respect to other federally supported efforts in the field of
computing (facilities, information systems, CAI, etc. )?



7 Computers in Fducation

-- Are the Rosser and Pierce reports up-to-date?
Have our conceptions of educations computing
"changed since these reports were written, due to
the difficulties in develcoing operational time-
sharing and the striking success of small, third-
gencration machines?

-- Do educational uses of computing fall into categories
or classes which provice a sensible framework for
federal efforts?

-- What should be the federal strategy in developing
computing for higher education? What research
and/or experimentation must be don before wide -

spread implementation of educational cormputing
take place?

-- .What should be the federal strategy in developing
computer managed or computer as sisted instruction?

. What emphasis should be placed on CMI or CAI?
1

4, Manpower for Computing7

-- How do we best attack the overall manpower probler
_in computing and computer-related areas?

-- How can small colleges, junior colleges, end secondary
schools best acquire the competences needed to bring
useful computing to their institutions?

What more can be done to educate and train the dis -

advantaged for careers in programming, computer
operations and maintenance, and other cornputer related
areas?

5. University Cornputer Costing

-- How can we imriove tus present method of computes
costing in universitieses (BOB Circular A-21)?vn
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Computer Infcrmation Systems6,

-- How do we set standards for interchange of information
among computer-based systems?

:

-- What performance criteria should we use to measure
the effectiveness of computer-based information systems?

-- How do we proceed to update the copy:sight laws to
include information processing by computer?

Our list could be considerably longer, but this gives you an

indication of the range of problems that confront us. I understand
that Dr. Baer will.be meeting with your Board, and I personally
ook forward to keeping in close touch as your discussions geo

forward.

-With best regards,

Sincerely,

Donald F, Hornig
Director

Professor Anthony G. Oettinger
Aiken Computation Laboratory
Harvard University - Room 200)

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

:



DRAFT. REPORT OF THE EDUCATION WORKING GROUP

November 6, 1968

Those participating were Purlis, Spinrad, Hartmanis, McCluskey, and

Gilchrist. The Group reviewed the report submitted to the Board on the

missions of the Education Committee of the Computer Science and Engineering

Board. There was a unanimous recommendation that the two issues--computer

science education and software engineering--are the two paramount issues

for committees of the Board to treat. However, the Group unanimously agrees

that these two issues must not be separated, and, indeed, they are part of

the same educational picture--education in computer science. The Group

recognizes that deficiency exists in present graduate programs in computer

science. This deficiency has various labels but is primarily revealed as an

acceleration in the direction of over-formalism and mathematization. It
is agreed that these are not in themselves bad, but it is felt that the

departments are too closely following the natural gradient created by

formalism, or, put- another way, there seems to be too much aping of depart-

ments of mathematics. It is recognized that software engineering is the

kernel of computer science and that the various current specialties in

computer science have relevance only really in the sense that they clarify
and improve computer systems--both software and hardware. This means that

automata theory, formal theory of computation, linguistics, programming

languages, etc., all have a critical function--to define and improve our

familiarity with systems.

The Group further feels that undergraduate programs in computer science

should be natural bases for both graduate study in computer science and

preparation for industrial positions in the computer field. The difference

between the graduate and undergraduate programs must be one of difference
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in depth but not in kind. The bachelor's degree should be a professional

degree so that the students should consider themselves as both engineers

and scientists by the time they attain the bachelor's degree.

- II -

It is recommended that a committee be formed for the purpose of studying

the issue of computer science education in the expanded sense indicated

above, and that the charges to this committee be of two major kinds:

A) Economic Charges: By economic is meant the creation of input-

output models relating the development of programs, production of students

and faculty, and the needs of industry and government for people so trained.

Furthermore, a time table establishing the velocity and acceleration of these

programs should be produced. In accord with the postulated growth, a study

should be made of the resources (plant, people, and money) required to provide

this educational development.

B) Content: A thorough study should be made of the content of the

undergraduate and graduate programs to be labeled as computer science.

Furthermore, an audit of existing programs should be made so that we can

gage what distances exist between what is done and what should be done.

Furthermore, the subject of accreditation and standardization should be

treated,
- Tit -

Instead of appointing a committee~-which must clearly be of large

size and hence, hierarchically organized, dragging its deliberations out

over a long period of time and involving much paper work and many meetings-~

it is proposed that a three-day (from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.) meeting be held

in which two working groups will meet in plenary session and in organizing
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@ groups to thoroughly treat the issues raised in Item II. It is proposed

that the following sequence of events take place:

1) a general letter be sent to the invitees,

2) that this letter be accompanied by a statement of

purpose and details,

3) that this letter be accompanied by a statement of

working procedures and schedule, and

h) that each invitee be asked to submit--but not required--

a working paper on some aspect of the issues raised in

Item II. These working papers will provide the basis

on which discussions will be made.

During the conference, duplication and secretarial facilities will

be provided for quick preparation of additional working papers and inter-

mediate reports. The goal of the conference will be the preparation of

a report outlining the results of the conference. Toward that end, in

each of the two areas (resources and content), a chairman and two younger

recording secretaries will have the responsibility for preparing the draft

each section, and the Education Working Group will then coordinate

these two reports into the final report.
A tape recording of the entire conference proceedings will be made,

and the contents will be used by the recording secretaries in preparing

the draft report. Upon completion of the report preparation, all tapes

will be destroyed, and the report will be made available for public distri-

bution.

It is proposed that the meeting be held early in April on a Tuesday,

Wednesday, and Thursday in a somewhat isolated spot, where the attendees
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will be expected to devote their entire energies to the task at hand. It
has been proposed that this meeting be held in a place like the Motel

Arlie in Warrentown, Virginia, since it is so close to Washington.

People: It is proposed that the following be invited to participate

in the two groups:

1) The Economic Group:

Gilchrist Afips--Technical Society
Tribers Dean, Dartmouth College
Forsythe Chairman, Department of

Computer Science
Rowe Computer Operations,

Union Carbide

Perlis Chairman, Department of

Carr Chairman, Department of
Computer Science

Computer Science--Chairman
of this Working Group

Standish Assistant Professor, CMU,
Department of Computer
Science--Recording Secretary
of this Working Group

VanDam Assistant Professor,
Computer Science, Brown
University~--Recording
Secretary of this Working
Group

Zadeh Computer Science and
Electrical Engineering,
Berkeley

and Computer Center,
University of Illinois

Snyder Computer Science, Physics

Humphrey IBM, Manager, Software
Systems

Brooks Chairman, Department of
Computer Science, University
of North Carolina
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Richard Jones Manager, Applied Data
Research, Private software
house

Robert Jones President, University of
South Carolina, university
administrator and electrical
engineer

Tanaka Cal COMP, Electrical Engineer
and Systems Designer
U. S. Government, user of
systems and programmers

x

Content:

2) The Audit and Accreditation Group:

McCluskey Stanford University,
Group Chairman

Gries Assistant Professor,
Computer Science, Stanford
University, Recording
Secretary

Gruenberger Educator, San Fernando
state College, Recording
Secretary

Spinrad Scientific Data Systems,
Software Manager

Hartmanis Chairman, Department of
Computer Science, Cornell
University

Conte Chairman, Department of
Computer Science, Purdue
University

Hamming 'Computer Science, Bell
Telephone Laboratories

Corbato Project MAC, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology

Schwartz spc

Bauer President, Informatics

Andree Computer Educator,
University of Oklahoma

Harr AT&T, Central Office
Computer Systems
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Zipf Bank of America

Vyssotsky Software Management,
Bell Telephone Laboratories

Knuth Professor of Computer
Science, Stanford University

Climis Manager of Software, IBM

Bell Computer Systems Designer,
Professor, CMU

Graham Director of Computing
Operations and Software
Production, University of
Waterloo

Y U. S. Government, user of
systems and programmers



SYE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
2500 Colorado Avenue * Santa Monica, California 90406

December 3, 1968

Dr. Anthony G. Oettinger
Aiken Computation Laboratory
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Dear Tony:

Since our meeting last Monday I have been trying to pull together
the materials we discussed regarding National Programs Panel A.
Your request for bibliographic material on some of the new
people we discussed has delayed my getting an organized set of
material to you, and we still do not have any bibliographic
reference for Butler Lampson. If I understood you correctly,
you wanted bibliographic material on all proposed people who
are not currently on the Board (with the exception of Bruce
Gilchrist). Enclosed is that material. As I understood our
conversation on Monday, the membership of the committee now
consists of: Carter, Licklider, Meyer, and Evans from the
regular Board membership. From outside the Board we would
like to consider Gilchrist, Morgan, Rowe, Bloch, Campbell,
and Lampson. It was my understanding that from those who are
not now on the Board you want Fred Seitz to select those to be
appointed to the Panel. I believe Gilchrist, Morgan, and Rove
have already been approached. Bloch, Campbell, and Lampson
are new names which you suggested might be added. In addition
to this, Barkley Rosser seens to assume he is on the Panel.
I believe we agreed that we would handle this by informing all
Board members of Panel meetings and inviting them to attend if
they so desired.

We @iscussed a tentative meeting schedule for the Panel, which is
outlined below:

1. Tuesday, January 7 - Washington

AM - Milt Rose, NSF
PM ~ Herb Grosch, NBS

USOE

2, Tuesdey, February 4 - Washington

AM - Bob Taylor, ARPA
Intelligence Community

PM - Pratt, NIH
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3. Tuesday, March - Washington

AM - Mr. Yost, Argonne
NASA

PM ~ Hrommes - Associated Universities
Person from - Ex, Office of President, Science Advisor

4, Thursday, April 3 - Santa Monica

AM - SDC
PM - RAND

UCLA

5. Tuesday, May 20 - Boston

AM - Project MAC, Intrex
PM - Harvard

Lincoln

6. Tuesday, June 10 ~ New York City

AM - IBM
PM - UNIVAC, GE, ?

It is recognized that the above schedule is quite tentative, and

the scheduling of people should be left to Warren House's dis~
cretion, guided by their availability; that is to say, it is
not terribly important that we have the people in the order or
on the days that they are mentioned, but only that we should hear

from each of the groups indicated.

With respect to the budget, I have tried to arrange the meetings
at the pleces where the Bourd is going to meet anyway, thus the

only additionel travel expenses will be in connection with those

people who are not members of the Board. If we assume that there
are four additional people, I would imagine that we could count
the average trip as costing in the order of $100, so this is four

people times six trips times $100, which is $2,400 for travel. But

this may be more or less, depending who the people are and where

they are located. Since Warren House will presmably be busy on

general Board matters, it would be most helpful if we had the

assistance of a young staff person. I should think we might be

able to use such 2 person at least half time, and no doubt some

of the other panels will need similar assistance, I do not know

what the Academy would consider the annual cost of a junior staff
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member, but I do know that at SDC the cost would be near

$30,000 per year by the time salary, fringes, and all overhead

jtems are included. If the person were more senior, the cost

might. go as high as $50,000. Thus if we think of our efforts
as covering a year, I should think we might well require $15 ,000

for staff support, $3,000 for travel,and $2,000 for miscellaneous

items, or in the order of $20,000.

I am also enclosing a copy of the revised charter, taking into

consideration the suggestions made by Jerry Haddad, Barkley

Rosser, and you.
Cordially yours,

Launor F. Carter
Vice President and Manager
Public Systeris Division

LFC : db
Encl.



v BLOCH, RICHARD MILTON), 8t Hemenway Rd, Framingham, Mass. ENGI-
NEERING. Rochester, N.Y, June 18, 21; m. 46; . 7. A.B, Harvard, 43,
Mem. staff, consults, sect, radio div, Navat Res. Lab, 43-44; comput. lab,
Harvard, 44-46, res. sta(f, 46-47; sr. develop. enzr, Raytheon Mfg. Co, 47-
49, mer. anal, sect, 49-51, comput, dept, 51-55; tech. asst. to v.pres. eng,
datamatic div, Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co, 55-58, dir. prod. de-
velop, 58-63, V.PRES, ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING, HONEYWELL,
INC, 63. AAAS; Ras, Soc, Research, design and development of electronic
digital computing equipment; scientific, industrial and commercial applica-
tion of data handling equipment; applied numerical analysis; mass data
handling and information theory.

RICHARD M(ILTON). Engineering. Sce 1th ed, Phys. & Biol. Vols.
New position & address: V.pres. corporate develop, Auerbach Corp, Phila,
Pa. Address: 201 Fuller St, West Newton, Mass. 02158.

EMATICS, Merriam Kans, July 29. 22; m 45;
DR. SULLIVAN G(RAHAM),DR. SULLIVAN G(RAHAM), Cor Rochester, N.Y, MATH,

:

M.S Calif Inst Tech.51: Ph.D. (miath), Syracuse, 54 Instr. mathEng. Col, 46-47 Kansas City, 47-48; Syracuse 48-53; athematician math

A.B, Kansas Cit 47;ty,
Finlay :

Panel, Oak Ride Nat Lab, §3.55; assoc prof. ath, Duke, 55-57 adv.

pattern recognition; graphic

stretch plannine Group, Int. Bus. Mach
nine cmt

CORP, 63DIR. TECH
8-59, mer, adv, systs programming 59-63; ASST V.PRES &

orp, 57-58, sr. engr, tech, plan.
engr,

vis. prof, Californt:a, Los Angeles.60, Consult Olt. Ord Res,
XEROX Vis. lectr, assar Col, 59;

? 61,Corp.56Bus Mach

ach, Numerical mathematics and computing mech anisms: theory of ma.
roj. Surlight, 62. U.S.A,AF,

$7; mem. cint. atmospheric sei N it, Sei Fe d,
7; Int.

-46, Res, 46-54 Math Soc: Asn Comput.
oun

4 2

>chine organization: desig of larye-scale digital systems:meteorological data acquisition and processinSilmormation retrieval and
communications.

:

t

1MORGAN, DR. SAMUEL P(OPE), b. San Diego, Catif, July 14, 23; m. 48; . 4,

TECH, STAFF, BELL TEL, LABS, 47-, HEAD MATH. PHYSICS DEPT, 59-
AAAS; fel, Inst. Elec. & Electronics Eng; Phys. Sve; Math. Soc; Soc. Indust.
& Appl, Math. Electromagnetic theory; mechanics ef continua; wave propa-

tion; special mathematical functions; numerical methoda, Actress: Bell +

-_Telephoue Labs, Inc, P.O. Box 263, Murray Hill, 07971,

MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS B.S, Calif Inst. Tech, 43, M.S, 44, Ph.D.f
ics), 47. Asst. physics, California 43-44: Calif. Tech,

t

Tenn. MATH-
ROWE, J(AMES) E(DISON), 106 W Damascus Rd, Oak Ridge,

M.A,.50. MATHEMATICIAN, UNION CARBIDE CHEMS. CO. DIV, UNION

CARBIDE CORP, 47- U.S.A.A.F, 45. Asn. Computing Mach. Differenti
EMATICS Livingston, Tenn, July 13, 26: 48: c. 2. A.B, Tennessee, 48,

eqyations; computing techniques; gaseous diffusion.

a



L. F. Carter
12~2-68

REVISED DRAFT

CHARTER OF RATIONAL PROGRAMS PAWE A

I. Introduction

This statement defines the rcle or mission of National Programs Panel A.

The text gives Le of the areas which may need national support and

mentions a nuncer of organizational and prosrammatic sugzestions which

have been implemented or vronosed. Finally, the role of the Panel is

discussed.

weII. Areas Which Have Been Provosed as Needing Study and Support Within a

@ National Context

In considering the areas where national procrems in the computer sciences

may need ptudy and support, it is apparent that a large number of different

functions or responsibilities have been envisioned. Examples of such functions

are:

A. The Support and Conduct of Research and Develonment

Activities with Respect to Computer Ecuipnent and Software

New develosments in meneries, switching capabilities, nardware con-

fisurations, etc. need study and demonstration. Similarly, develop-

ments in software as they relate to higher-order laneuayes, compilers,

list processors, data-based manivuletors, executive systems, etc. are

@ in need of investigation.
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B. The Development and Maintenance of Standards

Some contend that there is a freat need for the development of standards

in the computing area, but exactly what standards and in what particular

areas is open to vigorous debate. It is argued that an appropriate

body of professional computer scientists should be devoted to the

study and monitoring of the standards area.

C. Development of Applications

It has been sur ested ia t national laboratories should develop new

applications where current commercial efforts are likely to be in-

sufficient. For exemple, the capability to analyze large bodies

of natural language text is thought by many to be important but is currently

not receiving significant support. Similarly, the ability to handle

very larse date bases hinges on both theoretical and applied research

in data-based structure and development of various storage devices.

D. Systen and Technical Direction

It has been argued that the technical capability exists (or is about

to exist) for the significent development of information processing

systems in a number of applied. areas but thet there is neither

sufficient suport hor organized technical capability to undertake

such Geveloprents For example, it has been nucgested thet there
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could ve a unified network of information systems; nowever, those

working in the library and documentation area are generally technically

unqualified to undertaxe such an effort, which needs to be done on a

large, integrated scale, and requires centralized planning and

implementation. Special agencies or laboratories to oversee such system

engineering and technical direction have been proposed.

E. Commuter Proszram and Information Center

It has been susgested that there is a need for a center or exchange

mechanism which would make computer programs available to users.

Computer progrems which meet certain standards could be collected,

documented, and vackazed for ready distribution. Such a center

might replace present progran sharing groups vhich tend to be associ-

ated with a single manufacturer's equipment. Such centers are being

established in England and Germany. Similarly ,an information center

could te established which mizht be analogous to the National Litrary

of Medicine.

F. Effective end Efficient Goveranent Computer Service Operations,

The Federal Government is probably the world's lergest user of

computers. Efforts have been made to increase the efficiency with

which its vast computer resources are utilized. It has been suggested

thet a nationel latoratory or agency i : 2 t monitor such operations

5 become a government service center itself.or verha '3



G. Study of the Cocial-Political Implications of Information Systems

Much has been written concerning the possible loss of privacy in con-

nection with computer-based information systems. Similarly, the new

capacity for centralization and Cecentralization in social organization,

possible through the fast handling of large amount of information, has

caused concern. These vroblews should be explored.

III. Organizational Considerations

In view of the need to perform functions such as the examples above, a nunber of

actions and recommendations have been sussested rerarding the establishment

of national laboratories in support of the computer sciences and related

- applied areas. Recently the position of the Center for Computer Sciences

of the National Bureau of Standards has beer. increased within NBS. Within

the last two years the National Science Foundation has established the

Office of Computer Sciences. For a number of years ARPA has been a major

supporter of applied research and cevelopment in both hardware and software,

with prorrams at a number of major university centers, non-profit institutions,

and private industry.

Recormendations for laboratories in specialized applicetion areas have been

made. Particularly, the National Library Commission recommended a national

laboratory in the information sciences, end most recently a similar recom-

mendation has been made by the Committee on Scientific and Technical



Communication of the National Academy of Science. Several private organi-~

zations have either recommended a nationel laboratory or expressed the

need for greater support in computer science research and development.

Several sugsestions emanating from university associetions sponsoring

AEC laboratories have been in this direction, as well as suggestions from

EDUCOM, Thus governmental azencies, private organizations, and study

groups have expressed concern regarding the organizational structures

available to support and undertake research and development in the

information sciences area.

IV. Role of the Panel

The above probleris of function and organization have stimulated the

formation of the Panel. The Panel will collect material and hold discussions

resarding the above areas with a number of people and organizations~-in the

Federal Government with such organizations as the National Science Foundation,

National Bureau of Standards, end ARPA-~in universities with major computing

centers and with consortia of universities sucn as the Argonne Universities

Association end the Associated Universitics--vwith non-profit corporations

such as RAND, SDC, Mitre, and the Lincoln Laboratories, and with incustrial

organizations such as Bolt, Beranek, and "ewman, end several major equipment+

The Panel will sunmerize the current an

of needs of the or jzations mentioned ecove. It ill exvio:
>
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which recuire attention within e broad context. It will analyze the

several alternete solutions to these vroblems and prepare recommendations

for CS&k8, The Panel will prepare informative material and recommendations

for review by the full Computer Science ard Fngineering Board and stand

ready, on the basis of the information it has gathered, to assist govern-

mens agenc 7 es which might seek the Board's advice in this ares.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20550

OCT 18 1968

Mr. G. D. Meid
Business Manager
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 0418 Task Order No. 155

Dear Mr. Meid:

Under the terms of Contract NSF-C310, Task Ordex No. 155 is hereby
issued as follows:

1. Title: A Study of Patterns of Industry Support of Computers
and Computer-Related Activities in U. S. Educational Ineti-
tutions.

2. Scope of Work: The work under this task order shall be per-
formed in accordance with your proposal Gated September 0,
1958, entitled "A Study of Patteras of Industry Support of
Conpaters and Conputer-Related Activities in U. S. Educational
Institutions" end such instructions as may be provided by the
Foundation.

3. Period of Performance: The period of performance of this task
order shall begin on October 15, 1968 and extend through
April 14, 1969.

h. Estimated Cost: It is estinated that the total cost to the
Foundation of performing the work under this task order will
be $10,000.

5. Seientific or Technical Liaison: Dr. Milton B. Rose, Head,
Orfice of Computing Activities, shall maintain scientific
or technical liaison for the work to be performed under this
task order.

Please indicate acceptance of this task order by Laving it eigned and
returning the original to me.

Sincerely yours,

Bolton
Contracting Officer

10/23/68
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